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Preface 

Presenting this diploma thesis as a general overview of one group of writers, perhaps 

only a few words would suffice for the explication of my choice. Putting aside any emotional 

or personal involvement of mine in this topic, which stems from my ongoing interest in 

Japanese culture and the study of this language, I regard Japanese Americans and the 

literature they produced as unique in several respects. Considering their often contradictory 

reception and the turbulent historical shifts they were subjected to, one has to view this group 

as a generation of paradoxes. Being born in America, yet all their lives contending with the 

label of "exotic" or "oriental," struggling to conform, but only to discover that this effort (if it 

brought them closer to their peers) distanced them from their immigrant parents, writing 

literature in a language that was usually not their original mother tongue. These are attributes 

and dilemmas that would pertain probably to any recent group of immigrants to the United 

States. But what singles out the Japanese American experience among the countless other 

immigrant histories, is their collective experience in the years 1942-1944, when the nation 

they long aspired to be a part of suddenly crushed these hopes in the wake of the Pearl Harbor 

attack by considering them an enemy and sending this minority to forced internment centers 

as an alleged precaution against their potential acts of sabotage on the West Coast (none of 

which were eventually proven after the war). 

Writings by those affected by the internment largely capture and reflect this 

experience that forced each of them to reassess and redefine their identity and affiliation to 

either of the two nations - and, in spite of the blatant injustice suffered, the vast majority of 

second generation Japanese Americans declared their loyalty to the United States. Not 

recognized until the 1970s, yet the short stories and novels written by authors of Japanese 

American descent echo beautifully the rich heritage of both traditions - the Japanese, which 

emerges for example in "haiku-like" crafted chapters of Hisaye Yamamoto, or the American 

literary tradition of self-inquiry and introspection that Ichiro Yamada of John Okada's No-No 

Boy so painfully searches. 

As the writing of authors of Japanese descent and of other Asian American authors 

recently continues to attract attention of both readers and critics, and they begin to be 

welcome as a refreshing contribution to the body of literature written in the United States 

(which now more than ever reflect that they are indeed a country of immigrants), so will 

undoubtedly grow the number of readers who know and appreciate these writers, and who 
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will be introduced to the immensely interesting variety of their works. It is my hope and wish 

that the research I attempt to present in this thesis would serve that purpose at least in a small 

part. 
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1. Introduction 

The following thesis aims to explore the writings by authors of Japanese descent living 

in the United States, and the experience of Japanese Americans captured in these works. 

When focusing on the "experience" depicted here, it needs to be said that the whole 

experience of Japanese Americans, since the time of the first arrival of Japanese immigrants 

till our days, has always been closely connected to the history of the United States. The 

profound historical shifts of the twentieth century also to a large extent determined the life of 

the Japanese American community, be it in a positive or negative way, and subsequently also 

found reflection in the literary works produced by the Japanese Americans themselves. 

In the context of contemporary American literature, the literature of Japanese 

Americans is still assigned the position of a "minority literature," and while significant 

advancements in its recognition have undoubtedly be made, Japanese American literature 

remains a topic that is not so frequently studied compared to literatures by other minorities 

that have been more popularized recently. Nevertheless, I believe the Japanese American 

literature remains worthy of larger attention precisely because of its treatment of real and 

fairly recent events, which have shaped the fate of the whole Japanese American community. 

In this thesis I shall attempt to provide an overview of the development of Japanese 

American literature, that is of literature written and published in the United States by writers 

of Japanese descent. The core of my work will be devoted to the five works written by authors 

who belong to the so called Nisei generation of Japanese Americans. As shall be explained in 

the following section in greater detail, the Nisei are the second generation of Japanese 

Americans, that means children born already in America to Japanese parents who began 

immigrating to the United States at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Inevitably, this diploma thesis, which aims to map a topic so broad as "Japanese American 

literature" is going to be very selective, and obviously there are many more authors who would 

deserve to be included here - for example a large group of Japanese Americans living in Hawaii, 

that also produced significant works, recently emergent authors of the fourth or fifth generations, 
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who often combine even more diverse cultural heritage than that of Japan and America, or also the 

authors who live in America and write in Japanese. 

My reasons for having chosen to focus on the authors of the Nisei generation are 

several. One of them is the lack of surviving writings by the first, Japan-born generation, 

where the literary production existed on a smaller scale, however as it was limited mainly to 

the community press or not published at all, little of it remains today. And unlike the third 

generation, some of whom are concerned with other themes that are not directly related to the 

Japanese American experience, the Nisei are preoccupied with the Japanese and American 

issues. Therefore I consider the writings of the Nisei as being most representative in terms of 

depicting the experience of immigration and the life of Japanese Americans in the United 

States. 

Furthermore, besides functioning as a link between the first and the third generation, 

and thus also between the heritage of Japanese past and the present life of Americans of 

Japanese descent, the Nisei were also all subjected to the drastic experience of World War II 

and brought to question the origin of their identity as Japanese and/or Americans. The search 

for identity that has been shattered as a result of the internment, and the subsequent need for 

its redefinition, together with the necessity to cope with being the children of immigrants 

form the essential theme that appears in the works of all Nisei authors. 

From its special position, Nisei literature thus looks in two directions - at the 

beginnings of the Japanese American community, as lived by the first generation (and their 

children Nisei), and their own experience of coping with the demands of internment and 

subsequent readjustment to life as Americans of Japanese heritage in the postwar United 

States. 

Structure of the diploma thesis 

Out of the many of the Nisei writers I decided to choose five, whose works I shall 

analyze in greater detail. In the process of close reading of selected chapters and short stories I 

will attempt to relate their interpretations to theoretical notions that deal with the problems of 

immigration, minority, or identity definition. Since the literature of Japanese American 

authors may not be generally so well known, besides the analysis of selected excerpts I shall 

also include more descriptive passages that would introduce the particular work, mention its 

publication history and reception whenever possible, deal with the narrative strategy and 

characters that appear, and point out the crucial themes contained in the work. 



In order to show the themes the Nisei are most frequently concerned with, and at the 

same time to represent the variety of their works, I eventually settled on three novels and two 

collections of short stories. The time of their writing spans the era between as early as the 

1920s and as late as the 1980s, thus covering the historical events that were most crucial for 

the whole Japanese American community. The first two novels are autobiographic accounts 

about the internment written by two female authors, the third is a fiction novel. The two 

collections of short stories, one written by a male and the latter by a female author, depict the 

life of Japanese Americans on the West Coast before and after the war. 

The works used are thus as follows (with the dates of their first publication): 

• Monica Sone: Nisei Daughter, 1953 

• Jeanne Watatsuki Houston: Farewell to Manzanar, 1973 

• John Okada: No-No Boy, 1957 

• Toshio Mori: Yokohama, California (collected stories first 

published in 1949) 

• Hisaye Yamamoto: Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories 

(collected stories first published in 1988) 
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The first chapter will introduce the necessary terminology used in relation to the three 

respective generations of Japanese Americans, and also characterize each of these 

generations. Since for reading all of the above mentioned works a certain awareness of the 

historical development of the Japanese immigration and their subsequent life in the United 

States is essential, the second chapter shall be devoted to this problem. Before proceeding to 

the detailed discussion of the specific works in the main part, the third and fourth chapters 

will focus on the theoretical aspects relevant to the Asian American experience, and its 

depiction in literature. The fifth, main chapter shall first give a brief overview of the 

development of literature of Japanese Americans, also with some remarks on the first and 

third generation. Then, the five works will be discussed in separate sections in the order given 

here. 

To further illustrate the reality of Japanese American experience, some relevant 

excerpts, photographs, maps and tables are provided in the appendix. 
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The three generations, terminology used 

The whole population of Japanese Americans, or Americans of Japanese descent 

living in the United States, is very clearly delineated by the respective generations. The 

Japanese Americans themselves, probably more than other nations that have immigrated to 

the United States, emphasize the continuity of their tradition by distinguishing the individual 

generations and using special terms to name them. In this self-identification and affiliation to 

one of these generations the Japanese Americans display certain pride for being part of this 

tradition, and for living their lives in order to pass this continuity on. These terms are 

commonly employed in the discourses on Japanese immigrant history and on the literature of 

Japanese Americans. They are used not only because they are convenient, but rather because 

in the case of Japanese Americans the historical circumstances radically marked the first three 

generations, and imposed entirely different conditions on each of them. Such classification 

thus serves as a declaration of one's belonging to a particular generation, sharing with it all 

the joys and troubles, and playing a special role in the history of the Japanese community in 

America. 

We might also conjecture why the Japanese Americans place so much emphasis on 

membership in a particular generation, unlike for instance immigrants of European origin, 

who had also arrived in more immigrant waves and have a generations-long history of 

settlement in the United States. According to Edwin O. Reischauer, currently the leading 

authority in Japanese studies, this importance of identifying with a particular group can be 

attributed to the Japanese "tendency to emphasize the group at the expense ofthe individual." 

Unlike the Westerners, who value above all a show of individuality, the Japanese are 

traditionally inclined to see themselves in terms of operating in groups that are based on 

interpersonal relations, be it relations to their own family, a university or company collective, 

or their own nation. "Group affiliations in Japan are very important," Reischauer stresses, and 

this system of reliable relations serves to secure one's position in a given environment.! 

The terms involved were borrowed from Japanese, and they are compounds of the 

word Sei (meaning literally "generation"), and the respective numeral in Japanese. "Issei" 

thus stands for the first generation, that is those who were born in Japan and immigrated to the 

1 Reischauer, Edwin. The Japanese Today. Change and Continuity. Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard UP, 1996 (2nd enlarged ed., 1 sI published 1977) 



United States, "Nisei" is a term for their children, who were born already in America, and 

"Sansei" and "Y onsei" refer to the third and fourth generations. 

Sometimes, another term, Nikkei (S ~), is used as a general appellation for all the 
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Japanese and people of Japanese descent living in America. This Japanese term is an 

equivalent to a more common name "Japanese American." The term "Nikkei" was coined by 

Japanese American sociologists and refers to the people of Japanese descent of all generations 

living outside Japan. 2 

The Issei 

The term Issei denotes the first generation of Japanese Americans. They were born in 

Japan, and migrated to the United States between 1884 and 1924, when the Immigration Act 

banned further immigration of Asians. The Issei settled mainly in the Pacific Northwest and 

in California - either in cities as San Francisco, Los Angeles, Sacramento, or in the fertile 

agricultural zones as San Joaquin valley. Most of them earned their living as farmers, or by 

working in manual jobs in large cities on the West Coast, where they formed numerous and 

self-contained Japanese communities. The unity of the first generation of Japanese 

immigrants would be one of the reasons for the Issei separation from the community of white 

Americans. The interactions with their American surroundings were usually very scarce, and 

instead of expanding beyond its borders, the first generation oriented itself on strengthening 

the community's inner integrity. Although the Issei came to America very young, learned 

English to a certain extent, and a vast majority of them remained in the United States all their 

lives, technically they were still Japanese nationals, since by the American law they were 

prevented from becoming American citizens. Nevertheless, Issei considered America their 

new mother country, and easily transferred their loyalties from the Japanese Empire to the 

United States. As will be explained in the chapter on the history of the Japanese Americans, 

the war years marked severe disruption of this communal integrity, and very often left the 

now aging Issei generation disillusioned and helpless. 

2 Yogi, Stan. "You had to be One or the Other: Oppositions and reconciliation in John Okada's No-No Boy." 
MELUS. Los Angeles: Summer 1996. Vol. 21, pg. 63 ProQuest Information and Learning Company. 
<http://lion.chadwyck.co.uk.> 
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The Nisei 

The term Nisei stands for the second generation, which is very different both from the 

first Issei and the third Sansei generations. Unlike the Issei, more intensive interactions (and 

also the problems and dilemmas issuing from them) would be experienced by the Nisei, who 

developed patterns very distinct from those of the previous generation. This generation of 

children born already in the United States grew up in entirely different conditions than their 

parents, they were already American nationals, but in their upbringing the Japanese elements 

often still prevailed. Due to their larger contacts outside the Japanese community, and 

attendance of American schools, they also gradually began to identify with elements of the 

American culture, and were increasingly made to form new attitudes towards their truly 

Japanese and American heritage. Their position in a transitional space between the immigrant 

Issei and the Sansei, who already firmly established their lives in the American environment, 

gave the Nisei the necessity and also the opportunity to articulate their identity. However, this 

process was not only spontaneous, but in the years 1942-44 was significantly determined and 

complicated by the internment of all Japanese Americans. The Nisei were the ones who felt 

the heaviest impact of the internment, when all were forced to rethink and recreate their 

identity, and deal with both the Japanese and American aspects of the heritage they were 

endowed with. 

Typically, the Nisei were born between the years 1918-1922, to a thirty-five-year old 

father and a twenty-five-year old mother, and this generation reached legal age between 1939-

1943, a period coinciding with the most dramatic changes for the whole Japanese American 

community.3 In view of the fact that they were U.S. citizens by birth, and most of them, 

regardless of their upbringing in more traditional families, considered themselves as 

Americans, their reality of internment was to be an even more paradoxical and disillusioning 

experience. By 1939 the Nisei would outnumber their Issei parents, thus the whole Japanese 

American community was predominantly young. 

The young Nisei were superior to their parents in terms oftheir legal status as U.S. 

citizens, often businesses were run in their name to circumvent the Alien Land Law of 1913 

(barring ownership of land for aliens), and naturally also in their command of English. Parents 

strongly encouraged and supported their children in education and speaking the language, as 

they understood their integration into American society and subsequently also the welfare of 

3 Daniels, p. 155 



all the Japanese community would depend on this condition. The children usually soon 

mastered English to the level of native speakers, and they excelled in schools. Most of the 

Nisei authors writing in English discussed here had Japanese as their mother tongue. 

11 
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2. Historical Development 

As stated in the introductory chapter, proper understanding and appreciation of works 

written by Japanese American authors discussed here would not be possible without at least 

general knowledge of their history and events that befell them upon their arrival to the 

continental United States, since these events immediately shaped the prose written by Nisei 

authors and they continue to find reflection in the majority of their works. These works need 

to be read and considered within their proper historical context, as it has been emphasized 

already in the very first book-length study on Asian American literate by Elaine Kim, who 

stresses the necessity of historical knowledge to any "responsible reading.,,4 

Hence, this chapter shall provide a general survey of the development of Japanese 

immigration to the United States, with its peculiar characteristics, and pay special regard to 

events that were truly crucial factors for the life of the Japanese community till the early 

1940s. A special part of the chapter is devoted to the problem of the forced internment, with 

the aim to illustrate the contradictory and violent nature of this critical experience that 

affected all the Japanese Americans living on the Pacific coast in 1941.5 

The main source used for this chapter is a study by Roger Daniels, an American 

scholar focusing on the history of Asian immigration to the United States. 

First Immigrants 

The Japanese were not the first Asian immigrants to arrive on the western coast of the 

United States. The opening of Japan to the world and the establishment of diplomatic 

relations with the American government roughly coincided with another American event of 

nationwide importance, the gold rush in California in the early 1850s, which caused huge 

demand for labor on the West Coast. Yet it took Japan a longer time to react to this 

opportunity, and thus the first Asians that began to arrive to California in large numbers were 

the Chinese. They were mostly unskilled manual workers who found jobs in the quickly 

established mining towns on the West Coast and labored on the construction of the Central 

Pacific Railroad. When this was finished in 1869, they would usually remain in California and 

4 Kim, Elaine: Asian American literature. An Introduction to the Writings and Their Social Context. 
Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1982 
5 Infonnation on the history of the Japanese in the USA in this chapter is taken from Daniels, Roger. Asian 
America. Chinese and Japanese in the United States since 1850. Seattle: U of Washington P, 1988. 
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work as laborers in agriculture, miners, or in manual occupations in towns, where they could 

work as cooks, laundrymen, merchants or janitors. Forming a close-knit community, they 

would naturally gather with members of their own language group. 

As their labor was essential to the growing Californian cities, and they were usually 

not responsible for any major disturbances, the Chinese were usually viewed with relative 

tolerance by the white Americans. Perhaps it is here that we can trace the origins of the 

"amiable Asian" stereotype, with the image of a silent, humble, submissive and hard-working 

Oriental, speaking poor English but generally non-problematic. These immigrants also gained 

the reputation for working quickly and reliably and for not being "prone to striking,,6 a quality 

valued in the second half of the nineteenth century when unionism was on the rise. In this 

early stage, it mattered little to the rest of Californians whether this Oriental type arrived from 

China, Japan, or elsewhere. 

Moving now to the beginnings of Japanese immigration to the United States, we need 

to distinguish between two phases. The arrival of the first Japanese laborers dates to as (early 

as 1869, however this small group (also referred to as "gannen mono," the first-year people, 

who arrived to Hawaii from Y okohama) served only as a precursor to large-scale immigration 

that started in 1880s. (after 1884-Daniels).Technically speaking, these newcomers did not yet 

reach the continental United States, but at this time they were settling exclusively in Hawaii 

where labor was in demand at the sugar cane plantations and where the locallabor contractors 

organized the arrival of mostly young Japanese agriculture workers. It was only since the 

1890s that the Japanese laborers gradually began to move from Hawaii to the continent and 

settle along the Pacific coast. An important difference is to be marked between the growing 

Japanese population in Hawaii and then later in the continental United States. In Hawaii, the 

Japanese (and Chinese) workers, as Daniels points out, (l09) were never regarded as a 

minority, nor was their racial origin questioned, as the majority of the population in Hawaii 

was never white. Therefore, the first Japanese immigrants who settled in Hawaii were never 

exposed to racial discrimination or feelings of "otherness," as would be the case in California 

since the very first years of the twentieth century. 

6 Tindall, George B. and Shi David E. America. A Narrative History. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1997 (Brief 4th ed.), p. 643 
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Settling on the West Coast 

The decade of the 1880s, where we can trace the first significant arrivals of the 

Japanese to the United States, also marks the era of turbulent changes in the Japanese empire. 

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, the country underwent a radical transition 

from a nearly feudal state dependent on agriculture, with a rigid class system and an 

authoritative military government (as it was in the late 1850s when the era of isolation ended), 

to a completely remodeled country that was eagerly adopting customs and technologies of the 

West. With the aim to catch up with the developments in America and Europe, Japan ofthe 

1880s embarked on a path of rapid modernization and massive industrialization. While the 

swift progress radically improved the living conditions in Japanese more developed areas, it 

also contributed to great social shifts that left the remote rural areas lagging behind. 

Therefore, those who chose to benefit from the Japanese recommencement of foreign 

relations with the other countries (and the United States in particular) and to emigrate, were 

largely single young men from these poorer provinces. 

In the1890s the laborers from Hawaii were being lured to move to California and work 

on agricultural farms there. In 1882, the Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, with the 

aim to block the influx of new Chinese laborers after the Pacific railroad has been completed 

and tensions among white American workers were rising, thus effectively putting an end to 

Chinese immigration to the United States. Therefore there arose the need to replace the 

Chinese workers, since the remaining ones were either aging at that time, or they were 

gradually leaving the agricultural jobs and resettling in cities. 7 The Japanese laborers from 

Hawaii used this opportunity and began to move to the continental United States. 

Apart from taking up jobs on vegetable farms mainly in southern California, some of 

the Japanese immigrants (or mostly not recent immigrants in the true sense, but those from 

Hawaii), were also searching for opportunities in large cities. Immigrants coming originally 

from the same prefecture in Japan were known to maintain close links and they usually 

continued to stay together even after resettling to America. 8 The nascent community shared 

the sense of unity and solidarity, supported also by the widespread founding of the so-called 

ken-jin, associations and clubs where members gathered on the basis of their former 

citizenship in a particular Japanese prefecture. This complex network of relations later gave 

rise to the phenomenon of Japanese communities springing up in larger cities (Seattle, San 

7 Daniels, p. 109 
8 Daniels, p. 110 
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Francisco, Los Angeles, Vancouver in Canada), called Nihonmachi ("Japantowns"), with their 

own peculiar and unique way of life, in which aspects of the traditions and culture brought 

from Japan were maintained. 

The first immigrant wave consisted almost exclusively of young single Japanese men, 

who emigrated for economic reasons. Their first years would be spent in relentless labor and 

efforts to establish their existence. Usually, as Elaine Kim writes, these men were prepared 

for the initial hardships and willing to undergo anything in order to succeed in America: "the 

typical Issei was prepared to discard Japanese customs and manners if that would help him 

realize his dreams.,,9 

Development of Nativist Tendencies against Asian Immigrants 

To explain the later complications with the legal status of the Japanese immigrants in 

the United States, and the issues of eligibility for citizenship and right to property, the 

fundamental tenets of the American legal system and Constitution need to be mentioned here. 

The very first act from 1790, passed by the U.S. Congress as an Act of March 26, 1790, states 

that "any alien, being a free white person who shall have resided within the limits and under 

the jurisdiction of the United States for a term oftwo years, may be admitted to become a 

citizen thereof." 10 In 1873, in order to incorporate the claims of the liberated African 

American, the phrase "persons of African nativity or descent" is added. In practice, this law 

denied citizenship to immigrant persons of Japanese or other Asian origin, and was used as 

such for this purpose until 1952. 

If the second half of the nineteenth century saw the United States opening up for 

immigrants from all over the world, the first years of the twentieth century could be 

characterized by the intensifying protests against these arrivals. The beginning of the 

twentieth century corresponds with isolationist tendencies in American foreign policy and 

with the rise of the nativist movement. The voices calling for the restrictions of foreign 

immigration and curbing the influx of newcomers from less developed countries were 

strongest especially on the West Coast where the local residents directly interacted with the 

changing ethnic structure of the population and felt threatened by the incoming laborers. 

9 Kim, p. 123 
10 http://www.densho.org 
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Regardless of the statistical figures, the antagonism, hostility and bias against the 

immigrants of Asian origin, that inevitably affected also all the Japanese who settled there, 

were presel1.t on the West coast from the beginning, either generally in the attitudes oflargely 

Protestant citizens, or declared openly by nativist organizations and associations (Asiatic 

Exclusion League is formed in San Francisco; The Native Sons of the Golden West campaign 

for preventing further Asian immigration). The consequence of these tendencies resulted in 

discrimination against the Japanese immigrants, be it in the form of restrictions in legal and 

practical matters (denial of citizenship, restrictions on property ownership), or even more so 

in various instances of daily life, when the immigrants repeatedly had to face the fact that they 

were different and unwelcome. Aside from prejudice based and ethnical and racial features, 

the opponents of Asian immigration argued for the preservation of jobs for the Americans, 

and already in 1900 the first large-scale anti-Japanese protests were held in California. 

Gradually in the first decade of the twentieth century these protests took on a more organized 

form. 

Anti-Japanese Sentiments on the West Coast 

With the beginning of the twentieth century, the proponents of immigration 

restrictions successfully drew on the prejudice against Asian immigrants that has been present 

in public opinion. Fears from new immigrants were also reflected in the newspaper headlines 

of that era, which contributed to disseminating racist views and antagonism against the 

numbers of Japanese that began arriving to the West Coast. Daniels quotes just a few 

examples from the front pages of Californian dailies: February 23, 1905 - "The Japanese 

Invasion: The Problem of the Hour," "Another Phase in the Immigration from Asia," 

"Undesirables," "Japanese Taking the Place of Chinese."ll 

On the federal level, the government was increasingly forced to respond to the 

Californian demands that it cut the immigration to this state. The nativist efforts eventually 

resulted in passing several laws over the course of almost fifty years, culminating in 1924 in 

the Immigration Act of 1924, which effected this end completely. From that year onwards 

any new immigrants (from Asia) are barred from arriving. 

11 Daniels p.lll 
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The immigrant issue was solved over the course of years by a series of government

supported restrictive laws and agreements, which were discriminatory in their nature and their 

provisions were with the local government's tacit approval aimed specifically against one 

particular group - the Japanese immigrants. In order to pacify the growing discontent in 

California legislature, President Theodore Roosevelt initiated the first steps towards resolving 

the issue. In 1907 in a sequence of diplomatic negotiations with the Japanese government that 

took place in the following 18 months, and in which six notes were exchanged between the 

United States and Japan, a resolution was reached in the form of a so-called "Gentlemen's 

agreement". This agreement consisted in drafting a legislation that would "enable president 

by executive order to prevent persons (really Japanese) in American insular possessions 

(really Hawaii) with passports valid for these places, from coming to the United States.,,12 The 

Japanese agreed not to issue passports valid for the continental United States to laborers. The 

"insular possessions" here stood for the Hawaiian archipelago, and the persons concerned in 

this case were in majority the Japanese laborers already residing there. According to Michler, 

however, Roosevelt himself at the time did not favor stopping the immigration completely; 

his intention was to reach a mutually satisfactory bilateral agreement with Japan. The fact 

remains that this concession to San Francisco representatives would be the first in the 

succession of laws aimed at preventing the undesirable immigrants from settling in the US. In 

accordance with the Gentlemen's Agreement Japan thus consented to "issue passports only to 

parents, spouses and children of Japanese nationals already residing in the United States, and 

those who have formerly lived in the USA.,,13 

In 1908 it was therefore still possible for Japanese women to immigrate to the 

continental United States if they were wives ofU.S. residents. This particular legal loophole 

was to be used abundantly in the following years until the complete halting of immigration in 

1924 by the so-called picture-brides. These young women with the help of intermediary 

agencies concluded marriage with a Japanese man living in America whom they have never 

met before, in order to be eligible for immigration. This phenomenon was also to affect 

significantly the demographic structure of Japanese American families in the subsequent 

12 Daniels, p. 125 

13 Michler, Fritz: "Don't fence me in." Die literarische Umsetzung der Erfahrungen der 'Japanese Americans' 
als Spiegelbild ihrer marginalen Stellung in der amerikanischen Gesellschaft im historischen Kontext. 
(Dissertation), Universitat Hamburg, 1996, p. 32 



generation, and the resulting psychological and sociological tensions also very often find 

reflection in the literary works of the second generation Japanese Americans, as shall be 

discussed further. 14 
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The Japanese government reacted in the opposite way if compared to other European 

governments of impoverished European countries before WWI, which silently agreed to their 

undesirable citizens leaving the country and settling elsewhere. The Japanese empire, anxious 

to maintain its newly acquired image of a rapidly modernized nation keeping the pace with 

the Western powers, was conscientiously trying to display only its positive aspects to the 

world. That would probably explain why Japan did not protest against Roosevelt's demand 

and cooperated with the American government on fulfilling the provisions of the Gentlemen's 

agreement. In order to facilitate the proceedings of issuing passports and determining the 

eligibility of those wishing to relocate to the United States, the Japanese consulate in San 

Francisco established the Japanese Association of America in 1909 that was to deal with 

immigrant-related matters. The role of this and other similar organizations founded in the 

United States by the Japanese government was later to be considered controversial especially 

14 When the economic goals were accomplished, the focus on establishing a family would usually come 
forward. The ethnic and social difference, language barrier, together with the scarcity of suitable mates made the 
process of marriage virtually impossible. As a result of the demand for suitable wives, the practice of obtaining 
"picture brides" therefore developed as a solution. This custom, very frequent at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, continued to have significant implications for the further social development of the Japanese American 
population and especially family relations, an issue that also appears in the works of many Japanese American 
authors. 

In Japan, the act of marriage is looked upon differently than in Europe or America. Marriage is not so 
much a matter of individual decision, but rather a family concern, whose successful execution is crucial to the 
family'S reputation. The arranged marriage (called omiai kekkon) mediated by professional matchmakers, has 
been a traditional practice in both China and Japan. To respond to the demand on both sides of the Pacific, 
marriage agencies began to adapt this custom and use photographs of the Japanese men already residing in 
America. This phenomenon of shashin kekkon (or literally "photo marriage") resembled a business transaction 
more than an act oflove. Typically, the very young Japanese brides would arrive to a West Coast port to be 
awaited by their future husbands whom they have never met before. Very often, the age difference between the 
wife and husband was significant, or (there were cases when the groom sent a photograph of another, younger 
man). As E.M. Ghymn in her study of Asian American women explains, given the conditions of such picture 
brides, "there was no coming back, they had no choice but to survive and endure."(Ghymn, p. 75) 

Speaking no English, these Issei women were completely dependent on their working husbands, and 
sentenced mostly to domestic life in isolation, alienation and emotional deprivation. The husbands, occupied by 
earning a living, would normally not attend to the wives' emotional needs. Since divorce was unthinkable, 
according to the Confucian ethics, where a wife's loyalty to the husband is an imperative, these women were to 
patiently suffer discrimination and lack of support. It is estimated that by 1924, when all Japanese immigration 
was halted by the Immigration Exclusion Act, over 14,000 women from Japan had arrived, most of them as 
picture brides (KIM 124). As their portrayal in the short stories of His aye Yamamoto, Wakako Yamauchi or 
John Okada shows, they found various ways to cope with their situation. 
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after the declaration of war between the USA and Japan in 1941.15 Any Japanese person 

wishing to have his family brought over to the United States had to be registered at the JAA, 

apply through this agency and fulfill its requirements (these would for example include the 

proof of $800 in a bank account, a requirement to be easily circumvented by a group of 

individuals pooling their savings for that purpose). Through these associations Japan still 

maintained certain amount of control over its citizens living abroad. While JAA was primarily 

a support and protection organization to serve the Japanese nationals, it still remained a 

semiofficial organization of Japanese government and its presence in America was brought to 

question as late as in the late 1940s during the hearings at the Committee on Un-American 

activities of the US House of Representatives. 16 

Development of Anti-immigration Laws 

As was said above, the Gentlemen's Agreement was only a precursor to stricter anti

immigration laws. The Californian initiative against the Asiatic immigration further 

intensified its pressures on legislature, demanding the cancellation of the Gentlemen's 

Agreement, banning the practice of inviting picture brides, and a guarantee that all Asiatics 

shall be barred from access to American citizenship. Among those who most strongly 

advocated the restriction or ban on Asian immigration were the representatives oflabor 

(American Federation of Labor, the AFL, in particular), agricultural associations, and middle 

class members of patriotic fraternal organizations. Their most frequent arguments were 

motivated l:>Y fear of the competition in farming, an activity in which the Japanese proved 

most industrious and successful, as a contemporary source reported: "The Japanese own and 

control several of the most fertile parts of California and are rapidly making themselves felt in 

almost every branch of commerce, not merely as "cheap-labor tools but as active business 

competitors." 17 

The arguments of nativists, Californian labor unions, patriotic organizations at the 

time, if we look away from their racist and discriminatory content, had a real ground. In the 

agricultural sector, the Japanese were successful to become a real competition for the white 

farmers. Although the Issei enterprises were small, usually family run businesses, the 

15 Daniels, p. 128 
16 Daniels, p. 129 
17 Michler, p. 51 
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intensive farming, and well organized distribution chains (crops produced by Japanese 

farmers sold via Japanese merchants and retailers) enabled them to sell at competitive prices 

and eventually push the other producers out of the market. As Daniels records, in 191475% 

of the public market in Seattle was dominated by Japanese vendors. IS In cities, the immigrants 

found opportunities in retail trade and services, in the Northwest many also earned their living 

in fishing industry. 

Michler sees this hard-working group with their ability to find empty places in the 

market and their overall success as directly related to the development of prejudice and 

antagonism by the white Americans whose businesses in the area were threatened by the 

enterprising Japanese. The historian even comments with slight sarcasm that had the Japanese 

immigrants been white Protestants, their economic success would be most probably attributed 

to their adherence to the principles of "a protestant ethic" as described by the sociologist Max 

Weber, since they (the Japanese) display precisely the same desirable qualities of "honesty, 

industry, zeal, punctuality, frugality;,,19 nevertheless their racial difference and unwelcome 

presence on the West Coast were against them. 

Although never explicitly mentioned, the efforts of Californian supporters of nativism 

were indeed aimed against the immigrants of Japanese origin. The resultant Alien Land Law 

of 1913, passed in the state of California, forbade "all aliens ineligible for citizenship" from 

owning land.2o In effect it was aimed exclusively against the Japanese, who were the ones 

working the land and presumably thus threatening local farm owners in California. Asians 

were the only racial group who fell under the status of "aliens ineligible to citizenship.,,2I 

To skirt this law, a common practice among the Japanese farmers was to run the farms 

in the names of their children, who were already born in the United States, (and thus acquired 

the American citizenship automatically) and thus they could continue working the land. In 

order to prevent this, in 1920 the California Alien Land Law was further extended to ban non

US nationals from leasing land. As Michler notes, in reality little was achieved by this 

restriction, since the Japanese farmers still could pass the land on to the children, as it was 

18 Daniels, p. 134 
19 Michler, p. 45 
20 http://www.densho.orglleamingldefault.asp 
21 Michler, p. 33 
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commonly done. In this light the efforts of Californian nativist would seem thwarted, but on 

the contrary they did propel the antagonism towards the Japanese immigrants and heightened 

the tensions between the white Californians and the arrived Japanese.22 Occasional riots and 

forms of protest against the Japanese farmers took place in California and Oregon in the early 

1920s. The press coverage and popular literature and films of that time continued to employ 

discriminatory language when referring to Japanese immigrants, and portray them in a biased 

way. 

Anti-immigration attitudes also surface in the Supreme Court ruling on the Ozawa vs. 

Us., when the provisions of the 1790 law granting the right to citizenship only to free white 

persons are again reaffirmed. In November 1922, the Supreme court ruled that "white" 

implies "Caucasian" and therefore Takao Ozawa, an immigrant from Japan, who has lived 

most of his life in the United States, and on the other grounds would be completely admissible 

for naturalization, is not a person eligible for becoming a naturalized U. S. citizen.23 

Nativism marked its victory in 1924, when the Immigration Act of 1924 was passed. 

In practice, this meant establishing annual quotas for immigrants from a particular country. 

The act also required that each applicant apply for an immigrant visa at the American 

consulate in his country, which made initial screening and pre-selection of immigrants 

possible. The quotas applied only to those arriving from the eastern hemisphere, which in 

effect totally excluded the Japanese and other Asians, who were also by the 1790 

naturalization law made ineligible for citizenship. 

For the Japanese communities on the West Coast the provisions of this act meant 

halting their growth and putting an end to the arrival of new members. Some ofthe Issei, the 

immigrants of the first generation who were born in Japan, especially the elderly and those 

not speaking English, opted for returning to their country of origin.24 The development ofthe 

then flourishing Japanese American population was now cut off for almost thirty years. 

22 Michler, p. 33 
23 Michler, p. 112 
24 Daniels, p. 151 
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The Community before the WWII 

After the external growth of the Japanese American community on the West Coast 

was interrupted following the consequences of the Immigration Act of 1924, the community 

nonetheless continued to live on its own, and its gradual contacts with the American 

mainstream were carried out by the growing Nisei generation, who were now entering the 

teenage years. 

The community continued to function according to the Japanese model based on close 

ties between individual members of the community and with families operating as units in the 

structure that would resemble a "macrofamily.,,25 The interests of an individual are typically 

inferior to the collective needs of the community, and a person, even when acting alone, is 

still seen rather as a representative of a larger group than an individual, and his or her actions 

are even unconsciously carried out in accordance with the community's expectations. As 

Michler notes, in the immigrant Japanese American communities, one's thinking and acting is 

even subconsciously judged by the standards upheld within that community.26 

This pattern of a clearly demarcated group would correspond with the principle of 

inside - outside, inherently present in Japanese culture and mentality. Commonly referred to 

as uchi vs. soto in Japanese, these two oppositions define one's place in the society, or in the 

family, and the borderline between belonging and exclusion is ascribed with great 

importance. The emphasis on the group and integration into it, that is closer to Japanese 

mentality than American appreciation of the display of individuality, helped to amalgamate 

the Japanese American community also in terms of their practical life in prewar America, 

when this mutual solidarity and support was essential to the survival and well-being of the 

community, which was so ethnically different from the majority, and subject to its antagonist 

tendencies.27 

The Issei generation parents were well aware that the success of the whole community 

would depend on their children, the Nisei. Therefore, their participation in all areas of 

American life and their contacts with white American children were encouraged. Special 

attention was paid to excellence in education, and in order to further boost their chances for 

success (and not to forget Japanese); often special Japanese primary schools (called gakuen, 

or nihon gakko) existed alongside the regular school system and were attended by the children 

25 Michler, p. 43 
26 Michler, p. 34 
27 Reischauer, p. 164 



on afternoons and Saturdays. The Nisei children soon gained complete fluency in English, 

and were relatively well accepted by their white American counterparts?8 

The Kibei 
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Another practice employed in an additional schooling of Nisei children was the 

custom of sending boys to spend part of their elementary education in Japan. Those who 

participated were commonly referred to as Ki-bei, a term derived from words for return - ki , 

and the first part of the word beikoku, a traditional Japanese appellation for the United States, 

(the term could thus be translated as "a returnee from America.") Daniels estimates that till 

the beginning of WWII, there were about 11,000 Kibei, which would roughly correspond to 

cca 20% of Nisei males.29 This long-term stay in Japan was a significant formative influence, 

and this practice therefore came to be questioned after the outbreak of WWII in the ensuing 

discussions about the loyalty of those suspected of exposure to indoctrination with loyalty to 

the Emperor. This argument however did not have real grounding, given to several factors: 

The boys who studied in Japan were very young (not even in their teenage years), and not all 

of them really gained proficiency in the Japanese language. As Kain admits, in the "loyalty 

questionnaire many of these Kibei could not deny their having lived in Japan.,,30 In answer to 

question 28 many answered with "yes" but stating that their childhood experience was not 

relevant to them, or that they did not consider it important to altering their loyalty to the 

United States. The same argument was brought up against graduates from the gakuen schools, 

but it could be equally refuted (due to a lack of qualified Japanese teachers, and inconsistent 

education system, most Nisei had only passive, if any knowledge of Japanese when they 

became adults). It needs to be said, however, that upon return to the United States, the Kibei 

children very often faced a profound culture shock and double exclusion - both from the 

whites and their Japanese American peers, who meanwhile progressed more towards the 

adaptation to the American lifestyle and viewed the Kibei as being too "japanesey" and 

inassimilable.31 

28 Danies, p. 173 
29 Daniels, p. 176 
30 Ideas of Home. Literature of Asian Migration. Ed. Geoffrey Kain. East Lansing: Michigan State UP, 1997, p. 
220 
31 Weglyn, Michi. Years of Infamy. Seattle: U of Washington P, 1976. Quoted in Chin, Frank, and Inada, Lawson 
Fusao, et al. eds. The Big Aiiieeeee! New York: Plume, 1991, p. 424 
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JACL 

The growing up of the Nisei was however not completely unproblematic, in spite of 

their very successful education. Although they excelled in colleges, the adult Nisei in the 

beginning ofthe1940s had difficulties obtaining well-paid positions in American companies. 

Many Nisei professionals (lawyers, doctors, ... ) eventually stayed within the Nisei community 

in Japanese-owned companies. These intellectuals were also instrumental later in founding the 

Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) in 1929. 

This organization, which offered membership only to the Nisei, promoted 

Americanization, assimilation, and exercise of civil rights. Its aim was thus no longer 

promoting Japanese culture as the past Issei institutions did. In the early years, JACL's 

primary goal was the protection of civil rights of Japanese Americans. At the same time, it 

fought on behalf of other Asian Americans and promoted their rights as citizens in face of the 

strong anti-immigrant propaganda. The patriotic creed, issued in early 1941, summarized the 

main tenets ofthe JACL and expressed the Niseis' determination to serve their country, the 

United States.32 After the attack on Pearl Harbor, the JACL encouraged Japanese Americans 

to prove their patriotism and loyalty, and to obey all the measures enforced on the West 

Coast, including the Evacuation Order in February 1942.33 

Statistical Data on Immigration 

According to the U.S. Census, in 1920 the total of 111,010 Japanese Americans were 

living in the continental United States. Out of this number, a vast majority (93,490, i.e. 83, 

3%) lived in the Pacific states of Washington, Oregon and California, and only about 14,000 

persons lived in the eastern and central United States. The most important centers (if we omit 

Vancouver in Canada) were Los Angeles, where the Japanese American population reached 

23,000 in 1940; then the "Japantown" in San Francisco and in Seattle (7,200 persons in 

1940).34 

While these numbers may seem to document a staggering influx of Japanese 

immigrants, it must be argued that their number was actually very minute compared to the 

immigration from Europe at that time, and that the ratio of persons of Japanese origin to the 

32 Full text of the JACL creed can be found in the appendix. 
33 Daniels, p. 180 
34 Further statistical data on Japanese immigration to the USA are included in the appendix. 



total immigration to the United States between 1915 and 1924 (when the Immigration Act 

went into effect) barely exceeded 2%.35 Given, however, the density of population and the 

concentration of this minority in the narrow zone along the Western Coast, it is not so 

surprising that the nativist response was so strong. 

World War 11 and the Japanese Americans 

25 

Throughout the 1930s, however, the foreign relations between USA and Japan were 

becoming denser due to the Japanese expansionist policy in the Pacific and the invasion into 

Chinese Manchuria. These events also worsened the perception of the Japanese immigrants in 

the United States, and were reflected in the contemporary press and media, where the 

headlines of the time abounded with phrases like "War Horrors Told by Chinese Women," or 

"Japan Warns U.S. On Naval Policy" and made a common link between the Japanese people 

and militarism.36 

Not only the white Americans, but the two generations of Japanese Americans viewed 

the military tendencies of the Japanese empire with growing anxiety. Towards the late 1930s, 

leading figures and common people inside Japanese American communities raised the 

questions of what would be the impact of a possible conflict with their former homeland. The 

loyalties of the majority of Issei, who were now entering their middle age, stood clearly with 

America. Even though they perhaps could not speak her language or adapt to all American 

customs, they saw their future in America, and especially in their offspring, who were 

successfully conforming to the life in mainstream American society. 

Evacuation from the West Coast 

The event of paramount significance, that decidedly affected the life of everyone of 

the persons of Japanese descent living on the West Coast, came in the early hours of 

December ih, 1941. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor marked a breaking point in the lives 

of the individuals and the community. The development, the consciousness, culture and 

35 Michler, p. 42 
36 Michler, p. 37 



literature of the Japanese community in America after that day would never be the same as 

before. 
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The American decision to enter the war indeed was a turning point in the dimensions 

of the world history. In the course oflarge, turning-point events, those - perhaps equally 

significant - that affect lives of individuals, may tend to be forgotten in the aftermath, even 

more so if those individuals are part of a minority group, and the public sympathies are 

generally turned against them. The fate and displacement ofthe 120,000 Japanese Americans 

is not a phenomenon largely discussed in the context of historical discourse on World War II. 

Nevertheless, even for those people, this single event and the repercussions it provoked 

signified a redefining of their identity and of their relationship to the country they have 

considered their home and that turned them overnight into enemies. 

As John Okada laconically explains in the introduction to No-No Boy, 

As of that moment [7. December 1941], the Japanese in the United States 

became, by virtue of their ineradicable brownness and slant eyes which, upon 

close inspection, will seldom appear slanty, animals of a different breed. C ... ) 

everything Japanese and everyone Japanese became despicable.37 

Even now, when talking about the years 1941-45, these years "punctuate the history of 

Japanese America" and the people even today refer to "before Pearl Harbor," or "after the 

internment. ,,38 

But that reversal of public opinion Okada refers to was not so sudden or surprising. 

Considering the presence of the Japanese in the continental United States since their first 

arrivals, there have been decades when the prejudiced and discriminatory feelings grew and 

Pearl Harbor was only a spark that unleashed these tendencies completely. Paradoxically 

enough, as Daniels points out, the sympathies of the American public turned to the Chinese 

instead. Suddenly the Chinese, who were resented precisely for the same reasons as the 

Japanese immigrants, were perceived with sympathy Cwhen contrasted with the Japanese), 

37 Okada, John. No-No Boy. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1978 (fIrst 1957), p. viii 
38 Daniels, p. 201 



and seen as victims of Japan's invasion and atrocities committed during the Japanese 

occupation of China). 39 
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For white Americans, and those in the Pacific coastal zone especially, this "day of 

infamy" confirmed the image of a Japanese as a cunning enemy, striking stealthily without 

warning, the very embodiment of the "yellow peril" stereotype cultivated at the turn of the 

century media and popular culture on the West Coast. The fear and hysteria, nourished by 

years of exposure to this stereotype, demanded that immediate protective measures be taken. 

Immediately there were voices calling for precautionary detention of all Japanese American 

residents on the West Coast and their removal from the coastal areas.40 

Years after the actual event, these fears and anxiety of common American people may 

be understandable, as in the first hours after the attack common people could not be certain 

whether this attack was not a preliminary to a large-scale Japanese invasion on the continent. 

(Although as postwar investigation revealed, the U.S. military intelligence possessed 

knowledge of the planned Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and also of the incapability of 

Japanese air and naval forces to stage an attack on the continental United States at that time). 

In the light of facts, the security measures taken against the Japanese Americans were not 

necessary, and the order to remove them from the states of Oregon, Washington, and 

California was a political decision, not a military one.41 

Relocation and Internment 

In the course ofthe following night and day, the FBI began arresting Japanese 

immigrants of the first generation, primarily those that had leading functions in the 

community. A total of 1,291 Issei leaders of Japanese American organizations, newspaper 

editors, and priests were detained for questioning. The loss to the immigrant community was 

grave, since it was suddenly deprived of leading figures at the time of crisis when their 

guidance was needed most. Most of the detainees would be incarcerated for the duration of 

the war and held at locations separate from their families. 

In the course of December 1941, the disruption of the community continued, 

sanctioned by the FBI and military authorities. The measures taken intruded upon family 

39 Daniels, p. 188 
40 Supplementary photographs related to the anti-Japanese sentiments and the evacuation are included in the 
appendix. 
41 Daniels, p. 199 
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integrity and privacy, and made normal daily life almost impossible. The ensuing house 

searches were carried out without warrants and often in a rude and insensitive manner on the 

part of the FBI officers, as the testimonies of the affected families reveal. Japanese Americans 

were also dismissed from public service. 

Objects that could have possibly been used for the purpose of espionage and sabotage, 

or which suggested loyalty to the Japanese empire, were being confiscated. Among these 

were radios, electronic equipment, binoculars, cameras, boats, but also items of personal 

value, such as Japanese books and letters, decorative heirloom swords, or pieces of traditional 

clothing. Other measures gravely harmed the so far thriving Issei businesses. Confiscation of 

fishing boats made many fishermen and stores close down, many Nisei had troubles finding 

employment or they were being fired from their positions due to fears from possible sabotage 

on their part.42 

In response to the mounting fears on the West Coast, the Western Defense Command 

was established with Lt. Gen. John L. DeWitt as the commander, who is authorized to take 

whatever measures necessary in order to prevent possible acts of espionage and sabotage by 

anyone with loyalties to the hostile Japanese Empire. Several paradoxes appear in the three 

months following the American entry into WWII: the steps taken allegedly for the sake of 

national security eventually affected only one group of people as a whole - the Japanese (and 

Japanese Americans) living in the concerned areas. The decision of their possible disloyalty 

was made hastily as a passing judgment on the whole minority, without giving due respect to 

individual cases. The Japanese Americans were unavoidably recognizable by their race, and 

the whole group became a target that could be easily labeled and isolated. No hearings or 

trials were ever held to enable individuals to prove their loyalty. Furthermore, the Japanese 

Americans were the only minority marked as "alien enemy;" no similar measures were ever 

taken against Italian Americans or German Americans. The measures taken were aimed at all 

persons of Japanese ancestry, regardless whether alien (the Issei) or citizens (the Nisei), and 

affected eventually all such persons living in the western parts of the states of Washington, 

Oregon, California, and a part of Arizona. 

The pressures from the Californian state representatives and demands for the mass 

evacuation of the Japanese made by the War Department eventually led President F.D. 

Roosevelt to sign the so-called Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1942, hereby 

authorizing the military to declare zones of evacuation, from which civilians could be 

42 Michler, p. 101; Daniels, p. 205 
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excluded, whenever such action is deemed necessary.43 The area to be evacuated was divided 

into 107 districts, with approximately 1,000 of Japanese Americans in each, and plans were 

made to establish "assembly centers" in designated locations, from which the groups of 

Japanese Americans would be transported to "internment camps," hastily built in remote 

interior areas. A total of ten camps were constructed in the vast depopulated areas of Idaho, 

Arizona, Colorado, Arkansas and other states, with the purpose to keep the Japanese 

Americans far away from the "strategic" "nation-defense premises" and thus "provide every 

possible protection against espionage and against sabotage" (the exact wording of the 

Executive Order 9066).44 

The efforts of American nativists and the worst fears of the Japanese Americans 

became reality on March 2, 1942 when Lt. Gen. DeWitt (convinced of the military necessity 

of the evacuation - Michlerl06) issued the "Public proclamation No.l," which classified most 

of the West Coast states as Military Area No. 1. On March 18, the War Relocation Authority 

was created to supervise and organize the evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. First 

cases of mass removal occurred towards the end of March 1942 in Seattle. 

After an exclusion order was published in a particular locality, the Japanese 

Americans usually had no more than a week to terminate their affairs and prepare for entry 

into one of the designated "assembly centers," from which the train or bus transports to 

specific camps would be organized. In most cases, families were treated as one unit, although 

in many instances it happened that a spouse or children were separated and sent to a different 

camp. The families were advised to take only what they could carry, and to leave within a 

very short notice; many faced problems with maintaining the operation oftheir businesses, 

storage of property, sales oftheir houses - commonly, due to the lack of time, they had to 

close down their establishments, and to sell their belongings at bargain prices to eager white 

buyers. On the evacuation day, they would be transported to one ofthe 16 provisional 

"assembly centers" in the Military Zone n.l, and later, once the camps in the interior were 

constructed, into one of these ten facilities. 45 By the beginning of June 1942, the assembly 

centers detained about 92,000 Japanese Americans. By the beginning of November, all had 

been transferred from the assembly centers to remote inland internment camps run by the War 

43 Michler, p. 109 
44 Full text of the Executive Order 9066 is included in the appendix. 
45 Some documentary photographs of the evacuation and the Manzanar internment camp are included in the 
appendix. 
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Relocation Authority. The entire West Coast was now clear of all people of Japanese descent 

- a dream ofNativists come true.,,46 

The Years of Internment 
The vast majority of the Japanese Americans submitted themselves to this order 

without protesting. Also the official stance of the Japanese American Association (meanwhile 

transformed into the JACL - Japanese American Citizens League) was to encourage 

cooperation and following the orders, and to oppose any resistance within the community. 

What may today seem as an unnecessary concession should however be judged according to 

the difficult situation JACL was in. If they were to abide by the proclamation ofloyalty 

opposing evacuation would deny the pledge of loyalty made by the Japanese American 

Citizens League to President Roosevelt; instead they should at this very hour prove that they 

were indeed loyal citizens and therefore follow the orders of their government, however 

contradictory these were. The evacuation orders applied to everyone within the designated 

military zones, regardless of his or her loyalty. Moreover, no distinction between alien and 

citizen was made.47 

The internment (or relocation, as the War Relocation authority preferred to call them) 

centers began to accept the first internees in mid-1942. The euphemistic appellation however 

cannot hide the fact that in these facilities citizens of their own country were detained behind 

barbed-wire fences, without proper trial and against their will. 

The evacuation affected a total of 120,313 persons of Japanese ancestry, more than 

two thirds (sixty-five percent - resource guide 153) of them were American-born U. S. 

citizens, and more than 75% were younger than 25 years.48 In the ten internment camps 

located in the interior these people were to face inadequate housing conditions in crowded 

barracks, extreme weather changes, loss of privacy and dignity, deterioration of traditional 

family life, boredom and resignation, all this with their personal freedom denied. Each family 

was assigned one unit in wooden barracks with makeshift tar roofs, of approximately 5m x 

6m; bathrooms and other facilities were communal, and meals of often substandard quality 

were served at specified times in mess halls. These conditions, together with the stress from 

uncertainty and disruption of normal life had harmful effects on the family integrity and 

especially the psyche of the elder Issei. In Japanese households, parents usually not so 

intimate with their children were suddenly forced to share limited space with no privacy. Also 

46 http://www.densho.org 
47 Daniels, p. 205 
48 Daniels, p. 199 
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the habit of sharing meals was broken, food served in the mess halls at appointed times lacked 

the social function that traditionally accompanied it. The imprisonment also had negative 

effects on the social standing of males: fathers and grandfathers who in the traditional 

Japanese hierarchy were heads of the families, were here reduced to passivity and humiliated, 

since they were not allowed to decide on anything concerning their family's life. The role of 

leaders was often taken over by the adolescent Nisei males, who proved more able to adapt to 

the new situation. 

In spite of the depressive conditions, the Japanese Americans tried to make the best of 

their situation and to make their existence in the camps as close to normal life as possible. For 

children, camps schools staffed by government-employed Caucasian teachers were later 

established, and for the youngsters the daily school regime resembled a state of normalcy to 

some extent. It may appear ludicrous in the conditions of life behind the barb-wire fence, but 

the reports show that for teenagers, school life was like attendance of any regular American 

high school, with all the accompanying activities as sport teams, school paper publishing, 

year-book, cheerleaders and student clubs.49 Paradoxically enough, it was often in the camp 

schools that the Nisei children - subjected sometimes to discrimination in public co-ed 

institutions - first experienced they could be elected into student bodies and actively 

participate in the school social life. 

Loyalty Questionnaires 
Another event, which marks the turn in the U.S. government's attitude to the internees, 

is the army's decision to recruit volunteers from the interned Japanese American men. 

Familiarity with the issue of army drafts in the internment camps is also essential for 

understanding the dilemmas imposed on many Japanese Americans, the paradoxes involved 

in this decision, and also in understanding the subsequent literary reflection on this era, 

particularly in the work of John Okada. The D.S. Army tried to solve the need for new 

recruits also by asking the Nisei males from the internment camps to volunteer with the aim to 

establish a segregated all-Japanese-American unit (to comply with the war department's 

directive that each camp provide a quota of volunteers). By mid-1943, a total of about 1200 

Nisei internees volunteered. 50 Some of them were drafted to military intelligence service and 

their command of both English and Japanese later led them to tasks as translating captured 

49 Daniels, p. 232 
50< http://www.densho.org> 
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documents, interrogating captured Japanese prisoners. Out of these volunteers, a special 

Japanese-American combat unit was also formed, the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, which 

later distinguished itself on the Italian front. 51 

As the war escalated, and when it became obvious that the Japanese army would not 

be an immediate threat to American civilians, the government was more willing to reduce the 

number of interned Japanese Americans, and also to call those of them eligible to the combat 

duty. As a security clearance measure, the War Relocation Authority devised a registration 

questionnaire, and extended the requirement for registration to all adult internees, males and 

females, and other Nisei and Issei. This form, the "Statement of United States Citizenship of 

Japanese Ancestry (Selective Service Form 304A)," called also "Application for Leave of 

Clearance" was to be duly and completely filled out. Among the personal questions, the most 

controversial became the questions n. 27 and n. 28, asking the applicant to specify his loyalty 

to a country and his willingness to serve in the military forces. With respect to the current 

situation of the interned Japanese Americans, and the depriving them of their rights as citizens 

in case of the Nisei, these two questions were self-contradictory in their nature and 

responding to them in either way would have grave implications for the internee. 

The two crucial questions, (around which also Okada's novel revolves) read as 

follows: 

No.27. Are You willing to serve in the armed forces of the United States on 

combat duty, wherever ordered? 

No.28. Will You swear unqualified allegiance to the United States of America and 

faithfully defend the United States from any or all attacks by foreign or domestic 

forces, and forswear any form of allegiance or obedience to the Japanese emperor 

or any other foreign government, power or organization? 

However, there are several loopholes in the phrasing of the two questions: if Nisei 

men were now eligible for serving in the American army, then why was their removal in 1942 

justified as a "military necessity?" The Nisei, born in the United States and largely 

incorporating American values and lifestyle, usually bore no allegiance to Japan, the less to 

the Japanese emperor - how were they then to forswear such allegiance? And if they 

answered "yes" to the question n. 28, would not that also imply that such an allegiance to 

51 Daniels, p. 140 
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Japan had existed?52 Moreover, for the Issei, who were also obliged to respond, the phrasing 

of the questions was also ambiguous, since they were barred from naturalization. Many feared 

answering "yes" to 28 would leave them stateless. Furthermore, they could hardly deny their 

roots and their Japanese childhood. Eventually, an overwhelming majority (cca 65,000) of 

those eligible for registration (total 78,000) answered yes to question. 53 

Out of the 21,000 Nisei males eligible to register for the draft, some 4,600 answered 

the two questions with an explicit "No" or with no response. Those thus classified as disloyal 

were then moved to the Tule Lake camp, and the "loyal" ones from this center were dispersed 

into the other camps. As a consequence, the "loyalty questionnaire" resulted in bringing 

confusion and anxiety and it further deepened the disintegration and separation oftraditional 

family structures. Furthermore, after one year in Tule Lake, those who refused military 

service were charged, tried and convicted, and served sentences in federal prisons till the end 

of the war.54 

Withdrawal from the Camps 

As the war was nearing its end, the War Relocation Authority initiated gradual 

withdrawal of the internees. Some had already started leaving during 1942-43. This relatively 

high number of about 40,000 people included those who enlisted in the military service, some 

who decided for repatriation to Japan and a few hundred young Nisei who left for Midwestern 

and Eastern colleges and universities. This opportunity was available to the Nisei, provided 

they had a sponsor to pay their scholarship. Their departure from the camps marked the 

beginning of the dispersal of the unified prewar Japanese American community. After 

finishing their studies, many ofthese Nisei found their jobs elsewhere and did not return to 

the West Coast. 

Towards the end of 1944 mass exclusion orders were gradually revoked under the 

pressure from the Supreme Court, and there was the effort to start closing down the 

52 A Resource Guide to Asian American Literature. Ed. by Sau-ling Cynthia Wong, Stephen H. Sumida, New 
York: The Modem language Association, 2001, p. 142 
53 Daniels, p. 262 
54 A Resource Guide to Asian American Literature, p. 142 
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internment camps and allow the Japanese Americans to return to their original homes. By the 

end of 1944 there were 79,763 people remaining in the camps, whose repatriation would be 

more problematic. These were mainly the elderly Issei internees, those who lost their West 

Coast jobs and homes and lacked any other refuge. Many also expected their return would 

provoke further anti-Japanese hostility and feared for their personal safety.55 

Some of the last internees opted for repatriation to Japan, but in their former homeland 

they usually experienced difficulties in trying to resume their daily lives in the economically 

devastated postwar Japan. In March 1946, the Tule Lake camp was thus the last WRA

operated facility to close. 56 

Redress Movement 

The late 1940s and the following decades saw tendencies towards formal apologies 

made by the government, and recognition of the wrongdoings done. The unconstitutionality of 

the Exclusion Orders was formally admitted. Presidential reception and honoring the 

members of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team also served to acknowledge the injustice 

committed. However, the sentiments of the majority public changed more slowly, and in the 

first postwar years in certain areas the returned Japanese Americans still met with prejudice 

and faced disillusionment, as one returnee Nisei confessed: "I have American citizenship C ... ) 

Before the evacuation I had thought that we were Americans, but our features are against 

Generally though, the young Japanese Americans integrated well into American 

society and continued their lives. It was the third generation, the Sansei, that could lead 

relatively undisturbed lives, unburdened with the injustices and problems of the past. This, 

and the subsequent generations, predominantly identify with American values and the vast 

majority consider themselves Americans, not Japanese Americans. When related to literature, 

the concerns reflected in their works are not the generational and cultural dilemmas that 

appear in the literature of the Nisei authors; for the Sansei and Y onsei their experience as 

Americans with Japanese roots is usually not the foremost topics of their writings. 

55 Daniels, p. 242 
56 Daniels, p. 282 
57 Daniels, p. 264 
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Significant for the Japanese American community was the year 1952 when the 

passing ofWalter-McCarren Act granted an immigration quota for Asians and allowed the 

Japanese immigrants to become naturalized citizens. The rise of civil rights movements in the 

1960s also inspired initiatives for the redress of the Japanese Americas affected by WWII, 

and the official redress campaign was launched in 1979. The victims of the internment, 

however, were to wait more than four decades for a formal apology and admission of the 

government's wrongdoings. The redress movement culminated at last with creating the 

Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians. After hearings and 

testimonies'of surviving former internees, the commission issued its report, Personal Justice 

Denied in 1983. The conclusions of the report resulted in President Ronald Reagan's signing 

the "HR 442." This law declares that the incarceration of individuals of Japanese descent was 

unjust, and offered an apology and reparation payments of $20,000 to each of the surviving 

internees. 58 The most important effect of this movement was that it opened a debate about the 

internment, a shameful topic of modern American history, which had been suppressed in 

silence for decades. 59 

The writers that will be further discussed, being influenced by the experience of either 

being an immigrant or growing up in a community that was culturally specific, continue to 

express the~e issues in their work. Being richer of the familiarity with culture and traditions 

that the "mainstream" lacks, the authors of Japanese American descent naturally incorporate 

the aspects of their "home" country culture into their works, regardless whether these were 

intended as autobiographic testimonies or created as works of fiction - the peculiarities and 

unique features of Japanese tradition are present in the works of the Nisei authors discussed 

here. Furthermore, when writing about the community they were nurtured in, they all reflect 

on a world that no longer exists. Owing to the forced mass removal in 1942, the continuity of 

the Japanese American community on the West Coast was disrupted, and the environment in 

which the Issei worked and the Nisei were growing up, was never restored after the end of the 

war. What remains thus are the documents, testimonies and narratives that seek to preserve 

and recreate this milieu of once flourishing and lively community. 

58 Tindal, Shi, p. 917 
59 A Resource Guide to Asian American Literature, p. 153 



3. Asian Americans: Cultural Issues and Theoretical 
Concepts Involved 

Ethnicity and minority in Contemporary Discourse 

36 

Before proceeding to the discussion of the works by Japanese American authors, it 

would be indispensable to devote some time to the larger context of their writing. Being a 

clearly defined group living and working within or alongside a much larger body of white 

American tradition, the tensions stemming from this often uneven relation do indeed have an 

impact on the creation, perception and interpretation of literary works produced by Japanese 

Americans, and Asian American authors in general. However I may detest employing the 

terms "majority" vs. "minority," they will need to appear in this chapter. Also, this is not to 

imply that being of a different race is the ground for making this criterion decisive and 

marking thus a person as "the other" on the basis ofthis distinction. Inevitably, this 

distinction based on the apparent physical aspects of the immigrant peoples has been and still 

is used in the discourse on minorities and their existence in relation to a larger body. 

To begin with, already some of the terms that have commonly continued to appear in 

studies of Asian American literature, are often inherently biased and loaded with connotations 

which the ones to whom such terms are applied, reject as unfair, excluding and 

discriminative. The term "ethnicity," or "ethnic," which according to a standard definition 

refers to "a group of people assumed to share, or who feel that they share, a common cultural 

descent,"! is prone to misuse. The problem here is not as much with the descriptive content of 

the word itself, but with its tendency to be applied in order to delineate a particular group of 

people solely on the basis of their cultural descent, disregarding any other distinctive qualities 

they may have, not to speak about the disregard for individual characteristics of persons. In 

terms of power relations, it is commonly the greater entity, which regards itself as a standard, 

and applies the discriminatory and circumscribing term to single out another group, thus 

emphasizing that group's othemess. "Ethnicity" thus often comes to carry the notion of 

deviation from some standard, and may serve to abate the status, integrity and claims of the 

group that is so marked. The first part of the definition, "people assumed to share" already 

1 Helena Grice. Negotiating Identities. An introduction to Asian American Women's Writing. Manchester: 
Manchester UP, 2002, p. viii 
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alludes to the potential exploitation of the term, for such an assumption, if made by someone 

outside the group referred to, is disposed to generalization. Familiarity with the etymology of 

the word ethnic, as explained by Wemer Sollors, would also support this argument: 

According to Sollors, the term is derived from the Greek word ethnikos, which signifies 

precisely "the other," and in antiquity was used as an appellative for those regarded as 

heathens, that is the outsiders.2 

Problematic is also another term, frequently employed in the study of emergent 

literatures of ethnic authors. The polarity between "majority" and "minority" may be a 

convenient term to use, nevertheless its content hardly corresponds to reality. This term 

overemphasizes the quantity or numerical value, and secondly, as King-Kok Cheung reminds 

us, in many locations in the United States the members of an ethnic group are often no longer 

a minority, instead their number surpasses the white population.3 

Asian American as "the Other" 

To continue, the term used frequently in this diploma thesis and in critical works on 

literature and culture, Asian American, or Asian-American, is problematic in itself. It does not 

signify a neat one-to-one ratio of Asianness and Americanness harmonically blended in a 

person. Nor does it tell much about a person's origin or cultural heritage. This term itself, 

although comfortable for a critic to use, is in itself a sweeping generalization, which 

disregards the immense variety present in the cultures (not culture) of Asia, and which could 

stand for any location between Istanbul and the easternmost tip of the Honshu island, let alone 

the fact that sometimes the Pacific archipelagoes are considered to be geographically aligned 

to Asia as well. Needless to say that immigrants coming to America from the Asian continent 

rarely speak of themselves as Asians, they emphasize their affinity to a particular nation or 

country instead. 

2 SoIlors, Wemer. Beyond Ethnicity. Consent and Dissent in American Culture. New York: Oxford UP, 1986, p. 
25 
3 King-Kok Cheung. Articulate Silences. Hisaye Yamamoto, Maxine Hong Kingston, Joy Kogawa. Ithaca: 
ComeIl UP, 1993, p. xv 
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King-Kok Cheung, author of the influential study Articulate Silences (on prose writing 

by Joy Kogawa, Hisaye Yamamoto, and Maxine Hong Kingston), can speak from her own 

experience ·on the ambivalence of the concept of "Asian American." As a person who grew 

up in the then British colony of Hong Kong, studied an American university, and now lives in 

the United States, she explains the inaccuracy of the imposed "Asian American" label: 

Being Chinese American, I cannot know Nikkei [people of Japanese ancestry living in 

America] culture at first hand, though I discern common linguistic denominations in 

Chinese American and Japanese American cultures. Owing to the historical 

antagonism between China and Japan, I was in fact taught to look on people of 

Japanese descent as the inimical "other.,,4 

This passage reveals several crucial issues. Firstly, the historical circumstances, such 

as the Japanese occupation of Chinese territory referred to here, have shaped the relations 

between particular countries and the attitudes formed by their nationals. Secondly, the point 

of view is crucial here. From the perspective of an "insider," someone, who was affected by 

the particulilr historical events and familiar with the culture of both respective countries, the 

differences between them stand out more than similarities. Contrary to that, the whole 

situation would be interpreted differently by a person uninvolved in these events. The distance 

would probably blur the particular aspects of both cultures into one vague notion that has 

elements of both. 

Also Cheung's mentioning "the inimical other" points to the fact that the point of 

view is also a relative construction. From the common American viewpoint, the Asians - be it 

the Japanese, the Chinese, or the Koreans, are typically considered "the other," when related 

against the American position. Here, if we attempt to "zoom in" and limit our focus to Asia 

only, the same principle will be repeated here, this time with a national of one Asian country 

seeing himself or herself as distinct from a citizen of any other Asian country, which would 

then represent "the other" for him or her in this case. This excerpt thus points out to the 

relativity, and instability of perspectives, disrupting the established concepts of one fixed 

center and the "different Others" outside of it. Nevertheless, precisely such a notion is very 

often employed in the discourse on minorities and multiculturalism. 

4 Cheung, King-Kok, Articulate Silences, p.22 



"Asian American" as an Imposed Definition 

Elaine Kim in the introduction to her ground-breaking study of Asian American 

literature argues the drawbacks of a common term. Before "Asian American," which was 

coined since the late 1960s, the earlier common term "Oriental" had been problematic as 

well.s "Oriental" implies being east of some established center, and claiming this center 

already creates a dichotomy between the main/central/original vs. the minor/ distanced/ 

marginalized. 

As mentioned earlier, when speaking of Asian Americans, the distinction based on 

race is often prioritized. This "racial classification" according to Elaine Kim results in 

suppressing any other aspects of a person or a nation, including their cultural activity and 

artistic achievements. Such might also be valued, but the fact that they were created by a 

person of another race would be probably stressed. Elaine Kim therefore shuns the 

generalized and racially-loaded term "Asian American," since it is "an externally imposed 

label that is meant to define us by distinguishing us from other Americans primarily on the 

basis of race rather than culture.,,6 
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The above quoted passage by King-Kok Cheung also reveals another significant 

principle that tends to be persistently repeated in the discourse on ethnicity. When she 

mentions being taught to regard the Japanese as the "inimical other," she summarizes in these 

two words the essence of discourse that is commonly and perhaps unwittingly employed 

today - that is defining oneself in opposition to "the other." The entity that defines or 

characterizes itself, usually does so by considering itself the norm, especially if such an entity 

is prevalent in the given environment. At the same time it delimits itself from those that are 

different - those, that become labeled "the other." Such label, not chosen by the thus-named 

object, but imposed by the more dominant one, also inherently implies inferiority, deviation 

from the norm, and thus equals otherness with being substandard. 

As was said above, for the affected group, the problem is that the status of 

"other/ness" was imposed upon them, and in the given context, where they stand against a 

self-defined and more powerful norm, there is little they can do to cast off that minority 

status. Sheng-mei Ma summarizes this principle in the following words (speaking for the 

5 Kim, p. 12 
6 Kim, p. xii 



dominant entity): "we must define ourselves opposed to, or through the difference from 

'them' - aliens or immigrants.,,7 

Defining "the Other" in American History 
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This attempt at outlining the theoretical functioning of "definition by delimitation" 

shall hopefully become clearer when illustrated by examples from the American past and 

present. Ifwe consider the history ofthe Puritans and the early English immigrants to the 

United States, we can discern the same aspects of cultural discourse here. The Puritans, 

anxious to preserve their spiritual and moral veracity, saw themselves as an isolated group of 

people, as being demarcated from the depraved Church of England. The Puritan typology was 

based on parallels with the biblical history of the Chosen people and their exodus to the 

Promised Land. The Puritan identification with the Old Testament Israelites would also 

imitate the notion of exclusiveness, stemming from the fact that they believed to be a God

chosen people, and the need to keep separated from the unclean gentiles (or: other nations). 

Those non-Israelite nations would fall under the category of "the other," and as such they 

would be defined contrastively, often with negative connotations.8 

Sheng-mei Ma sees the formulation of the Declaration ofIndependence as one of 

many examples of definition by opposition. Those who drafted the document in 1776 saw 

their act as distancing themselves from the Old World and they started building their new 

identity on principles different from the values of Europe. While the draftees of the 

Declaration ofIndependence consciously rejected the mentality of the world they separated 

themselves from, they also stressed the importance of their acting differently from the then 

acknowledged superpower. 

The myth of building the principles upon which the Unites States stand today however 

carries a shadow with it that is now paradoxically used in disservice towards those who are 

today in the same situation as the Pilgrim fathers were almost four hundred years ago: 

towards the present-day immigrants. In the process of defining themselves, and of what it 

means to be an American, the first European immigrants to America established a sort of 

standard, against which all other later arrived peoples are judged. This is where the racial 

criterion comes in: these Founding Fathers inevitably coined the notion of the new American 

7 Sheng-mei Ma. Immigrant subjectivities in Asian American and Asian Diaspora Literatures. Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1998, p. 3 
8 SoIlors, p. 25 
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as a person of European descent, that is the white person as opposed to the Native Americans 

or later the African American slaves. Thus whiteness has become associated with American, 

and this tendency eventually became the governing norm. What I mean by the paradox I 

mentioned earlier, is that the vast majority of present day immigrants are of a multitude of 

ethnicities. "White," established America usually looks upon them as objects, as those who do 

not conform to the notion of what "American" should be (that is, a white Anglo

SaxonlCaucasian person as it has been commonly assumed), as "the different other." What is 

often forgotten that American history indeed is created by immigrants, and America would 

not exist without them, from the beginning until the present. 

Shirley Geok-lin in Reading Literatures of Asian Americas also recognizes this 

discrepancy between a "nation of immigrants" and its current largely antagonistic attitude 

towards new immigrants. She traces the origin of the notion of white race as the American 

standard back to J.H. Crevecoeur and his Letters From an American Farmer.9 In these essays, 

Crevecouer in answer to the question "What is an American?" speaks of a new man, formed 

by the melting of various European ( and white) nations. "[The new Americans] are a mixture 

of English, Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, German and Swedes."lO Geok-lin argues that this 

model based on amalgamation of differences and discarding of the old mentality of Europe in 

order to assume a "New world" identity persists in American society till the present. 

Crevecouer's description omits the black slaves and the aboriginal native Americans, and his 

formulation of Americanness would support the earlier-mentioned definition of normality on 

the basis of race, as it takes into account exclusively white Caucasian people. Geok-lin posits 

the question here, what about those immigrants who came later? Are they (because of their 

different race) to be excluded from becoming American?l1 

Sau-ling Cynthia Wong in another comprehensive study of the literature of Asian 

American authors also emphasizes the treatment of Asian Americans as "the others" in a more 

recent historical context. She reminds us that these people were almost all at one time or 

another excluded from U.S. citizenship, and classified as "inassimilable alien;" they 

9 Reading the Literatures of Asian America. Ed. Shirley Geok-lin Lim and Amy Ling. Philadelphia: Temple UP, 
1992,p.24 
10 Crevecoeur, 1. H. st. John. Letters from an American Farmer. IN The Norton Anthology of American 
Literature. Vol. 1. 5th ed. Ed. Baym, Nina. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1998, p. 642 
11 Geok-lin Lim, Shirley: "Twelve Asian American Writers." in Redefining American Literary History. Ed. 
LaVonne B. Ruoffand Jerry W. Ward. New York: The Modem Language Association of America, 1990, p. 19 
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"functioned as a peculiar kind of Other in the symbolic economy of America." ( ... ) "Asian 

Americans are permanent houseguests in the house of America.,,12 To further develop this 

metaphor, and to criticize the frequently used term "model minority" (recently applied very 

often to Asian Americans), Wong argues that when the "guests" behave well (the standard 

being defined by the hosts), they are then allowed to "add the spice of variety to American 

life" and are even praised as a model minority to "prove the viability of American egalitarian 

ideals.,,13 While the term "model minority" may at first seem as a desirable appelation, it still 

betrays its patronizing and debasing connotations. In this case, it is the majority who 

determines the characteristics expected of such a "model," and expects this minority to 

behave according to these standards. When this minority fulfills the imposed expectations, the 

majority bestows dubious praise upon them. 

When the representatives of "the Other" are given the possibility to speak (as it is 

happening recently when we think of the emergence of literature written by immigrants and 

peoples of non-American descent living in the United States), their own perceptions of 

themselves often undermine the traditional way they have been talked and thought about by 

the mainstream dominant culture, for instance by refusing to make their works conform to 

what the majority would expect of "ethnic" authors. Lawson Fusao Inada, third generation 

Japanese American and the coeditor of the influential first anthology of Asian American 

authors, comments on the relativity of "othemess" and marginalization: "Japaneseness is also 

taken for granted, we are not nonwhite.,,14 Inada rejects this negative definition and claims 

that the center, from which a definition is made, is always arbitrary: depending on its position, 

the definitions of what is central vs. marginal, or normal vs. non-standard or "the Other" take 

on various content. 

Critical Works 

Several critics have suggested approaches that attempt to explain and interpret this 

afore-mentioned issue in a larger perspective. Likewise, their works aim to break 

12 Sau-ling Cynthia Wong. Reading Asian American literature. From Necessity to Extravagance. Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1993, p. 5 
13 Sau-ling Cynthia Wong, p. 6 
14 Quoted in Ethnicity and the American Short Story. Ed. Julie Brown. New York: Garland Publishing, 1997, p. 
137 
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stereotypical concepts used in the discourse on literature, minorities, immigrants or ethnicity. 

The problems stemming from being "the Other" that I have illustrated here, naturally very 

often appear also in literature produced by Asian American authors. In a collection of essays 

on ethnicity and literature, the author (Qun Wang) suggests two authors - Edward Said and 

Romi Bhabha - and the theories they formulated as relevant to the discussion on literatures of 

minorities, since they "both build their argument on a decentralizing that leaves no privilege 

to any center,,15 and thus disrupt the conventionally accepted mode of thinking about 

literature written by members of the "other" ethnicities. 

Edward Said 

In his principal work Orientalism, Edward Said offers a detailed analysis of the 

historical, political, cultural but also ideological relations between the West and the East. Said 

largely focuses on Europe as the representative of the West, nevertheless the arguments he 

presents have far reaching implications and if one abstracts from the actual historical data "the 

west" signifies not as much a specific geographic location, be it Europe or America, but rather 

a culture or a body that is dominant in terms of power and influence. Said's analysis of "the 

Orient" focuses chiefly on the Middle East and Arab countries in southwest Asia, and on 

British colonial policy in these countries, but his conclusions are applicable to discourses on 

ethnicity and cultural studies in general. 

Said presents orientalism not only as an academic discipline, but also as a way of 

thinking based upon a distinction between the Orient and the Occident. On the third level, 

orientalism functions also as a "discourse." which the West uses for "dominating, 

restructuring, and having authority over the Orient.,,16 Europe (and the United States, and all 

nations that are colonial powers), Said argues, thus commonly uses the Orient as a convenient 

representation of "the Other," against which they regressively define themselves. 

According to Said, the Orient was thus produced (it. Mine) in relation to the West and 

was described in terms of the way it differed from the West.,,17 This definition is created as a 

contrasting image to that entity which is defined here as the Other; which is the Orient in this 

case. By the italicized verb I wish to stress the disparity of powers that exists in this unequal 

relationship. The Other plays a passive role here, and it has the position of an object that is 

15 Ethnicity and the American Short Story, p. 116 
16 Said, Edward. Orientalism. Harmondsworth: Penguin1995 (4th ed., 1ST 1978), p. 3 
17 Mills, Sara. Discourse. London: Routledge, 1997, p. 107 
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being defined or imagined by the dominating power: "The colonized countries were described 

in ways which produced them as a negative image, an Other, in order to produce a positive, 

civilized image of British society. ,,18 

Said stresses that the relationship between Occident and Orient is indeed a relationship 

of power, domination, and "varying degrees of complex hegemony.,,19 The dominance is 

manifested in the assumed idea of the western identity as the superior one in comparison with 

all other non-western cultures and peoples, who form part of the Other?O 

Sheng-mei Ma personifies this notion of the Other by explicating Orientalism as a 

"western-gaze" at a non-white object, a gaze, which "distorts whatever it finds inconsistent 

with its own scheme ofthings.,,21 InArticulate Silences, however, King-Kok Cheung rejects 

this proposition of a binary vision of the world, the opposition between "east" and "west", as 

untrue to the reality of present-day Asian American authors. She contends that these writers 

(she dealt primarily with Maxine Hong Kingston, Hisaye Yamamoto and Joy Kogawa) 

"unsettle Asian and white American monochromatic thinking,,22 and prove the immense 

plurality of human experience, which cannot be confined to any "either/or binarism.,,23 

Homi Bhabha 

Said's criticism ofthis bipolar world with unequal power relations has been gradually 

replaced by other approaches which instead of the polarity between the two entities claim the 

existence of a plurality of cultures. 

Homi Bhabha disregards the notion of binarity or opposition between the dominant 

and the oppressed Other. Instead, in his approach Bhabha tries to formulate a concept that 

would take into account the heterogeneity of nations and cultures that in the real world 

coexist, but also interrelate, mingle or overlap. The illustration suggested here focuses on the 

existence of a space "in-between," which is not part of any of the two or more cultures, but 

rather carries attributes of all or some of them, or even deals with the emergence of another 

special environment on this platform that would assimilate the characteristics of various 

18 Mills, p. 107 
19 Said, p. 5 
20 Said, p. 7 
21 Sheng-mei Ma, p. 24 
22 Cheung, King-Kok, p. 170 
23 Ethnicity and the American Short Story, p. 116 
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cultures. The term commonly employed in this type discourse that also expresses the 

existence in the liminal space outside of clearly defined established cultures, is that of 

"hybridity." Lisa Lowe explains hybridity as "formation of objects and cultural practices that 

are produced by the histories of uneven and unsynthetic power relations," or in a larger 

context as "existence within relationships of unequal power and domination.,,24 According to 

Bhabha, "hybridity ( ... ) resists the binary opposition of racial and cultural groupS.,,25 

Bhabha claims that cultural hybridity of immigrants and peoples living in diaspora 

enables them to "translate," or reinscribe themselves into new cultures; the notion of "home" 

then therefore becomes irrelevant.26 Bhabha refers to "deterritorialization" when arguing that 

the notion of home as a fixed and specific location becomes eventually unimportant for those 

living inside different cultures. In this context, Bhabha argues, their race or nationality then 

reach a state of certain fluidity, that subsequently enables them to "let go of home" in order to 

"be absorbed elsewhere.',27 

Bhabha's concept then progresses to formulate the notion of "Third space," where the 

"translation of elements that are 'neither the One' nor 'the Other' but 'something else besides' 

takes place.,,28 Bhabha considers this peculiar state of existence, which is experienced by 

members of the other ethnicities or minorities who live surrounded by a dominant culture, not 

as a drawback, but rather as an advantage offered to these minorities. Their situation does not 

"limit them' to a duality between their two cultural heritages,,,29 but instead enables them to 

choose the best of the cultural influences that affect them. Bhabha's approach of transcending 

bipolarity in favor of a diverse and enabling "space in-between" seems to promise a more 

positive and optimistic outlook at the situation of people who are commonly considered as 

being a minority. 

24 Lisa Lowe.Immigrant Acts. On Asian American Cultural Politics. Durham: Duke UP, 1996, p. 66 
25 Bhabha, Romi. Location of Culture. London: Routledge, 1994, quoted in Bromley, Roger. Narratives for a 
New Belonging. Diasporic Cultural Functions. Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2000, p. 91 
26 Bhabha, Romi. Location of Culture. Quoted in Ideas of Home, p. 25 
27 Bhabha, Rami. Location of Culture. Quoted in Ideas of Home, p. 17 
28 Literature and Ethnicity in Cultural Borderlands. Ed. Jesus benito and ana maria Manzanas. New York: 
Rodopi, 2002, p. 82 
29 Bromley, p. 98 
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Hyphenated Americans 

To return back to the terms used in contemporary Asian American studies after we 

have seen some ofthe theoretical approaches that deal with binarism or hybridity, I would 

include the phenomenon of the so called "hyphenated Americans" and the varied reactions to 

this term. 

King-Kok Cheung comments on the current frequent practice of dropping the hyphen 

that lies between the name for one's country of origin and the adjective "American," in order 

to emphasize the "American" part of the compound. Omitting the hyphen, she states, will 

more adequately express what the person is - not an equally balanced complex of Asianness 

and Americannes, but without the hyphen the term can be read as e.g. "Japanese" as an 

adjective and American as a noun; a Japanese American would thus stand for "a type of 

American.,,3o The proposed new reading would thus have the "American" aspect stronger than 

in the "incomplete" Asian and American mixture. At the same time, however, she assures that 

such a re-reading should not lead to a dismissal of everything connected to one's country of 

origin. 

Echoing Bhabha, Qun Wang in Ethnicity and Short Story also regards the double 

identity positively, pointing to its advantages that people of a homogenous origin lack. The 

author believes that being Asian American gives a person the luxury to be selective, to choose 

the best of each culture at will?! Likewise, Werner Sollors also views the dual heritage of two 

cultures as an enriching experience, for him the hyphen does not carry any connotation of 

insufficiency or inadequacy. 32 

Shirley Geok-lin Lim in her introduction to another, later book on literature of Asian 

immigrants in America sees their experience in America as homogenizing, and obliterating 

the contradictions and oppositions felt in their home countries in Asia: 

Once inside the borders of the United States, different Asian nationals share common 

experiences of immigration, discrimination, acculturation, conflict, and generational 

strains. Their originating cultures set them apart from the dominant Euro-American 

ones and become the basis for a sense of community.33 

30 Cheung, King-Kok, p. 17 
31 Ethnicity and the American Short Story, p. 116 
32 Sollors, p. 25 
33 Reading the Literatures of Asian America, p. 4 
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What is not mentioned here is that all the definitions may sound acceptable in theory, 

but in reality, are the Asian Americans allowed the freedom to choose? While Sollors's view 

on ethnic minorities in the present-day Unites States emphasizes the emiching attributes of 

one's being a part of an ethnic minority, the real situation in which these peoples of different 

ethnic descents live today, is not so favorable. Sollors coins the term "voluntary or multiple

choice ethnicity," to express that identification with a certain ethnicity is purely a product of 

one's decision, or that "American ethnicity is a matter not of content but ofthe importance 

that individuals ascribe to it.,,34 But Geok-lin Lim reminds the fate of 120,000 Japanese 

Americans interned during the WWII, pointing to the undeniable fact that in their case a 

person's considering himself or herself as an American or a Japanese or Japanese-American 

had no effe~t whatsoever - all the persons concerned were treated as Japanese regardless of 

their actual preferences of culture or citizenship.35 (Telling in this case would be the 

proclamation made by General De Witt, commander in charge of the Japanese American 

removal from the West Coast in 1942, who is reported to have remarked in relation to the 

evacuation: "Once a Jap always a Jap.,,)36 The only valid criterion in this event was race and 

the group's presumed affiliation to Japan. 

Visible Minority 

As was said above, the exclusion and definition of minorities in this context is most 

often done on the basis of racial and ethnical origin. Probably the greatest paradox that the 

members of minority cultures in present-day America are constantly forced deal with, is the 

discrepancy between their identity as they themselves perceive it, and the identity they are 

assumed to have, or that is being imposed on them by the mainstream culture. The 

unavoidable fact that Asian Americans in today's North America form what is recently being 

referred to as "visible minority," places them in a position where the decision who they are or 

who they feel to be is not solely theirs. Visible minorities are persons who are of a different 

race than the majority of the population in the given country. For example, in Canada, visible 

minorities are defined as "persons, other than Aboriginals who are non-Caucasian in race or 

34 Sollors, p. 35 
35 Reading the Literatures of Asian America, p. 26 

36 Inada, Lawson Fusao. "Introduction to the 1985 edition" in Mori, Toshio. Yokohama, California. University 
of Washington Press; Reprint edition, July 1985, p. 12; Ghymn, Esther Mikyung.lmages of Asian American 
Women by Asian American women writers. New York: Peter Lang, 1995, p. 58 
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non-white in color.,,37 As will be shown in the following chapters, the tensions and dilemmas 

ensuing from this often contradictory perception are one of the leading themes explored and 

depicted by authors of Japanese descent living in contemporary America. 

Mitsuye Yamada, a second generation Japanese American writer residing in Hawaii, 

in one of her poems describes how she and her family personally feel affected by this 

contradiction: "People keep asking me where I come from says my son.! Trouble is I'm 

American on the inside and Oriental on the outside. ,,38 This verse shows the fact that in case 

of those who are (not by their choice) members ofthe "visible minority," their American 

education, acceptance of American values, or even their birth and citizenship in America do 

not suffice to shed the "Asian" part of the "hyphenated American" appellation that is 

commonly ascribed to them. A person's choice to regard himself or herself as American, 

although by law he or she is fully eligible to claim one's Americanness, is not a definitive 

expression of national identity for Asian Americans. This statement of one's identity is 

continually being complemented by externally imposed identities that are formed on the basis 

of the single most noticeable characteristics: the racial difference from the white minority. 

At times, (especially the earlier generations of Asian Americans) persons from a 

minority attempt to overcome this frustration by a conscious effort to eliminate what they 

perceive as remnants that reveal their "Asiannness." The ideal of complete assimilation has 

been historically glorified and encouraged in the United States, and the Anglo-American 

conformity has been promoted since the late 1800s by the myth of the all-American(izing) 

melting pot, which would transform different nations and cultures into one, new American 

species.39 Not only that for those who are excluded from the majority on the basis of race such 

an ideal is simply unattainable; even its inaccessibility frequently leads to frustration, self

doubt, and further identity-related problems. Even if one's assimilation may be successful in 

terms of relative acceptance by the majority or by being able to attain inclusion to the 

mainstream society without calling attention to one's racial features, the price for assimilation 

is inevitable. 

37 <http://en. wikipedia.orglvisible _minority .html> 
38 Ideas of Home, p. 19 
39 Chu, Patricia P. Assimilating Asians. Gendered Strategies of Authorship in Asian America. Durham, NC: Duke 
UP, 2000, p. 7 
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The most obvious of these frustrations would be irreversible alienation from one's 

cultural heritage, and separation from the earlier generations in the family and community. 

Kink-Kok Cheung recognizes this to be a common problem among people of Asian descent, 

who have been born in America, but who feel they need to additionally prove their worth, 

their Americanness in order to be completely accepted and also to set themselves apart from 

the recently arrived Asian immigrants. Even today, they often try to prove their American 

identity by discarding all aspects of their origins, the cultural legacy of the country of their 

ancestors. Cheung recognizes a serious consequence that even more augments the frustration: 

"insistence on American nativity can result in the double exclusion ( ... ) by non-Asians and by 

American-born Asians alike.,,4o 

As one of today's Japanese Americans interviewed for a sociological study confesses, 

the combined effect of one's being part of a "visible minority," the effort to prove belonging 

to the dominant culture and to deny the aspects of one's ancestry can result in a traumatizing 

experience connected with a confusion of identity: "I'm now an outsider of two 

communities.,,41 

Asian American authors work to challenge the stereotypes imposed on them, and they 

voice the tensions imposed by the fact that due to their visible difference they are being 

denied the right to define themselves (by themselves), to claim their identity as they feel it. 

Often, they are not allowed to feel at home in the country they consider their home. In spite of 

their birth, and in spite of considering themselves Americans, they are still not fully 

recognized as such: therefore they write in order to have their own voice, in order to be 

recognized for who they are, based on their unique human qualities, and not their presumed 

propinquity to a country other than the United States. 

40 An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature. Ed. King-Kok Cheung. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1997,p.6 
41 Mutual Images. Essays in American-Japanese Relations Ed. Akira Iriye Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1975, p. 229 
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4. Asian American Literature: Its Reading and Reception 

In the study of literature, we usually assume that no literary work stands entirely alone, 

nor is an author or a group of writers an isolated entity. This is not to support any imposed 

classification into groups, generations or categories, as such divisions are often opposed to by 

the authors themselves; instead this statement is an acknowledgment of mutual influences and 

relations that unavoidably influence the particular writings. Therefore, even a study of 

Japanese American literature should be placed into a larger literary and critical context of 

Asian American literature. This chapter at first aims to introduce briefly the development of 

critical acceptance of parallel minority literatures and their relation to the mainstream of 

contemporary American literature. Then, an overview of Japanese American authors of all the 

three generations mentioned in the introductory chapter is provided. 

When contemplating current trends in the American literature of the past two or three 

decades, it will soon become evident that what was long regarded as the standard literary 

canon is now undergoing revisions and redefinitions that press us - the readers - to alter our 

concepts of what the label "American literature" embodies. 

Literature, if we think of it as a reflection of human experience, or of human 

imagination, inevitably captures also the shifts and turns of history and their impact upon an 

individual or a group of people. In many cases it also mediates that particular experience to 

those not directly affected by it, and thus may contribute to raising the awareness of 

significant issues that would have otherwise passed unnoticed by the majority. 

As mentioned at the beginning, if we just touch the surface and consider American 

literature in connection with key historical developments of the past century of American 

history, one of the crucial issues that will probably come to mind would be the migration of 

nations to the United States and the ever growing diversity of cultures, nationalities, traditions 

and personal and collective histories present in today's American society. Looking at the 

ethnic composition of American society, one must admit that its sheer multiplicity would also 

necessarily be reflected in the literary and artistic strivings of the people concerned. 
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While this might be assumed as obvious, the reception and recognition of works of art 

produced by members of the other ethnicities would be a more complicated matter. Returning 

to the very beginning, currently the literary canon indeed does undergo revisions that also 

result in the recognition of writings by members of other ethnicities residing in the United 

States, however, it has not always been so and compared to the amount of critical literature by 

white Americans or by the earlier immigrant groups, the other minority groups still have not 

received the proper attention they deserve. 

The Literary Canon and the Mainstream 

The body of American literature has traditionally been looked upon as a fairly 

homogenous territory, composed of recognized works written chiefly by white, male, 

Protestant authors, who had a generations-long history ofliving in the United States. In the 

second half of the nineteenth century, as a growing number of women authors had the 

opportunity to write and to get their works published, the "mainstream" of American literature 

might have broadened slightly with the inclusion of some of them, nevertheless it took nearly 

another half a century for the American canon to become more inclusive and admit e.g. 

African American writers in the 1950s. The incorporation and revisions of the canon of 

American literature continue, but as Paul Lauter in his essay on "The Literatures of America" 

reminds us, the very term "mainstream" implies the existence of many tributaries, which 

might be considered "interesting ( ... ) but less important." 1 In order to reflect the 

heterogeneous society of today's America, Lauter calls for replacing the normative model of a 

mainstream-restricted canon by a comparative approach which would mirror the uneven 

position of marginalized groups, taking into account their limited access to economic or social 

power, or the time of their arrival and establishment in the United States. Such proposed 

revision of the canon admit to the limitations of our knowledge and to the traditionally biased 

Anglo/Euro/American-influenced thinking about literature, which may also be hinder any 

further expansion or alteration of the conventional thinking of canonical literary works? 

Recently, the formerly omitted authors are not seen merely as an undesirable 

challenge to the traditional canon, but instead their presence and influence is appreciated as 

beneficial to literature as a whole. "Ethnic American writers are helping us to redefine the 

1 Lauter, Paul: "The Literatures of America: A Comparative Discipline" in Redefining American Literary 
History. Ed. LaVonne B. Ruoffand Jerry W. Ward. New York: The Modem Language Association of America, 
1990, p. 9 . 
2 Lauter, p. 11 
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subjects, its forms.,,3 
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However misleading the terms minority versus mainstream are when applied to 

literature, the fact is that is spite of significant progress in revising the conception of 

"mainstream" literature, many Asian American authors have only recently emerged from total 

obscurity. The authors of Asian and Asian American descent today constitute a "minority 

group" and are viewed as such. At the same time, however, they do carry the important 

function of challenging the established views on literature and presenting an alternative by 

claiming their experience and voice to be equally valid as that of the long established 

mainstream authors. The general attitudes (of the public and the publishers) towards accepting 

literature marked commonly as "ethnic" by writers of other than American or European 

descent gradually begin to change only after the WWII. The classical trend of "purely 

American canon" gradually bends to the emergence of authors of who are representatives of 

"minority cultures" (different than white Anglo-Saxon protestant). 

In case of Asian American authors, they had to wait for greater recognition till the 

1970s, when a significant breakthrough was accomplished by Maxine Hong Kingston 

(National Book Critics Award for The Woman Warrior, 1976) and later Amy Tan with her 

Joy Luck Club published in 1989 (eight months on the New York Times best-seller list). 

These two authors thus successfully draw public attention to the literatures formerly 

considered as marginal, and helped to popularize other Asian American writers. 

Reception of Asian American Authors 

Again, the complexities of the all-inclusive term Asian American literature and its 

limitations as discussed in the earlier chapters should be taken into account. For an overview 

of the current development of Asian American literature let us adopt the loose definition used 

by Kink Kok Cheung and Stan Yogi in their annotated bibliography of Asian American 

literature. The approach they chose in the editing process included "works by writers of Asian 

3 Teaching American Ethnic Literatures. Ed. John R. Maitino and David R. Peck. Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press 1996, p. 4 
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were born, when they settled in North America, and how they interpret their experiences.,,4 
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The classification of a variety of works under the common title of Asian American 

literature is therefore subject to generalization, nevertheless this distinction was important at 

the times of establishing critical literature on works produced by authors of Asian descent 

living in America. While it can be said that the experience of Chinese Americans, Japanese 

Americans, Filipino Americans or Korean Americans have been also depicted to some extent 

in writing almost since the time these respective immigrant groups have been arriving to 

America, the literary productions of the first generation of immigrants are rather sporadic. 

Generally speaking, it is the second generation, their children already born in America, that 

respond to their own experiences and to those of their parents. First prose writings, shorts 

stories or autobiographies can be dated as early as the beginning of the 1920s (in case of the 

Japanese Americans, this would apply e.g. to some Toshio Mori's stories), however these 

works tended to be written privately, and they remained largely unpublished and obscure. The 

only exception would be their publication in Japanese American and other newspapers and 

literary magazines of local importance. 

The body of writings by Asian Americans, which (also thanks to the above mentioned 

awarded authors) starts moving from its marginalized positions to nationwide attention in the 

1970s, also begins to receive critical attention. At that time, these works were accompanied 

by influential works of criticism produced also by authors and scholars of Asian American 

descent. Importantly, these provided the opportunity for explication and readings that would 

be devoid of misleading interpretations imposed by non-Asian critics. Aside from the 

anthology Asian American Authors (1972) edited by Kai-yu Hsu and Helen Palubinskas, the 

most important claim by the Asian American authors themselves was accomplished in 

Aiiieeeee! An Anthology of Asian American Writers, an anthology with a critical introduction, 

published in 1974 as ajoint project of four editors and critics: Frank Chin, Lawson Fusao 

Inada, Jeffery Paul Chan, Shawn Hsu Wong.5 

4 Cheung, K.K, Yogi, Stan eds. Asian American Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. New York: Modem 
Language Association, 1988. Quoted in Sau-ling Cynthia Wong. Reading Asian American literature. From 
Necessity to Extravagance. Princeton: Princeton UP, 1993 

5 The curious title, as Chin explains in the introduction, was chosen to satirize the most common stereotype of 
Asians the American people are likely to imagine, that is a distorted image of a Chinese kung-fu warrior as 
presented in Hollywood action movies in the figure of a wildly fighting movie character, delivering kung-fu 



Another significant study of literary history and criticism was Elaine Kim's Asian 

American Literature: An Introduction to the Writings and Their Social Context. This first 

book-length, comprehensive study of the subject was published in1982 and covered the 

literatures of Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, Filipino Americans, and Korean 

Americans. Recent scholars, like King-Kok Cheung, Sau-ling Cynthia Wong and others 

have also contributed by critical works dealing with contemporary Asian American authors. 

Let us mention at least Cheung's study Articulate Silences, Wong's Reading Asian 

American literature. From Necessity to Extravagance, or the Interethnic Companion to 

Asian American Literature, edited by Cheung, which was expanded to include chapters on 

authors of South Asian, Indian, or Vietnamese descent. The gradual recognition of Asian 

American authors is also reflected in their inclusion in general anthologies of American 

literature - the fifth edition of The Norton Anthology from 1998 for instance includes 

excerpts from M. H. Kingston, and Hisaye Yamamoto's leading story Seventeen Syllables 

appeared in the recent Heath Anthology. 

Position of Asian American Authors today; how to read them? 
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The publishing marketplace has recently opened to some Asian American authors and 

produced bestselling authors like Joy Kogawa, Maxine Hong Kingston, or Amy Tan, but this 

does not mean that the literary establishment recognizes the full range of Asian American 

literary possibilities and various voices. King-Kok Cheung argues there still remain certain 

"invisible limits" restraining the flourishing of Asian American literature in all its potential. 

She asks for instance why it is the autobiographies that are prevalently in demand? To what 

extent do the Asian American authors themselves comply with the stereotypes to meet the 

mainstream expectations?6 Mainstream public, together with critics and also university 

blows and kicks accompanied by inarticulate screaming. The anthology included works by three groups: 
Chinese, Japanese and Filipino American authors. The editors especially emphasized the "authenticity" of Asian 
American works, meaning that they valued writers who according to their opinion did not defer to the Anglo
American traditions in writing. Most vivid example of this preoccupation would be their criticism of Monica 
Sone and other female Japanese American authors for their use of confessional style autobiographies, which 
according to Chin merely imitate the Christian tradition of confessionalism and were written only to appeal to 
white Christian reading public. They also accused M. H. Kingston for faking Chinese myths and catering to a 
racist white audience Conversely, Aiiieeeee! also helped to popularize many Asian American authors like John 
Okada, whose "discovery" is ascribed Chin. The anthology reappeared, significantly expanded, in the second 
edition in 1991 under the title The Big Aiiieeeee! 

6 An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature. Eds. King-Kok Cheung, Stan Yogi. Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1997, p. 18 
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departments have come to expect a strong "ethnic" or "exotic" element in works by Asian 

Americans. These authors, who reflect intensively on their ethnic heritage, are then often 

privileged, while those not stressing the Asian part of their heritage are not interesting enough 

for the above mentioned authorities.7 

Another issue was brought up by Sau-ling Cynthia Wong in relation to the study of 

Asian American literature: how is this literature to be read if one wants to avoid imposing the 

position of a representative of the dominant Anglo-American culture? There have been 

various critics who have voiced concerns whether a person, who is not a member of a 

marginalized culture, can responsibly evaluate and interpret such works. Another current 

debate in Asian American studies deals with the question of the methodology and approach 

used - should it be the same criteria as when making a critique of mainstream works, or 

should we come up with different approaches devised specifically for reading texts of 

minority cultures? And if such measures are adopted, would not they lead to excessive 

privileging of one group over another, and eventually result in a "literary parallel" to 

affirmative ·action, which in the end might do disservice to them, as some of the opponents 

point out?8 

So far we have still treated the literature of Asian Americans as one group that tries to 

define itself in contrast to the prevalent American literature. If we know focus on this group 

only, it is evident that similar relations and interactions will be found here as well. Since 

"Asian American literature" is far from being a homogenous body, inevitably there are also 

group that are more prominent or more numerous than others. Due to the historical reality of 

Asian immigration to America, when the Chinese and the Japanese were the first Asian 

peoples to arrive, in literature these two groups are now fairly well established in comparison 

to such authors as Filipino-Americans or Korean-Americans, not to speak about recent 

immigrant nationalities like e.g. Vietnamese or Cambodians, who are only beginning to form 

a literary expression of their own. In the context of Asian American literature, the Chinese 

and the Japanese American literatures are thus the most influential; at the same time, however 

- in spite of the literary awards for Kingston and Tan, neither ofthem is recognized so widely 

7 An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature, p. 19 
8 Sau-ling Cynthia Wong. Reading Asian American literature. From Necessity to Extravagance. Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1993, p. 4 
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as for instance the literature of Hispano-Americans. In the present it seems that Japanese 

American literature does not attempt to define itself strongly against the other "ethnic" 

literatures as it was happening during the Issei and Nisei generation. Contemporary authors of 

Japanese ancestry, who now form the forth or fifth generation, often do not emphasize the 

traditional, Japan-related themes at all, and their works are generally no longer strictly 

classified as "written by a Japanese American." 

On the whole it could be said that what most of the critics and theoreticians tend to 

advocate is the need for reading Asian American literature in its historical, cultural, and 

sociological context, with respect to its specific aspects. In search for an answer to the 

discussion on appropriate critical approaches to the recently emergent minority literatures, 

now one cannot probably do more than admit that "ethnic American literature is itself a 

process - in its stories of assimilation and resistance - and demands a criticism that is equally 

flexible and fluid,,9 

9 Teaching American Ethnic Literatures, p. 4 
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5. Japanese American Literature 

Having outlined the main trends in Asian American literature and the formal aspects 

of its criticism, we now finally arrive at more detailed treatment of literature written by 

Japanese American authors and especially to the content of their works, since these are indeed 

also reflections of the actual life of the Japanese in America since the beginning of the 20th 

century, both of the experiences that were voluntarily chosen and those that were externally 

imposed upon them. As Stan Yogi reminds, "throughout various historical periods, [Japanese 

Americans] have grappled with major issues of their times, and in this process they have 

examined the boundaries of ethnicity and nationality, often arriving at increasingly complex 

and sometimes antagonistic definitions of Japanese American identity."] 

This chapter thus aims to provide a general survey of Japanese American literature 

with the main focus on the works produced by the Nisei generation. At first, writings of each 

of the three generations - the Issei, the Nisei, and the Sansei - are introduced in greater detail 

and with special regard to the circumstances that determined their publication and reception. 

Following is a transitional section between the theoretical and practical parts of this 

thesis, where I try to trace the themes common to the five Nisei authors I chose to discuss in 

detail, and the relations between them. A chronological overview of the publication of the 

respective novels and short story collection is also provided. 

After that, five self-contained chapters follow, each being devoted to one of the 

principal authors of the Nisei generation: Monica Sone, Jeanne Watatsuki Houston, John 

Okada, Toshio Mori, and Hisaye Yamamoto. 

I An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature, p. 125. Information on the literature of Japanese 
Americans in this chapter comes from this study, unless otherwise stated. 
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Issei Writing in English 

Relatively few, now largely obscure works of the Issei writing remain. This is not to 

say that many of the first generation Japanese Americans were not active in writing literature: 

however, the circumstances prevented much oftheir literary production from becoming well 

known. Compared to the Nisei authors and the following generations born in America, the 

Issei were not so prolific in terms of quantity or fame of their works, nevertheless until the 

late 1930s they did remain culturally active. 

The first immigrant generation was relatively well educated: most Issei males received 

an equivalent of high school education in Japan. After arriving, however, the demands of 

search for economic sustenance did not leave them much time for cultivating arts. Moreover, 

as the Japanese American community remained largely isolated from the white American 

population, the Issei often lacked opportunities for improving their English and many never 

mastered the language beyond the level of basic communication. In spite of that, literature 

was cultivated, in Japanese and in English, but mainly for a limited audience of fellow 

Japanese Americans, and the works usually did not reach beyond this immigrant community. 

The Issei literary production consisted primarily in developing traditional Japanese 

poetic forms like haiku, tanka and senryu. Literature was not looked upon as an elitist 

occupation, instead writing and discussing poetry was more of a popular hobby, that was 

shared mainly via the community's newspapers and magazines published in Japanese. It is 

therefore not surprising, that also many women, housewives and farmers' wives, alongside 

with small merchants, businessmen or unprofessional workers wrote poetry as a means of 

personal expression. Poetry sections in newspapers, where these common people contributed, 

regularly appeared in the numerous Japanese-English newspapers published on the West 

Coast in the 1920s and 1930s, such as Nichibei Times, Hokubei Mainichi, and others.2 Some 

Issei also continued to write during their internment, and many of these traditional poems 

were also appearing in the internment camp journals. 

Few records of this activity now remain, also largely as a consequence of the anti

Japanese hysteria that followed the Pearl Harbor attack. During the first months of 1942, 

preceding the evacuation into the camps, many Issei - who became enemy aliens, hastily 

burnt or destroyed anything that could be regarded as suspicious. Thus many Japanese books 

or articles inevitably vanished before they would serve as a compromising material. The 

surviving poems were retrieved in the 1960s, and translated and compiled in several 

2 Kim, p. 140 



anthologies, like Sounds from the Unknown, published in 1963, and Kazuo Ito's Issei: A 

History of Japanese Immigrants in America (J 973).3 

One larger work, that could be probably regarded as the very first Japanese American 

novel, would be Etsu Sugimoto's novel A Daughter of a Samurai, written in English, and 

published in 1925. In the partly autobiographical story, Sugimoto, who herself was a member 

of the aristocratic class in Japan, sees herself as a link between the two countries and she 

values her heritage of both cultures. The novel presents a romantic portrayal of life in Japan at 

the end of the nineteenth century, with a lyrical evocation of traditional customs and festivals. 

Sugimoto expresses regret for the vanishing of the old ways due to Japan's rapid 

industrialization. She also appreciates her new life in America, but omits mentioning any 

problems relating to the immigrants' experience or racial discrimination.4 

Nisei Writing 

The writings ofthe Nisei, the second generation, often carry autobiographical features, 

and very often depict the dilemmas issuing from the conflicting identities the Nisei were 

exposed to: by birth, education and thinking they considered themselves part of America, yet 

this self-constructed identity continually met with racial discrimination, more or less visible, 

until its culmination in the blatant injustice of the internment, that personally affected every 

one of them. Perhaps that is also the reason why the very first works published after the 

interruption caused by the war were autobiographies or autobiographical novels, in which the 

authors sought to cope with the trauma. 

Prewar Nisei Writing 

The late 1920s and the early 1930s saw the Nisei sending poems, columns, or stories 

to English sections of West Coast Japanese-American newspapers and magazines (like Rafu 

Shimpo, where Hisaye Yamamoto regularly contributed; or the JACL English newspaper 

3 Kim, p.137 
4 Kim, p.l27 



Pacific Citizen, where some ofT. Mori's stories were first published). Nisei at that time 

hoped their literary activity would serve as a link mediating between the cultures of the east 

and the west. 
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Besides capturing faithfully the peculiar world of prewar "Japanese towns" in large 

cities, these works also reveal growing concern with tensions stemming from the double 

heritage of the authors, and sometimes also reflect the looming political tensions between the 

two countries. Other themes that receive great attention are generational problems with the 

parents' generation, and the self-awareness of being members of a racially distinct minority. 

The best known of these authors writing before the war was Toshio Mori, however the 

publication of the collection of hi stories was postponed due to the war and appeared as late as 

1949. 

Nisei Internment Literature 

The'authors who were already writing before the war, sometimes managed to continue 

in literary activities, at least in the very limited extent under the given circumstances. More 

often, the only such possibility available was contributing to camp magazines (written in 

English exclusively) that started to be published in each of the internment camps. The 

internees themselves created these magazines, like Tulean Dispatch (in Tule Lake, 

California), Trek (Topaz, Utah), or The Pen (Rowher, Arkansas). These camp magazines, 

although limited in scope and censored by the camp authorities, helped the Japanese 

American authors (like Toshio Mori) continue writing, or start their writing careers for those 

who were at the beginning. This would be the case for instance with Hisaye Yamamoto, who 

contributed to the magazine published in the Poston camp in Arizona, or Mine Okubo, who 

served as an editor for Trek and after the war wrote her novel Citizen 13660. 

Postwar Nisei Authors 

After the release from the camps, many of the former aspiring Nisei writers rather 

tried to forget their heritage and painful memories from the camps, and preferred to merge 

with the American mainstream or devote themselves to entirely different activities and 

careers. Others wrote stories that were directly inspired by the camp life: Toshio Mori set 

some of his stories in Topaz, where he was interned. Hisaye Yamamoto used the camp of 
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Poston as the location for two of her short stories: "The Legend of Miss Sasagawara,"and 

"Death Rides the Rails to Poston" - a detective story first published directly in the camp 

magazine. Yamamoto's first stories appeared in 1951; 1953 is the year when Monica's Sone 

autobiographic novel Nisei Daughter is published. 

Among Nisei postwar novels, the most complicated would be No-No Boy by John 

Okada, a bildungsroman that captures the dilemma of a hero who is neither Japanese nor 

American and attempts to explore the space between these two extremes. Published for the 

first time in 1957, No-No Boy received almost no attention, but the novel was rediscovered by 

the Aiiieeeee! editors in 1970 and republished. Since then, Okada's only work has been hailed 

as a "classic of Japan American literature."s 

During the late 1960s and 1970s more novels dealing with the camp experience 

appear, e.g. Daniel Inouye and Lawrence Elliot's Journey to Washington in 1967, Daniel 

Okimoto's American in Disguise in 1971, Jim Yoshida's The Two Worlds of Jim Yoshida 

(1972), Jeanne Watatsuki Houston's Farewell to Manzanar in 1973. In 1982 Yoshiko Uchida 

publishes her autobiography titled Desert Exile. 

At this point, an important literary event that took place in 1981 in Canada has to be 

mentioned. In this year, a Japanese Canadian author Joy Kogawa published her novel titled 

Obasan. Canadians of Japanese origin living in the coastal regions of British Columbia were 

also subjected to forced removal to desolate interior areas in name of the nation's security. 

Kogawa, herself an internee as a child, captured the injustice and its traumatizing effects in 

her novel, which significantly contributed to the opening of the debate on the so far neglected 

issue, and which helped to launch an all-Canadian redress movement. Apart from being 

instrumental in promoting this cause, Kogawa's Obasan was also awarded with the American 

Book Award by the Before Columbus Foundation. 

While prose has been the prevalent genre, there are also representatives of poets and 

playwrights. The 1970s brought recognition for Wakako Yamauchi and her play And the Soul 

Shall Dance. Originally based on a short story from 1974 and transformed into a play in 1976, 

this short work allows Yamauchi to express her sympathy for the difficult life of Issei women. 

5 An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature, p. 137 
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The play revolves around tensions between the Issei and Nisei, and features a homesick 

lonely Issei woman rebelling against her confinement on a desolate Californian farm 

Probably the best known poet would be Mitsuye Yamada_Ctechnically speaking, she is 

not a Nisei because she was born in Japan, but she grew up in America and her age 

corresponds to the second generation of writers). 

Another author working in the 1970s is a Nisei Milton Murayama with his novel All I 

Askingfor Is My Body, which tells the story of a Japanese American family living on a 

Hawaiian plantation in the 1930s. Murayama also incorporates pidgin English and Hawaiian 

dialect into his dialogues. 

Sansei Authors 

The third generation of Japanese Americans, that is the children of the Nisei, the 

appellation Sansei is used. This generation, unlike the Nisei, expands the borders of the 

Japanese American environment, but at the same time also draws on the heritage endowed by 

the previous generations. In case of the Sansei, it needs to be said that this group is due to the 

interruption caused by the war, and the subsequent easier assimilation into American society, 

more diversified than the Nisei. Some of the active authors detest the classification as "of 

Japanese descent," and they prefer not to include any ofthe aspects of their heritage in the 

works they write. Also, the themes they are preoccupied with range beyond those of 

immigration, internment, or identity-related problems, as was typical for the Nisei generation. 

However, they are not and cannot be completely separated from the legacy of the 

previous two generations and the continuity has also been preserved: this would be the case 

with the sansei, who were active in the political struggle for the recognition of their rights in 

the postwar redress campaign, or with young authors like the Sansei poet Lawson Fusao 

Inada, who was as the coeditor of the Aiiieeeee! anthology helping to popularize other Nisei 

authors. 

Of the contemporary Sansei poets, the best known would be authors like R. A. Sasaki, 

or Janice Mirikitani, who in her collection Shedding Silence from 1987 connects experiences 

of other marginalized groups, not only the Japanese Americans. 

Sylvia Watanabe, a Sansei from Hawaii, draws on the short story tradition established 

by Toshio Mori: her celebration of ordinary life in one particular location, this time a small 

Hawaiian village, is reminiscent of Mori's collection Yokohama, California. 
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Cynthia Kadohata is a novel writer, and in her Floating World from 1989 she created a 

"picaresque novel," telling of a daughter, mother and a grandmother traveling throughout the 

United States in the 1950s and 1960s. Kadohata aims to portray the diversity present in the 

lives of Japanese Americans: her characters behave in their own way and certainly do not 

conform to the patterns expected from a "model minority." 

Common Themes in the Nisei Literature 

As the discussion of the Asian American and Japanese American writings showed, the 

variety is immense, since these authors employ various approaches, subjects and styles to 

convey their message. Nevertheless, when focusing on the American authors of Japanese 

descent (Nisei), they frequently do share common themes and voice similar preoccupations. 

This common ground, which I shall explore further in the main part of this thesis, and 

demonstrate on the works of five Nisei authors, can be largely attributed to the shared 

historical experience that all the Nisei went through. Most significantly, this means the 

experience of an ethnically and racially distinct minority growing in America, together with 

the later experience of being prisoners of their own country. The concerns ensuing from this 

shared experience are more or less present in the writings of all Nisei writers (unlike the 

Sansei), although often rather in forms of underlying patterns that have to be unveiled. 

For the discussion of these themes and portrayal of the Japanese American experience 

in literature I selected works of five authors of the Nisei generation. Some of them are very 

explicit in their response to their experience as "enemy aliens," others voice it indirectly in 

carefully composed stories. The works that I consider most representative of the Nisei 

generation, would follow two directions: I include two autobiographical works, Nisei 

Daughter by Monica Sone and Farewell to Manzanar by Jeanne Watatsuki Houston that deal 

primarily with the experience ofintemment and childhood in America. The third work is John 

Okada's No-No Boy, also a novel, which responds to the conflicting search for identity (or 

identities) immediately after the war. The other two works are collections of short stories, 

which focus more on the pre- and postwar daily life of Japanese Americans: one by the recent 



female author Hisaye Yamamoto, the Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories, and the other, 

older Yokoharna, California by Toshio Mori. 
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All of these authors were born and grew up in the United States on the West Coast, 

and all were subjected to the forced internment in the years 1942-44. Some started publishing 

even before the war, some immediately after (Sone, Okada), others took time to cope with 

their painful experience and it took them over twenty years to break the silence (Houston). 

Chronology of Works 

Thus in terms of the genres employed, we might see a certain progression from plain 

chronological autobiographies, and through Okada's novel which however contains certain 

autobiographical aspects, to the intricately crafted short stories of Hisaye Yamamoto, where 

the crucial issues are mostly revealed by a subtle remark, or they are even left unsaid, but their 

presence behind a seemingly simple story is revealed to a careful reader. However, this 

generic classification does not correspond with the chronological succession ofthe respective 

works. The earliest of these authors, Toshio Mori started to write in the 1920s, and succeeded 

in publishing some of his short stories in Japanese American newspapers, but his reputation 

did not reach beyond the Japanese American community. The publication of his short story 

collection was postponed due to the war and the collection finally appeared in 1949. Monica 

Sone's Nisei Daughter was in 1953 the first published autobiography written by a Nisei 

woman.6 John Okada's novel No-No Boy (probably the best known book by a Japanese 

American author, now a "classic") appeared in 1957, but the first printing went largely 

unnoticed until the 1970s, when Frank Chin and editors of the Aiiieeeee! anthology 

reintroduced Okada to larger public in 1976. In 1973, Jeanne Watatsuki Houston publishes 

her retrospective account on her childhood, the internment years and her subsequent effort to 

live in the postwar American society, titled Farewell to Manzanar. As for Hisaye Yamamoto, 

the author of the Seventeen Syllables collection, she started writing and contributing to local 

magazines before the war, continued then since the 1950s and her stories have been published 

in one volume collection in 1998. 

In the subsequent exploration ofthe Japanese American experience and its portrayal in 

the variety of works by Nisei authors, I would thus first follow with the "autobiographical 

6 A Resource Guide to Asian American Literature, p. 151 
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line," as represented by Jeanne Watatsuki Houston and Monica Sone, where the internment 

experience and conflicts arising thereof form the center of these works, and then with the 

(partly autobiographical) novel by John Okada. Then, I would make a transition to the short 

stories, where the crucial event of the internment is rather marginal, although also included. 

The stories by both Hisaye Yamamoto and Toshio Mori revolve mostly around the daily life 

of Japanese American community (Mori), and individuals (Yamamoto), and depict the 

multifaceted experience of Japanese immigrant families in the United States: in the 1920s and 

1930s in Toshio Mori's stories, and both the prewar and postwar life ofIssei and Nisei 

generation in Hisaye Yamamoto's collection. 

In the discussion of each of the authors and their principal work (in the case of all the 

five Nisei author dealt with here, their main work also remained their only work), I shall first 

include some necessary information on the author's biography and the publication history of 

his or her work, since this has very often been postponed as a result of the war, or conversely 

in other cases the pUblication of a particular work required more time in order for the author 

to be able to reflect on the experience of the war and internment. Special attention will be paid 

to the narrative strategy and the figure of a narrator, since these also determine the perspective 

from which a particular novel or story is to be read and interpreted. Often we will encounter a 

character of an unreliable child narrator, whose telling of the events experienced will 

significantly alter the interpretation of the said works. 

As I stated at the beginning, since the entire "Japanese American literature" is a topic 

that may not be generally so well known, I believe more descriptive passages will be required 

to introduce a particular topic or highlight the unique features of each work. The aim I set for 

this thesis was to "map and explore" the literature of the Nisei writers, the themes contained 

therein, and the experience of Japanese Americans in relation to their immigration and 

internment history in the United States. In order to do so, I will point out relevant excerpts 

that depict these themes, and also attempt to interpret them and relate to the theoretical issues 

pertaining to the Asian American experience that were treated in the third chapter. 
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Works by Five Nisei Authors 

Monica Sone: Nisei Daughter 

Sone's autobiographical novel was published in 1953 as the first postwar book by 

a Japanese American woman, and it met with favorable reception. Contemporary 

reviewers in the 1950s praised the author for "the absence of bitterness," for her "ability 

to rise above self-pity in the face of prejudice," and the novel was called "an encouraging 

reminder of the melting pot at work."! Nisei Daughter was republished by the University of 

Washington Press in 1979, when the redress movement was starting, and the first chapter was 

also anthologized in Chin's expanded Asian American anthology The Big Aiiieeeee! in 1991. 

In spite of this enthusiastic reception, Nisei daughter cannot be regarded an 

unproblematic work. While her account progresses from the position of a teenager troubled by 

her Japaneseness and otherness towards final assimilation into American society, this ending 

contains several disturbing elements. As the contemporary reviews show, critics representing 

the American majority appreciated the "melting pot" solution, which results in the 

protagonist's final arrival at the identity of a happily assimilated young American woman. 

However, precisely the ending is also the target of heaviest criticism by reviewers who 

themselves are of Asian origin, most notably the editor Frank Chin? Chin and other Asian 

authors naturally realize the cost of such assimilation: in Nisei Daughter this means the 

suppression or complete discarding of one's parental influence in order to resemble the 

majority and be included in it. Thus, the erasure of differences may facilitate one's 

assimilation, at the same time there always remains the debate whether such a leveling of 

differences does not lead to inevitable impoverishment of personal diversity and integrity. 

Sone's appreciation and celebration of her newly adopted identity, which the 

American environment allows her to further develop, certainly contributed to the book's 

favorable reception. In this respect it is worth noting, that while only four years separate 

the 1953 publication of Nisei Daughter from the publication of John Okala's No-No Boy 

in 1957, the latter book went completely unnoticed at that time. One may only conjecture, 

that the unflattering picture of postwar American society presented by Okada, which is at 

1 A Resource Guide to Asian American Literature, p. 151 
2 Grice, p. 83 



the other end of the spectrum than Sone's image of accommodating America, also 

resulted in the almost nonexistent reception of Ok ala's novel. 
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Sone chose to tell her story from the perspective of a seven-year-old girl narrator, 

who relates the crucial events as well as the common prewar family life, complemented 

with many details from the environment of the 1920s large Japanese American 

community in Seattle, where Sone's (nee Itoi) family lived. Monica Sone was born there 

in 1919, and her father ran a hotel in the heart of the Seattle Japanese district. Both her 

parents received some post-secondary education, and the family lived above the standards 

of a common Japanese American family at that time. Moreover, unlike many Nisei 

children, Sone could - thanks to daily contact with the white boarders of the father's hotel 

- venture beyond the limits of a strictly Japanese American community. 

Style and Narrative Technique 

As any autobiography, Sone's narrative follows a fairly direct chronological 

account of the events, starting approximately in the mid-1920s, when the protagonist

narrator would be seven years old. Through the eyes oflittle Kazuko (Sone's first name), 

the experiences are mediated to the readers - often in an innocently-naIve way, when the 

narrator is of course not fully aware of the full importance of the events that befall the 

family. This method of using a narrator with limited insight into a situation may at times 

seem to produce the effect of downplaying the seriousness of crucial events. In Sone's 

novel, however, this narrative strategy is also highly persuasive, since it makes readers 

(who obviously know of the significance of Pearl Harbor, etc., feel even more the 

confusion and anxiety these ungraspable events produce in the mind of a little girl. 

Sone's decision to employ a child narrator shifts the whole perspective from 

which the novel is to be read. Beginning with a child, who gradually begins to be more 

sensitive to the problematic issues, gives Sone greater space to show this development, 

which in the final chapter results in a triumphant resolution and acceptance of an identity, 
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towards which the narrator has been progressing over complicated twists and turns of her 

own teenage and adolescent life. 

In terms of its form, the novel could thus be classified as a bildungsroman: the 

linear plot follows Kazuko's happy childhood in Seattle, her teenage years, when she also 

begins to be aware of the racial discrimination; the family's prewar trip to Japan and then 

the consequences of the Pearl Harbor: the evacuation orders, leaving the Seattle home for 

the Minidoka internment camp in Idaho. The novel concludes by Sone's moving to 

Indiana to attend a college, and starting her new life in the Midwest as a mature person, 

reconciled with her experience of a Japanese-American heritage and content with her 

successful assimilation into (predominantly white Protestant) society in Chicago. 

Sone's account has been criticized by Asian American critics for the allegedly 

superficial and conforming resolution of the ending, and the narrative technique 

employed here as also received certain criticism.3 Sone's novel, however, cannot be 

marked as merely a conforming account of a "model minority" member. Her subtle 

humor and irony, with which she comments on the tensions of being different in 

American society, together with the use of child narrator sensitive to her unequal position 

among her non-Asian peers, rather problematizes than glorifies this experience. Instead, 

Sone's style even more highlights the instances oflatent racism, discrimination and 

prejudice, and the cost of being finally included into the surrounding society. 

Protagonist's Childhood 

In the first half of the novel, the narrator speaks from the position of an American 

child, and this identity is enforced also by her use of colloquial English, of her interests 

and concerns that shared with her non-Asian peers. At this point, the narrator is 

completely unaware that she could be considered anything else than 100% American. 

This self-constructed identity will however clash with the imposed identity in the latter 

chapters, and force the narrator to reassert which one of these identities is to be valid. 

3 Frank Chin objects to Sone's alleged writing in order to please the white Christian audience by a 
"confessional" style narrative of an Asian woman's "conversion" into a happily assimilated Asian 
American. Chin's criticism for such concession to the dominant culture, which is reflected also in adopting 
its narrative forms, was also aimed against Maxine Hong Kingston's Woman Warrior(Grice, p. 83) 



The entire Sone's autobiography is marked with subtle underlying humour, and 

the ironic tinge is perceptible already in the opening sentence of an otherwise 

conventional bildungsroman beginning: 
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The first five years of my life I lived in amoebic bliss, not knowing whether I was 

plant or animal, at the old Carrollton Hotel on the waterfront of Seattle. One day 

when I was a happy six-year-old, I made the shocking discovery that I had 

Japanese blood. I was a Japanese.4 

Immediately after this "shocking revelation," the narrator Kazuko switches into 

her assertive, at times ironically pathetic tone, that she uses throughout most of the book. 

Her major objection against this "revelation," announced by her mother in a solemn way 

during a family dinner, would be its impracticality - after all, she cannot see any purpose 

in adding something "non-American" to her upbringing. 

Already the first scene would probably subvert possible readers' expectations of a 

"behaved, neat, docile, submissive" Japanese girl's autobiography. Sone's protagonist in 

her whining and fierce objecting to being sent to an afternoon Japanese school couldn't 

be further from that image of a meek Asian child. Kazuko' s assertive, whining response 

would much more resemble that of her American peers in a similar situation. In this 

respect, Kazuko's behavior confirms her regard of herself as an American, since her 

assertive individualism is comes much more natural to her than the tendency of the 

Japanese to conform to a group pattern. A well-known Japanese proverb about a "nail 

that sticks out will be hammered down," often quoted when speaking of the desirability 

of group conformity, certainly cannot apply to the protagonist's behavior. 

Moreover, this is when the recurrent theme of chosen vs. imposed identity is first 

introduced. Kazuko's initial self-assurance would also point to the problem of relativity 

of perspectives brought up by King-Kok Cheung in the first chapter of this thesis: the 

narrator at this stage considers herself the norm, and does not sense any difference from 

her peers. At the same time, she is - due to the inevitable fact of being a part of the 

"visible minority" - constructed as the Other by those who are not of Asian descent. She 

considers herself an American, and anything else than that is entirely unacceptable to her. 

4 Sane, Monica. Nisei Daughter. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1979. First published 1953, p. 3. All 
following quotations from the novel in this chapter come from this edition. 
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Kazuko sees no reason to question her American identity, so far she has not ascribed any 

value to her "Asian" appearance, and she regards her family life absolutely normal: 

Up to that moment, I had never thought of Father and Mother as Japanese. True, 

they had almond eyes and they spoke Japanese to us, but I never felt that it was 

strange. It was like one person's being red-haired and another black. (p. 5) 

As the lengthy descriptions of family life in the first chapters reveal, the Itoi 

family enjoys a middle class lifestyle, blending elements of both Japanese and American 

cultures. As the readers learn (the narrator explains the italicized terms where necessary) 

the children thus occasionally play jap-ken pan! ai-kana-hai! (a game resembling the 

"paper, scissors, rock"), the mother values her precious samayaki tea set; daikan, sushi 

and shayu sauce are commonly used in the kitchen, and abancha is drunk in the evenings. 

The need for explanation of such terms, which occur quite frequently and for 

which the narrator readily provides a translation, might tells us something more about the 

complicated position of the narrator-protagonist. On the surface, it might appear that the 

protagonist actually enjoys a privileged and superior position (thus the "enabling" that 

Bhabha's notion ofhybridity should provide) due to her knowledge of both Japanese and 

English language. However, she - due to her being a member of a minority group - has 

to translate, otherwise she would not be understood. Functioning as a translator from a 

marginalized language, the protagonist poses as an intermediary between the two 

cultures, but inevitably excludes herself from both of them. By the white Americans she 

would be seen as a representative of the Other, but by explaining what the Japanese do 

and how they speak (in a strange and exotic language), she also reduces her Japanese 

family into "the Other," that needs to be described, classified and evaluated for the 

American audience. 

At face value the first chapter of blissful childhood could thus be seen as 

corresponding with Sollors's regard of dual heritage as an enriching, rather than 

problematic experience. The notion of relativity of the center, from which a definition is 

made, is recurrent throughout the whole novel. Contrary to the previous paragraph, it 

could be argued, however, that since the protagonist, who as a Japanese American would 

be considered "the Other" in her environment, is also the narrator of the whole novel, this 

position allows her to claim her version of "normalcy" and "Americanness" as she 
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perceives them. At this point, the child who is allowed to behave in the same way as her 

American peers, believes her own notions ofthese terms are stable and unchangeable. 

While Kazuko throughout her childhood rarely encounters racially-based 

discrimination, she gradually begins to be aware that her identity is not as 

homogenous as she had believed. Rather than antagonism from her peers it is the 

gradual confrontation with Japanese culture (that she perceives as entirely foreign) 

that forces Kazuko to reconsider her identity for the first time. Whenever she is 

exposed to a straightforward presentation of Japanese culture outside of her 

family, she inwardly shrinks from it and feels no affinity to it. Such instances 

occur first when the parents decide to send her to "nihon gakko," the Japanese 

school in Seattle, to complement her education and improve her Japanese 

language, and then in the chapter titled "We Meet Real Japanese," recalling the 

visit ofthe parents' relatives in Japan in the early 193 Os. 

Maturing and the Questioning of Identity 

The episodes in the following four chapters form a framework for Kazuko's 

maturing and the gradual realization and problematization of her ambivalent identity. Her 

exposure to various aspects of Japanese culture is significant for changing Kazuko's 

perception of identity, and problematizing her self-perception for the first time. 

While the narrator describes the episodes of the strict discipline of Japanese school 

with humor and self-irony, her growing uncertainty (about the culture that is so suddenly 

reveled to be also as her own) is palpable behind the surface of the seemingly comical 

episodes. Feeling as nothing else than 100% American, Kazuko considers the aspects of 

Japanese culture as foreign. She finds the suggestion of her new heritage as disturbing 

and irreconcilable with her own vision ofthe world: 

And now Mother was telling us we were Japanese. I had always though I was a 

Yankee, because after all I had been born on Occidental and Main Street. ( ... ) I 

didn't see how I could be a Yankee and Japanese at the same time. It was like 

being born with two heads. It sounded freakish and a lot of trouble. Above 

everything, I didn't want to go to Japanese school. (p. 18) 
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The chapter "We Meet Real Japanese," as the title suggests, is narrated completely 

from the American point of view that Kazuko still maintains; however, the cultural 

differences she encounters during the trip to visit her Japanese grandparents begin to 

undermine her so far unquestioned American identity. 

While the parents also try to use the summer stay in Japan as an educational tool 

and make their children aware of their Japanese heritage, Kazuko cannot find 

appreciation for the trip and she longs for the comfort of her American home, where she 

does not have to "sit like a pretzel" in a typical matted room, or feel as a "lobster" in the 

scalding water of a Japanese hot bath.(p. 102) With her "American" nonchalance Kazuko 

also causes public outrage, when she takes a stroll on the Shinkyo bridge, a sacred 

monument where "only the emperor of Japan may walk upon it."(p. 95) Kazuko thus 

feels relieved when the family returns from "the exotic island of the Japanese" to the 

"lovely Puget Sound Harbor ( ... ) to Seattle, ( ... ) to America, which ( ... ) was still my 

home."(p. 108) At the same time, she feels that by the experience in Japan she has 

reconfirmed her identity as an American, for whom Japan is little more than a distant 

exotic country. 

The happy return home marks the first break in the novel. The Itoi family'S arrival 

to Seattle happens just shortly before the attack on Pearl Harbor. From that moment 

onwards, the foreboding events and growing antagonism towards Asians on the West 

Coast will continually force Kazuko to reconsider her own constructed identity. The 

external pressures will reveal that her self-constructed identity is different from that 

which is being imposed on her by her American environment. Her physical appearance 

will at that time become suddenly taken as a token of her otherness, and the hostile 

reactions of her environment will alert her to the possibility that her assumed identity 

cannot be fully asserted, and is incompatible with the one that is being externally 

imposed upon her. 

In the first part of the book, Kazuko also vigorously asserts her American identity 

by contrasting it with the double heritage of her parents. Although their speaking 

Japanese at home seems perfectly normal to her, as she confesses, at times she becomes 

more aware that her parents' habits are not fully fitting in the American environment. Her 

eagerness to lead no other than a typically American life is sometimes disturbed by the 
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parents' occasional display of Japanese behavior that Kazuko considers improper and 

embarrassing. In several humorously conveyed episodes the little narrator confesses her 

being ashamed of the parents' insufficient command of English, or of their revealing the 

Japanese culture in public. The embarrassment Kazuko's mother causes in the meeting 

with Kazuko' s American teacher (or other occasions) seems too much for the little girl to 

bear: 

Once Mother and I went downtown with Mrs. Kato. Just as we were about to 

board the Second avenue streetcar, the three of us became separated in the 

swarming crowd. The car door opened and people surged inside, but all of a 

sudden the movement stopped. The bottleneck was slow-motion Mrs. Kato 

smiling and bowing graciously to Mother who was submerged in the crowd. "Sah, 

Itoi-sama, dozo osaki ni. Please, after you." I screamed at Mother to tell Mrs. Kato 

to please get in and dispense with the ceremony ( ... ) people were turning around 

and staring at us, attracted to the Japanese dialogue. (p. 48) 

Similarly, the Mother's inability to speak English properly leads to situations of 

embarrassment, (as with Kazuko's American teacher): 

Miss Powers would smile at Mother: "so you are KaZOOko's mother." 

Miss Powers could never remember that there is no accent on any syllable in 

pronouncing my Japanese name. "You seem so young, Mrs. Itoi, you look more 

like her big sister." "Yes, I am, thank you." Mother smiled back, more intent on 

being gracious at the moment than on the subject matter. 

( ... ) "Mother can help with the costume, Miss Powers. She made this for 

me," I said, holding out the skirt of my new dress. It was a flaming, candy-red 

taffeta dress ( ... ) Miss Powers was back on the track and she gushed politely, "Did 

she really? My what a wonderful seamstress you are, Mrs. Itoi. And I love that 

color! It's as lovely as can be." 

"Oh, no, it's not so good," Mother said modestly. She could have said 

"thank you" at this moment, but I was content that Mother was talking about the 

same thing as Miss Powers. All of a sudden Mother burst out, "It's too red, but my 

daughter, she likes it. I think it's lousy!" 

A tense silence followed. 
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( ... ) I pointed out to Mother in a tearful, disgraced-for-life voice that she 

had made a terrible mistake. "Mama, you should have said, loud, loud! not lousy! 

Lousy is a vulgar word, a bad word like goddam and hell." 

"soh? I didn't know. I heard you children using it all the time so I thought it 

was perfectly all right." Mother didn't sound at all sorry. (p. 50) 

The narrator thus seems at ease with Japanese spoken in the domestic 

environment, where Japanese culture and customs, together with the "American aspects" 

of her childhood complement each other and create an idyllic atmosphere of peaceful 

home. Outside, however, especially when in public view, Kazuko detests any display of 

Japanese cultural habits, and regards them inconsistent with the American environment. 

Again, she is made to function as an intermediary who is working in both directions: in 

this case translating for her Japanese mother in order to make her understood by the 

American teacher, and instructing the mother in "proper" conduct the American majority 

expects. 

Moreover, by the selection of episodes she narrates, the little protagonist appears 

particularly repulsed by the aspects of Japanese culture that imply discipline, self

restraint or suppression of one's individuality. These (in Japan traditionally highly 

valued) traits would be reminiscent of the Japanese spirit of bushido, the mentality 

originally devised and adopted by the members of the Japanese samurai class. The virtues 

of proper etiquette, unquestioning obedience to superiors, and austere conduct, exercised 

among these professional warriors for centuries, continue - in a modified form - to be 

reflected in Japanese consciousness and valued as before. In her narrative, Kazuko 

considers this minds et threatening, and again not useful in the American environment. In 

particular, she encounters such aspects in the Japanese school, where the teachers enforce 

discipline significantly stricter than in American schools. The narrator characterizes her 

first days in Nihon Gakko by phrases as "stiff bowing," "strict attention" or "timid 

voice," (p.20) and she regards the school system as alien and unwelcoming. 

The problem of the Kibei, children who were born in America and partly educated 

in Japan, is also mentioned here. Genji Yamada, "a classmate whom we detested 

thoroughly,"(p. 25) becomes a student at the Seattle Nihon Gakko after his return from 

Japan, but his Japanese experience serves only to estrange him from his peers. Genji 
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speaks perfect Japanese, complies with the school's discipline, and is a model student 

praised by the school teachers, nevertheless Kazuko and her Japanese American 

classmates'see him as "stiff and arrogant,"(p. 25) and his respectful manners are a target 

of ridicule for Genji's classmates. 

Kazuko's so far relatively unproblematic switching between the two cultures with 

the clear predominance of the American one will be problematized after the family's 

return from the trip to Japan. (Sone does not give the year, but judging from the following 

events, the chapters after their return are probably set in the second half of the 1930s). 

Gradually, as the protagonist also matures mentally, she becomes more aware of the 

covert hostility present in her hometown. 

Mother tries to alleviate Kazuko's first encounter with obvious racial 

discrimination. When Kazuko and her mother are repeatedly rejected when looking for a 

summer cottage for rent, Mother explains that "there are people like this in the world. We 

have to bear it, just like all the other unpleasant facts of life. ( ... ) No matter what anyone 

may call you, to God you are still his child."(p. 114) Kazuko's reaction oscillates 

between shame and anger. She feels both "apologetic about [her] Japanese blood" (p. 

115), and also gradually realizes "the terrible curse that went with having Japanese 

blood. "(p. 118) 

She also gradually begins to recognize she is different from her American peers in 

other than the visible aspects, and she starts ascribing these differences to the Japanese 

influence in her upbringing (no matter how pro-American her family is). For instance, in 

a high school class, Kazuko realizes she does not feel comfortable with making herself 

heard or contributing to discussion, and she tends to prefer remaining silent. Kazuko 

describes herself as a "polished piece of inarticulateness:"(p. 131) 

( ... ) The entire class was devoted to discussion and criticisms. Although I had 

opinions, ( ... ) I could not bring myself to speak. Some people would have 

explained this as an acute case of adolescence, but I knew t was also because I was 

Japanese. Almost all the students of Japanese blood sat like rocks during 

discussion period. Something compellingly Japanese made us feel it was better to 

seem stupid in a quiet way rather than to make boners out loud. I began to think of 

the Japanese as the Silent People, and I envied my fellow students who clamored 

to be heard." (p. 131) 
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In this and other episodes Kazuko is forced to part with the so far comfortable 

notion of a fixed identity. At this point she cannot reconcile the intrusive Japanese 

elements with her prevalent American character traits. Instead of accepting the hybridity 

stemming from her heritage, she still perceives the formation of one's identity in terms of 

either/or duality. Inevitably then, the protagonist feels split between her hyphenated 

identity of Japanese and/or American, and she becomes disturbed when the elements of 

the other part of her identity interfere with the one she believes should be dominant. 

The Internment Camp 

The attack on Pearl Harbor hits the whole Japanese American community quite 

unexpectedly. Tensions and anxiety mount and the question "Why they did it?" hovers in 

the air. Kazuko describes the tense atmosphere of uncertainty, as the house searches, anti

Japanese panic, and first arrests take place in Seattle. In anticipation of the parents' arrest, 

the family spends a night destroying objects of Japanese origin that might possibly 

compromise the evidence of their loyalty to America - thus Kazuko describes burning of 

Japanese books, poems, art pieces, pictures, toys, and objects of great value to the family. 

In the atmosphere of suspicion against everything and everybody Japanese, the 

protagonist is sensible of her being a target of antagonism: "Once more I felt like a 

despised, pathetic two-headed freak, a Japanese and an American, neither of which 

seemed to be doing me any good." (p. 158) 

The protagonist's remark reveals that so far she has not learned to see anything 

positive in her multiple heritage. While she already recognizes that besides the American 

identity, which she used to believe was the only one, there is also the Japanese identity, 

now more intensely revealed. For her, these two identities exist separately, and in her 

understanding, at this stage she increasingly begins to regard the Japanese identity as a 

burden, which is preventing her from belonging to the mainstream. Instead of an 

advantage or opportunity to be selective, she feels doubly incomplete: she is unable to 

fully assert one of these identities at the expense of a full suppression of the other, and 

this frustrated effort leads Kazuko to believe she does not fully belong to either of the two 

categories. 
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The family is eventually removed, or "evacuated," first into a provisional camp (or 

"assembly center," a euphemistic label preferred by the War Relocation Authority) in 

Puyallup, Washington and then in to a permanent relocation camp in Minidoka, Idaho. 

From then on, they have become family n.l0710, deprived of their identity, and seen as a 

mere number in a mass of people. Here also appears the crucial shift between the self

construction and an external imposition of one's identity, and in Kazuko's case, the 

imposed one will prevail. 

In the internment camps, stripped of their civil rights as Americans, the Nisei 

reaction is varied. The narrator herself undergoes several stages from initial outrage and 

anger to gradual acceptance of the internment as an experience to be endured, as a test of 

one's faith and stamina. Behind the barb wire fence, with watchtowers and armed guards, 

and with freedom of movement severely limited, the Japanese Americans are forced to 

deal with the situation that was imposed upon them. In Sone's description, most of the 

people gradually organized their life to resemble at least partly life outside the c amp in 

order to keep off boredom and apathy. The adjustment and practical effort at the 

improvement of the rudimentary living conditions gradually brought about some order 

and semblance of dignified existence, however, the negative psychological impact on the 

internees was much graver. 

Kazuko moves from considering herself an American to having the identity of 

enemy alien imposed onto her. To her, the reality of internment brings disturbing 

thoughts that make her doubt her Americanness, so far taken for granted. Suddenly she 

realizes that in the given conditions, it is the external forces that determine who she is, 

not what she herself feels to be: 

What was I doing behind a fence like a criminal? If there were accusation to be 

made, why hadn't I been given a fair trial? Maybe I wasn't considered an 

American anymore. My citizenship wasn't real after all. Then what was I? (p. 177) 

She recognizes she is not a citizen of Japan. But being an American national, she 

is not allowed as to live as one. Here we encounter probably the most serious 

complication related to one's personal identity: the discrepancy between one's legal 

status as a citizen and the imposed identity of the enemy of state. While it would appear 

that in terms of logic these two identities cannot exist at the same time, the fact is such a 
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contradictory situation is precisely what happened to Japanese Americans between 1942-

1944. In case of the protagonist, the paradoxical nature of such existence leads her to 

question the validity of a person's legal nationality: while under normal circumstances, 

one's status of a citizen, guaranteed by the state, should serve as a stable ground, from 

which a person can further define or search for his or her identity, here the nonexistence 

of such a secure position throws the protagonist into a chaotic search for logical 

explanation and justification - at this point, however, no such answers can be provided to 

her. 

The' narrator relates the gradual change in her outlook and the abandonment of 

bitterness and resignation. According to her narration, it is her Christian faith that has 

helped her overcome the terrible injustice and the brutal interruption to their lives. The 

Sunday services for believers continue in the camp, and it is there that Kazuko finds a 

new source of her strength. Her belief is restored and helps her to see beyond the present 

situation: 

As we finished with the lines [of the Psalms], "Thou hast turned for me my 

mourning into dancing: thou hast put off my sackcloth, and girded me with 

gladness; to the end hat my glory may sing praise to thee, and not be silent. 0 

Lord my God, I will give thanks unto thee forever," the room seemed filled with 

peace and awe, as if walls had been pushed back and we were free. (p. 186) 

After the Camp 

The concluding chapter, titled aptly "Eastward, Nisei" (paraphrasing the motto of 

Manifest Destiny) proceeds to a neat resolution of all problems dealt with before. The 

protagonist, now in her twenties, describes the termination of her stay in the camp and 

her life hereafter. Needless to say, from the description of events, it is a life completely 

changed; nevertheless it provides the narrator with satisfaction and gratefulness for the 

maturity and experience she has attained through hardships. Kazuko uses the opportunity 

for the withdrawal of the Nisei from the camps, by which the War Relocation Authority 

since 1943 granted a permanent leave to the Nisei who had obtained ajob or a university 

placement in areas others than the evacuated West Coast. Kazuko is offered a position of 

an assistant in Chicago and is invited to live with an American family, who had been 

former missionaries to China. Her resettlement to the Midwest marks an entirely different 
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more. 
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During the first month she is overwhelmed by the new opportunities, leading a 

normal life again and enjoying the hospitality of the locals. Later she enrolls at a small 

Presbyterian college in Indiana. Here, her Oriental face is no target for hostility, and she 

is allowed to enjoy the international and multi cultural body of students. Choosing a 

career she wants to pursue, Kazuko (using now her Christian name Monica after coming 

to the Midwest) at last feels content and able to live with her double heritage. For the first 

time she recalls being proud of her Japanese ancestry and sees her past struggle as an 

advantage, enriching to her newly discovered identity, which is now American blended 

with Japanese elements: "I used to feel like a two-headed monstrosity, but now I find that 

two heads are better than one."(p. 236) At this point it finally seems, if we use the terms 

introduced in the theoretical chapter, the protagonist has moved from considering her 

identity in terms of binary oppositions towards a broader concept that echoes more the 

theory of enabling hybridity as suggested by Homi Bhabha. The narrator seems to claim 

that she is able to choose which one from her "two heads" to use, but in view of the 

whole plot development it is obvious that she has already chosen: chosen to assimilate 

and disregard the richness of her original Japanese heritage in exchange for her non

problematic acceptance by the American majority. The final chapter of this novel also 

confirms the original idea of a melting pot at work, where one's transformation results in 

a smooth mingling with the American mainstream. In terms of this "Americanizing" 

approach it might be said that the protagonist's assimilation was successfully 

accomplished. What is not explicitly mentioned, however, is that the idea of the melting 

pot never emphasizes that fact, that a successful assimilating process inevitably always 

occurs at the cost of erasing the original ethnic differences. The most poignant question 

remaining at the end of the novel would be probably whether this leveling of differences 

is always desirable, whether the advantage of being fully included can compensated the 

necessity of shedding all the aspects of one's cultural heritage, which may be precious 

precisely because it is different and because it has been transmitted by generations of 

one's ancestors. 

The seemingly harmonic ending thus carries a few shadows with it: 

KazukolMonica achieves her reconciliation and integration as an individual, but the 

ending of the book does not seem to account for the fact that the whole integrated 
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Japanese American community ceased to exist and was never restored in the way it had 

flourished before the war. The opportunity to move eastwards gave the affected Nisei 

access to new jobs, and an opportunity to start their lives over in a place where prejudice 

and discrimination were possibly not so strong, but at the same time it inevitably 

separated families. In the last chapter we learn that Kazuko stayed in the Midwest, her 

younger sister started to study in New York and the brother with his wife chose to pursue 

a carrier in St. Louis, while the parents eventually returned to Seattle after the camps had 

been closed down. Thus the Itoi family ends dispersed over all of the United States, 

similarly to many other Japanese families, who integrated into the mainstream life and no 

other close-knit Japanese American communities were restored. Not to speak about the 

many Issei, who had nowhere to go, since their West Coast businesses and homes were 

either confiscated or lost. The ending of the book thus seems to disregard the elder part of 

the Japanese Americans, for whom closing down the camps meant very uncertain future 

and not promising new beginnings. The celebration of the rise of the individual, which is 

foregrounded in the last chapters depicting Kazuko's happy life, university education and 

career opportunities in the Midwest, omits the sad fact that such a rise of the individual 

Nisei eventually happened at the expense of disintegration of the whole Japanese 

American community that had existed before the war. 

Kazuko's story could thus be probably read as an account of (one of the many 

possible) ways of coping with the identity problems following the experience of 

uprooting and life in the camps. Her narrative reveals a successful integration and ability 

to continue her life undisturbed (unlike many other former Nisei internees, who had 

serious problems years after, c.f. Watatsuki Houston), but it perhaps fails to account more 

for the effects the internment had for the Japanese Americans as a whole unique 

community. 

future: 

The last paragraph nevertheless bears a tone of optimism and bright outlook to the 

I had discovered a deeper, stronger pulse in the American scene. I was going back 

to its mainstream, still with my Oriental eyes, but with an entirely different 

outlook, for now I felt like a whole person instead of a sadly split personality. The 

Japanese and American parts of me were now blended into one. (p. 238) 



The protagonist has progressed from a "double-headed freak" to a harmonically 

balanced personality. The reference to "Oriental eyes" may however suggest that in the 

process of "blending" into a "whole person" the two elements were not evenly 

distributed: in view of the events in the last chapter it might appear that the "Oriental 

eyes" are actually all that has been left of the Japanese element. 

81 
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Jeanne Watatsuki Houston: Farewell to Manzanar 

Jeanne W. Houston was seven years old when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. 

Following the Evacuation Order, her family was forced to leave their Long Beach home and 

relocate fir~t to one of the provisional "assembly centers," and then to the WRA internment 

camp named Manzanar in the Californian desert close to the Death Valley, where they spent 

three and a half years. 

Houston started writing her only book in the early 1970s. This was also the time when 

the Japanese American and Japanese Canadian redress movement was on the rise, and many 

of those affected by the internment broke the silence for the first time and stood witnesses to 

the injustice that happened thirty years ago and was not publicly addressed since then. l As 

Houston explains in the foreword, Farewell to Manzanar's chief purpose was - aside from 

informing the larger public about the still relatively unknown reality of the day-to-day life in 

the camps - to cope with her own traumatic past: "To tell what I knew and felt about it would 

mean telling something about my family before the war, and the years that followed the war, 

and about my father's past, as well as my own way of seeing things now.,,2 

Reception 

Houston thus writes primarily for the general American audience, not for Japanese 

Americans, and attempts to explain and educate it on the issue that was still relatively 

unknown to the majority of Americans even in the 1970s. She presents a simple 

autobiography, with a fairly lineal chronological plot, with few digressions into her 

childhood, and her father's past, and evades expressing judgment on the events that happened, 

although in the final chapters the narrative mode switches into her own personal reflection on 

the years spent in internment and her subsequent readjustment to life in postwar California. 

Similarly to Monica Sone, she was also largely praised upon the publication Farewell to 

Manzanar for "lacking either self-pity or solemnity, for [being] told without bitterness,,3 

Notwithstanding the personal tragedy of her family, Houston's lack of bitterness could also be 

partly attributed to the relatively large time span between the actual events and the time of her 

1 An Intereth';ic Companion to Asian American Literature, p. l37 
2 Houston, Jeanne Watatsuki. Farewell to Manzanar. New York: Random House, 1995. First published 1973, p. 
x. All following quotations from the novel in this chapter come from this edition. 
3 Saturday Review World, Nov. 6, 1973. Quoted in Kim, p. 82 
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writing the novel. The book was not written as a direct response to the internment, but it was 

assembled on the basis of Houston's journal entries and camp school yearbooks. Houston 

stresses the personal nature of her account, and she does not expressly join the Japanese 

American redress movement, nor does she have any ambitions to make her account a 

politically-engaged instrument in the redress campaigns (like her Canadian counterpart Joy 

Kogawa with the novel Obasan, which deals with a very similar experience). Thus her 

interview with Elaine Kim may betray some signs of uncertainty or hesitation to condemn the 

American government's policy in the 1940s: "I didn't go into what caused the evacuation; 

people can't argue with me whether it was right or not. It's just about the effects of evacuation 

on one family as I knew them. No one can argue with that.,,4 

However, the novel's simple style and chronological narrative ofthe events before, in, 

and after the camp, together with the critics' praise for "lack of bitterness" may be deceptive. 

In fact, behind the straightforward account there are obvious hints that the author-narrator was 

deeply affected by the war years, and while the autobiographical novel may be devoid of 

"self-pity," it does reveal profound identity-related problems the narrator had to cope with 

years after. The last chapter definitely disproves the suggestion of an "unproblematic" novel. 

The Narrator 

There are similarities with Sone in the narrative structure, the child narrator's 

perspective' and the general events depicted - that is the idyllic family life, then the shock of 

the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the uncertain future, awaiting the relocation orders, the 

hard conditions in the camps ... Unlike in Nisei Daughter, the largest part is devoted to the 

camps, and not to the Japanese-American family life before the war. Also, the narrator

protagonist, who would be seven years old during the internment, is much younger than 

Kazuko/Monica, who was 23 years old in 1942. 

The language Houston uses is more similar to that of a child, who comments on the 

events as they happen, without the detached irony that often appears in Sone's novel. 

Houston's child narrator thus reminds the reader more of the type of narrator used by Hisaye 

Yamamoto, where, as we shall see, there also often features a daughter telling the story of her 

family, however without understanding the significance of crucial events. These are then left 

for the readers to be revealed and to find their gravity even more augmented, as they will 

4 Kim, p. 85 
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realize by perceiving the contrast between seemingly very simple narration and the 

seriousness of events, which are indeed present in the story, but impossible for the narrator to 

grasp. Similarly to Monica Sone's Kazuko, the narrator of Farewell to Manzanar also 

functions as a "translator," who makes the world of Japanese traditions in America accessible 

to the audience she is writing for. This need for explanations is especially evident in the 

inclusion of certain Japanese proverbs or colloquial expressions used in the family, with their 

immediate translation. 

Unlike Sone, however, Houston's novel did not primarily aim at the problems of 

establishing an identity as a Japanese American during and after the WWII. The narrator thus 

does not include elaborate comments on the transitions of identity, and we will not find any 

metaphors of "double-headed freaks" here. Houston replaces the irony of telling of the sheer 

absurdity of the internment by giving a fairly simple, more or less chronological account. The 

novel's subtitle actually says: "A true story of Japanese experience during and after the World 

War II internment." Houston's emphasis at the veracity and honesty of her account reveals her 

effort to tell at the first place, to bear a testimony to the events that happened rather than 

satirizing their absurdity or attempting to articulate their affect on one's personal integrity. At 

the same time, this accent on truthfulness may perhaps betray Houston's uncertainty whether 

her story will be taken seriously. The concluding chapters ofthe novels show the protagonist 

in her teenage years, suffering from profound feelings of guilt and inferiority, which were 

caused by her being placed into the position of the Other, of the enemy. The subtitle may thus 

also reveal Houston's anxiety whether she will finally be understood. 

Much more strongly than in Nisei Daughter, the theme of father-daughter relationship 

is emphasi:z;ed here. Drawing from her actual experience, Houston is very sensitive to the 

internment's damaging effects on the dignity of the Issei generation. Furthermore, she shows 

how this event severely disrupted the traditional family structures, and in many cases made 

return to normal family life impossible even after the end of the war. As the editors of 

Literature and Ethnicity in Cultural Borderlands remark, precisely this interruption of the 

traditional continuity harmed the community most: "This is perhaps the largest injustice 

of the internment: the forced eclipse of Japanese American identity."s 

Houston's account illustrates the changing of the protagonist's identity in 

relational terms, especially in relation to her family. The generational gap, augmented 

5 Literature and Ethnicity in Cultural Borderlands, p. 164 
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even more by the internment's different effect on the Issei and the Nisei generation, is 

depicted here more intensely than in Nisei Daughter. After the war Houston constructs 

her identity in relation to how she perceives her family. Eventually, in her effort to be 

accepted by her peers at school, she begins to regard her family, and especially the father, 

as the Other. The parents, unable to adjust to the postwar situation, unconsciously begin 

represent the Other, which embodies the undesirable Japanese characteristics and which 

prevents the narrator to assimilate into the American environment. When she seems to 

have achieved this desired inclusion and assimilation at the end, the readers cannot help 

noticing it has been done at the expense of parting with the family and resulted in a 

painful rejection of the traditional family values. 

The Plot 

The disturbing events of Pearl Barbor and the subsequent arrest of Bouston's father as 

a suspected saboteur are presented in the very first chapter. Following the Evacuation Order 

9066, the family together with all persons of Japanese ancestry from the Terminal Island area 

(in the proximity of Los Angeles) is transferred to the Manzanar internment camp, situated in 

the eastern Californian desert. There, the family is reunited after the father is released from a 

detention center in North Dakota (where all suspect male Issei were held), however, the 

idyllic life as before cannot be restored in the camp. The Father returns severely changed and 

he has deteriorated both physically and psychically. In the stereotypical routine of the camp 

life, deprived of his role as the leader of the family, who would be expected to make 

decisions, he eventually relapses into alcoholism and utter passivity. The child narrator is 

keenly aware of the family'S tensions, nevertheless she at least temporarily finds ways to cope 

with the oppressive experience by joining a range of activities for children in the camp, thus 

creating a relatively carefree environment for herself. 

After the withdrawal from the camps is allowed, either through voluntary draft for 

which her older brother applies, or later for all, the family eventually returns to California. 

The final section depicts later events, the narrator's high school years and eventually her visit 

to the original Manzanar site about twenty years later, arriving at last at some reconciliation 

with her past. 
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Eff~cts of the Internment on Japanese American Families 

Several important issues are raised throughout the book. In telling details from the 

daily camp life Houston depicts the depersonalization of individuals into a monolithic mass, 

in which they were subjected to strict daily routine, lack of privacy, and repression of all 

rights as American citizens (in case of the Nisei). The negative impact on the integrity of 

family life and disruption of traditional family habits, that had formerly linked the whole 

community, echoes throughout the whole book. Houston's narrative is critical of the forced 

separation of families and the impossibility to maintain communal life, which in consequence 

led to the irreversible alienation between the Issei parents and their Nisei children. The 

included stories of other internees that the narrator knew seem to confirm this pattern: very 

often we see how the adolescent Nisei, who joined many activities in the camps, and then 

often found work elsewhere in the United States, had the capability to overcome the adverse 

conditions, unlike the Issei, for whom often the only reaction was resignation and 

disorientation. 

The opportunities available in the camp environment to the Nisei - such as working in 

administrative positions for the camp authorities, responding to the draft for the U.S. Army, or 

the option of college education anywhere in the Midwest and Eastern United States - led 

many of the Nisei to respond and participate in these activities. While for the vast majority of 

Nisei such activities were welcome and often served them to reconfirm for themselves their 

loyalty and inclination to America, (and after the closing of the camps many chose to stay in 

these paths), they then inevitably found themselves distanced and alienated from their Issei 

parents. 

For the young narrator, the most obvious instance of the camp routine's intrusion into 

her life would be the impossibility to maintain the social function of meals. In crowded mess 

halls, with meal times determined by membership in a housing barracks, the separation was 

inevitable: 

Before Manzanar, mealtime had always been the center of our family scene. In camp, 

and afterward, I would often recall with deep yearning the old round wooden table in 

our dining room in Ocean Park, the biggest piece of furniture we owned, large enough 

to seat the twelve or thirteen of us at once. ( ... )[Papa] would sit at the head ofthis 



table, with Mama next to him serving, and the rest of us arranged around the edges 

according to age, down to where Kiyo and I sat. ( ... ) Now, in the mess halls, after a 

few weeks had passed, we stopped eating as a family. (p. 35) 
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The-family unity, symbolized by the old table, succumbs here to the mere necessity of 

being fed at the appointed times. 

The Father 
The most poignant expression of the yearning for the prewar times irrevocably lost is 

symbolized in Houston's depiction of her father's gradual degradation. The figure of her Issei 

father occupies a prominent place throughout the whole novel, and his deterioration is 

evocative not only of her particular family's personal tragedy, but it evokes the impact of 

camps on the whole Issei generation. Although the author states the novel is strictly her 

personal history, the prevalent theme of camps as being instrumental in the harming of psyche 

of the elder Issei Japanese Americans is indisputable, and, as historical and critical accounts 

show, applicable virtually to all the Issei generation. 

In the first chapter, when the father is arrested in December 1941, the child is 

impressed by the authority and decorum Papa maintains when leaving the house with the FBI 

agents: 

About all he had left at this point was his tremendous dignity. He was tall for a 

Japanese man, nearly six feet, lean and hard and healthy-skinned from the sea. He was 

over fifty ( ... ) But he still had dignity, and he would not let those deputies push him 

out the door. He led them. (p. 8) 

Papa is reunited with the rest of the family nine months later. His awaited arrival to 

Manzanar however does not result in bringing the family together again. From the narrator's 

description, the alienation between him and the narrator is already established: 

Then Papa stepped out, wearing a fedora hat and a wilted white shirt. ( ... ) He had been 

gone nine months. He had aged ten years. He looked over sixty, gaunt, wilted as his 

shirt, underweight, leaning on that cane ( ... ) He stood there surveying his clan, and 

nob?dy moved, not even Mama, waiting to see what he would do or say, waiting for 

some cue from him as to how we should deal with this. (p. 46) 
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The image ofthe family, awaiting guidance from the father, is symptomatic here. The 

traditional bearer of authority in the family is from now on incapable of rendering authority 

and providing effective leadership. His experience in the detention center when separated 

from the family (never mentioned in detail), left him passive and resigned, and unable to 

adapt to the circumstances of imprisonment, loss of his all-life work and the thwarting of 

hopes to earn his place in America. 6 

The digression in the following chapter partly hints at what was behind the father's 

change. The narrator retells Papa's arrival to America in the 1910s, his being successful in 

every vocation he tried, until the present and the abrupt change from a successful merchant to 

a prisoner of war. In the camp, he is portrayed as sullen, without energy, and prone to 

alcoholism. The alienation between the daughter and father, hinted at during the scene of his 

arrival to Manzanar, is confirmed by the narrator: 

[His past] helps me understand how Papa's life could end at a place like Manzanar. He 

didn't die there, but things finished for him there, whereas for me it was like a 

birthplace. The camp was where our lives intersected. (p. 47) 

The deprivation and loss of his past efforts as well as hopes in the future have a 

debilitating effect on the traditional father's role as the patriarch of the family. Due to the 

imposed conditions and his past detention, which caused him disgrace and great humiliation, 

the father looks for consolation in drinking. His fits of rage, during which he even threatens 

and beats his wife, alternate with stages of complete passivity and lethargy. The child narrator 

cannot comprehend the reason for Papa's decline, but she senses the anxiety when the 

traditional family has been lost, as she states: "the miserable sense of loss that comes when 

the center had collapsed and everything seems to be flying apart around you." (p. 70) 

In such a situation, it is the oldest son who takes over the patriarchal role and who 

replaces the father as the head ofthe family. Jeanne' s adolescent brother Woody is described 

from the little sister's view with certain admiration - to her, he represents the protection, 

guidance and cheerfulness she longs for. He organizes the practical necessities and becomes 

the one who cares really for the family'S well-being. Woody would be also the ideal 

representation of an Americanized Nisei. He feels unmistakably American, and in spite of the 

6 As Michler notes, precisely the allegations of disloyalty were especially difficult to bear for the Issei, who had 
worked all their lives to be accepted in America. The powerlessness and inactivity the Issei men were exposed 
to, led to further deterioration of their integrity. (Michler, p. 192) 
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reality of internment, he is still enthusiastic to prove his loyalty to his country of America. 

On the loyalty questionnaires, he responds with Y es/Y es to both crucial questions. In 1944 he 

is drafted to the D.S. Army. "The 442nd Combat Regiment was famous now, full of heroes, 

fighting in Europe to help the allies win the war, and showing that Niseis too could be 

patriots. Woody was that kind of Nisei, anxious to prove to the world his loyalty, his 

manhood, something about family honour." (p. 122) 

The camps thus has a radical effect on families, and while they after their closing 

generally helped the young Nisei to put into practice their loyalty to America and start their 

careers, often in different parts of the country, for the Issei, who often also held the same 

loyalties and all-life desire to be accepted as part of America, there was no such possibility 

provided. As a historian summarizes, 

What for other immigration groups took at least one, if not two generations - the 

breaking of old structures, the disappearance of nuclear family, and simultaneously to 

that, the emancipation of the second generation - was in the Japanese American 

community accomplished over the course of several months. 7 

The Japanese Identity Becoming "the Other" 

When in 1945 the family leaves the Manzanar camp among the last internees, the 

moment is not joyful, but rather filled with apprehension at the new beginning and the rumors 

of anti-Japanese sentiments still present on the West Coast. For the narrator, her return to 

Long Beach means also a return to American school, where she will be confronted with issues 

stemming from her unmistakably Oriental face. Being now eleven years old, she is also 

increasingly sensitive to the reality of being different. A classmate's marveling at the 

narrator's "perfect English" makes her start questioning deeper issues related to her identity 

and the experience of being a former enemy alien. The fact that she belongs to what is 

commonly termed a "visible minority," has practical implications for her postwar life as well. 

While except for her Asian face, she might surely pass for a regular American student, her 

Caucasian friends at school seem to confirm the tendency mentioned by literary critics like 

King-Kok Cheung. In relation to the acceptance ofliterature of Asian Americans, she raises 

the problem of visible minority, which is exactly the image these authors want to discard. 

7 Michler, p. 193, translation mine 



Typical of representatives of visible minorities who are inevitably different at the first sight 

from the majority of population is that they are made to stand out of the uniform group 

primarily on the basis of physical difference - and then perhaps on the basis of merit, talent, 

or accomplishment. The protagonist of Farewell to Manzanar therefore tries hard to cover 

this obvious difference by increased effort to succeed in other areas. 
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What is however even more disturbing for the narrator, is her growing conviction that 

for some reason she deserves the treatment she receives. These thoughts accompany her 

through much of her teenage and adolescent years, primarily the question for origin of hate 

towards the Japanese Americans: 

That continuous, unnamed ache I had been living with was precise and definable now. 

Call it the foretaste of being hated. I knew ahead of time that of someone looked at me 

with hate, I would have to allow it, to swallow it, because something in me, something 

about me deserved it. (p. 130) 

This innate feeling that she is truly somehow guilty intrudes upon the narrator's 

conscience and gradually makes her feel unworthy, unimportant, and ashamed: 

... suddenly aware of what being of Japanese ancestry was going to be like. I wouldn't 

be faced with physical attack, or with overt shows of hatred. Rather, I would be seen 

as someone foreign, or as someone other than American, or perhaps not be seen at all. 

(p. 158) 

The concluding chapters again seem to be most problematic: as the protagonist 

struggles to find her place in an all-American school, and thus make her peers see beyond her 

unmistakably Asian face, at the same time she doubts whether such opportunity is available to 

her as well.' The camp experience, and the internment of more than hundred thousand 

Japanese Americans, in her view, cannot have happened by itself: she becomes convinced the 

cause must be also found in some form of their own collective guilt. Thus the feelings of 

shame for her people alternate with her doubts whether she is also - due to her partly 

Japanese heritage - allowed to live as an American and be accepted as such: "I instinctively 

decided I would have to prove that I wasn't different ( ... ) I lived with this double impulse: the 

urge to disappear and the desperate desire to be acceptable." (p. 159) 

At the same time, one could ask why the need for additional proving of one's right to 

belong? Houston's narrator affirms the reality of "visible minorities," where one's legal 
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status as a citizen often does not seem sufficient for equal acceptance. When rejected from 

participating in school activities, the narrator accepts the refusal, understanding it is due to her 

"imposing a burden on them." (p. 160, italics mine) The protagonist's resultant total lack of 

self-confidence and doubts about her worthiness are further complicated by the assumed guilt 

on the part of her people she seems to be struggling to find: 

You cannot deport 110,000 people unless you have stopped seeing individuals. Of 

course, for such a thing to happen, there has to be a kind of acquiescence on the part of 

the victims, some submerged belief that this treatment is deserved, or at least 

allowable. It's an attitude easy for nonwhites to acquire in America. I had inherited it. 

Manzanar had confirmed it (p. 159) 

In spite of all these conflicting issues, the protagonist gradually does become 

successful in her high school environment, at least in terms of the outward, merit-based 

acceptance. She excels in a majorette group, and surprisingly she is even elected the queen of 

the prom. At that moment, she has, at least outwardly, adapted to the American environment 

and she learns she can (at times) also be accepted for being what she is. In other words, in the 

environment of her schoolmates and peers, she gradually succeeds in being accepted on the 

basis of her identification with American values and popular culture, and not on her visible 

Asian aspects. 

While she may not realize it, at this time she also increasingly asserts her 

Americanness as a contrast to her father, whom she sees as the representation of Japanese 

values (which she regards now negatively). Unknowingly, she distances herself from her 

family by seeing her father only with the negative, old-fashioned customs that she ascribes to 

his Japaneseness (and regards them incompatible with American life). Needless to say, the 

father has deteriorated and become a drunkard, however, the protagonist's remarks when she 

tries to define herself against him, are already infused with certain contemptuous subtext: 

I had lost all respect for Papa. ( ... )1 couln't understand why he was home all day, when 

Mama had to go out working. I was ashamed of him for that and, in a deeper way, for 

being what had led to our imprisonment, that is, for being so unalterably Japanese. I 

would not bring my friends home for fear of what he would say or do. (p. 164) 

The father thus comes to embody the Japanese aspect, which the narrator - affected by 

the father's psychical deterioration - begins to see as repulsive and undesirable. At the same 
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time, while she abandons her father as a hopeless case (he is "unalterably Japanese"), she 

believes for her it is not yet so late, and - by her hard effort at displaying only the American 

elements of her identity - she may pass for an American among her friends and peers. What is 

disturbing (j.t the whole ending of the novel would be that the narrator never voices any regret 

for abandoning the Japanese heritage she used to cherish in her childhood. 

The outcome of the whole internment experience and the subsequent years of 

adjustment to the American society thus seem to form the protagonist's identity as an 

American, albeit with occasional doubts about her worthiness for being accepted, but at the 

same time with radical rejection of what symbolizes to her the Japanese aspects of her 

heritage. The Japanese values and mentality, as she believes, were in some way to blame for 

the evacuation and exclusion of the Japanese Americans. As she feels, the Japanese part of her 

identity is to be left in the camp, and the only acceptable way of life in postwar America is to 

adapt as an American (and perhaps prove one's American identification even more so in order 

to compensate for the external physical difference). 

Thi~ disturbing conclusion is partly abated in the Epilogue, where the narrator after the 

years returns with her husband and children to the original Manzanar site, now a dilapidated 

national memorial. She confesses that her teenage effort to adapt by all means had also been a 

failure after all. She is able to say that the harsh experience of Manzanar was "where ... my 

own life really began."(p. 195) Now, after having returned to the place that haunted her for 

years, she confesses she no longer wants to erase the experience, but accepts it as an 

unavoidable formative influence. Having found the place, she can now part with it. Thus, the 

last, symbolic "farewell" after years stands not only for the true meaning of the book's title, 

but mainly for the narrator's arrival to a point, when she is able to leave the history behind 

and start anew, possibly enriched for the experience which had started at that place. 
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John Okada: No-No Boy 

From clear-cut autobiographies we proceed now to a fictional novel, which with its 

complicated history of publication and many contradictions presented in the plot stands today 

as a "classic of Japanese American literature."l John Okada's No-No Boy was actually the 

very first (non-auto biographic ) novel written by a Nisei. Okada in his novel does not depict 

the direct experience of internment camps, but its repercussions and impact on an individual 

immediately after the end of the war. The novel portrays the chaotic effort at reorganization of 

the past Japanese American community and the fates of young Nisei, "almost driven to self

destruction by their desperate desire to belong in America.,,2 

Publication history 

The novel was first published by Charles E. Tuttle, Rutherford, Vermont, and Tokyo, 

Japan, in 1957. However, not even a thousand copies were sold till the author's death in 1971, 

and the novel went almost completely unnoticed. One of the alleged reasons was the 

emergence of a new stereotype of a Nisei as a loyal American, (thus precisely what the hero 

of the novel is not), fuelled among others by the widespread publicity given to the combat 

victories achieved by the Japanese American draftees.3 In the early 1970s, the novel was 

rediscovered and saved from oblivion by a group of young Asian American authors led by 

Frank Chin. The editors of the Aiiieeeee! anthology were impressed by Okada's 

extraordinarily deep novel and his portrayal of a Japanese American, who is not a "model 

minority" member, but rather an "angry young Nisei." A significant portion of the book was 

included in the anthology, and in 1976 this group launched the "Combined Asian American 

Resources Project" (CARP), which helped to popularize and republish Okada's novel. 

John Okada was born in 1923 and grew up in Seattle, he and his family were interned 

in Topaz camp, and - unlike his fictional protagonist - he did volunteer for military service. 

After serving in the Pacific theatre, (flying on reconnaissance missions over the Japan

occupied islands in the Pacific), he worked as a librarian in Seattle. Due to his early death, 

No-No Boy remains his only novel, and he never learned about the book's later success. 

I Reading the Literatures of Asian America, p. 239 
2 Kim, p. 149 
3 A resource guide to Asian American Literature, p. 149 
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Okada's No-No Boy, in comparison with the previously discussed autobiographical 

works of Sone and Watatsuki Houston, is not a novel that could be accused of being 

excessively pro-American (nor pro-Japanese for that matter). "No-No Boy refuses to make any 

concessions to a white audience,,,4 writes the critic Geok-lin Lim, alluding to the radicalism 

and rage present in Okada's novel. The main step away from the relatively well-accepted 

confessional-style autobiographies of Nisei camp internees is in the approach Okada presents 

in this complex novel. He moves beyond the binary choice of being "either/or" 

Japanese/American" and he brings forth a vivid depiction of postwar Seattle with its intricate 

complexitY'ofidentities available to a young man, who is born in America of Japan-born 

parents, who is legally an American, who is treated as if he were an enemy, and who is later 

expected to prove his loyalty by fighting for a country that imprisoned him. For refusing this 

call he is imprisoned again, only to find upon his release that his decision not to serve 

America made him a traitor in the eyes of persons of both Japanese and American ancestry. 

John Okada thus sets out to explore the conflicting issues, that are not as improbable as they 

sound, but could well pertain to thousands of young Nisei who were in the same situation as 

the fictional protagonist. The focus of this novel is the exploration of "the gray area between 

polarized definitions of Japanese and American."s 

Narrative Technique 

The novel is set in Seattle immediately after the end of World War II, and the main 

protagonist, to whom the derogatory nickname "No-No Boy" applies, returns home after a 

two-year imprisonment for refusing to answer the draft to the U.S. Army. Unlike the majority 

of young Nisei men, Ichiro Yamada, the hero of the novel, responded negatively to the crucial 

questions n. 27 and n. 28 on the "Application for the Leave of Clearance," or the so-called 

"Loyalty Questionnaire" that served as a pre-selection of the potential draftees in spring 1943. 

His negative response brought him transfer to the Tule Lake camp together with other 

"disloyal" internees, a trial and subsequent imprisonment. 

In the novel, the circumstances ofIchiro's return and adjustment to "normal" postwar 

life are told by a third-person omniscient narrator, mainly through various episodes and 

encounters with family members and former friends, who now hold vastly ambivalent 

opinions on the "loyalty issue," the internment and the on what the identity of an American, a 

Japanese or a Japanese-American should embody. 

4 Geok-lin Lim, Shirley: "Twelve Asian American Writers." in Redefining American Literary History, p. 241 
5 An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature, p. 137 
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The plot 

The basic plotline is fairly simple, but beyond the episodes there is an intricate 

complex of relations and unanswered questions. Also the narrator's voice is at times very 

ironic when trying to depict Ichiro's psychic struggle and his attempts to articulate his identity 

and attitude. Ichiro, who has as we learn, spent two years in an internment camp, and then two 

in a prison for refusing the draft, returns to Seattle after his release. Having no specific plans 

for the future, as his university studies have been interrupted in 1941, he wants to meet former 

friends and gradually decide how to continue with his life. Ichiro is reunited with his Issei 

parents who are operating a small grocery store in Seattle. His brother, as he learns, has 

enlisted in the D.S. Army, and will continue serving in the military. Ichiro regards his parents 

with contempt, both for leading such a miserable existence and for their ignorance and 

insistence on Japanese habits. While the father is a weak and submissive man, obeying the 

dominant mother, the mother continues to cling to her ideals ofthe past life in Japan and 

loyalty to the Emperor. She is completely distanced from reality, and lives with her conviction 

that Japan did actually win the war and the American media are only disseminating an anti

Japanese propaganda. In her illusions and fanaticism, she endorses her belief that Japanese 

ships will soon arrive for those who remained faithful to the Emperor and they will celebrate a 

triumphant return to victorious Japan. 

In constant torment from failure to respond to the draft and prove thus his 

Americanness, Ichiro turns to his best friend Kenji Kanno, also a young Japanese American, 

whom he has not seen for four years. As he learns, Kenji did go to the army, has been 

wounded and now lives as a war veteran. However, the injury led to partial amputation of his 

leg, and du~ to incurable infection, his prognosis will necessitate further amputations of the 

stump and eventually lead to his death. Kenji thus lives with anxiety, knowing he will not live 

long should the pain of infection return. 

Further episodes show Ichiro and Kenji encountering various characters: old friends, 

Ichiro's former university professor, his potential employer - and all of these people are 

divided on the issue what should have been the correct decision for Ichiro. Some despise him 

for avoiding the draft, some try to show sympathy with his difficult situation, others attempt 

to draw him back into what is now left ofthe Japanese community. Depressed Ichiro however 

cannot identify with any of these suggestions and feels excluded from all his prewar relations. 
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Eventually, Kenji's infection returns, he has to be hospitalized again and dies, leaving 

Ichiro on his own. At the same day, Ichiro returns home and finds out his mother has 

committed suicide when she finally understood that her belief in Japan's victory has been a 

mere illusion. The ending of the book offers no clear solution - Ichiro is left on his own to 

make the inclusion in the American society he longs for a reality. 

In the opening paragraph of the Preface, the narrator in an ironic tone sets the scene 

for the exclusion of Japanese Americans: 

December the seventh of the year 1941 was the day when the Japanese bombs fell on 

Pearl Harbor. As of that moment, the Japanese in the United States became, by virtue 

of their ineradicable brownness and the slant eyes which, upon close inspection, will 

seldom appear s1anty, animals of a different breed. ( ... )[From this moment], everything 
. 6 

Japanese and everyone Japanese became despicable. 

For Ichiro, this is the primary ground for his exclusion. At this level, this refers to an 

alienation (based on a racist distinction) of the whole group of Japanese or Japanese 

Americans from the white American society. However, the protagonist's anguish of not 

belonging stems mainly from other forms of alienation, that are imposed on him. 

Subsequently, after his return to Seattle, he is also ostracized by many Japanese Americans, 

who - unlike him - did not refuse the draft. This second level of alienation thus occurs within 

the community of Japanese Americans. Or, it may in Okada's novel well represent the non

existence of such a monolithic community, which might have existed before the war, but now 

the unity has been tom by their stance on loyalty they were forced to take. The third instance 

of alienation occurs at the most unexpected place - at home, within Ichiro' s disfunctioning 

family. There, he feels rejection from his brother, who believes he will prove his 

Americanness by enlisting in the military, and from the fanatical mother, who cannot forgive 

Ichiro his effort to be included in the American mainstream society. 

6 Okada, John. No-No Boy. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1978 (fIrst 1957), p. viii 
All following quotations from the novel in this chapter come from this edition. 
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The previously discussed autobiographical accounts by Sone and Houston are related 

to Okada's novel by their emphasis on the protagonists, who are treated as the Other, as being 

different from the American mainstream society whose acceptance they long for. The feelings 

of othemess and exclusion on the basis of their difference, as experienced by Kazuko in Nisei 

Daughter and the narrator of Farewell to Manzanar, are further complicated in Okada's 

novel. While Elaine Kim speaks of the distinguishing and excluding Asian Americans 

"primarily on the basis ofrace,,,7 Okada's novel defies this conception based on binarity 

between the Caucasian and Asian race. Ichiro faces also exclusion by the Nisei, who are of 

the same racial, ethnic and cultural origin. In Sone's and Houston's novel, the Japanese 

American narrator, who apparently speaks from her own environment of the Issei and Nisei, 

should also be expected to provide other view on the Japanese Americans than a generalizing 

and stereotyping depiction we might perhaps expect from a non-Asian American describing 

Japanese American community from the outside. But if one contrasts the perspectives used by 

these two authors with Okada's approach, one cannot help thinking that Sone's and Houston's 

accounts also tend to certain stereotyping and othering of the Japanese Americans. In their 

novels, they inevitably create a simple binarity between "American" and "Japanese" (or 

Japanese American, for that matter, but with the underlying connotations of "Japanese 

American" being an incomplete or imperfect American). Both narrators at the end come to 

adopt a position of a person standing outside the Japanese American community, and seeing it 

as a solid mass, marked with the "undesirable" ethnic elements that had previously prevented 

them from becoming what they perceive as "complete" Americans. 

On the other hand, Okada's novel disrupts the approach used by the two previous 

authors by penetrating inside the Nisei community, and showing that it is not a homogenous 

body, definable in its totality either by Americans or Japanese Americans. Instead, in Okada's 

view, the Japanese American community is tom by its inner struggles, and the same concepts 

of othering and exclusion based on difference tend to apply here as well. 

Perhaps Okada was more sensitive to the splitting of previously fairly unified 

community, and out of the three novelists discussed here he is the one who places greatest 

emphasis on bringing the historical reality of disintegration of the Japanese American 

community into his novel. From this viewpoint, Okada's interpretation of the wholeness vs. 

disintegration of the community is opposite to the stance employed by Sone and Houston: he 

proves that (what used to be) a community can never be defined as a whole, neither in a 

7 Kim, p. 12 
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eventually regards everything that is Japanese American as limiting and undesirable). 

Spl,it and Incomplete Identity 
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To convey this confusion about categories where one is to belong to be accepted, the 

images of split or incompleteness appear very frequently in the novel. Ichiro acutely feels that 

due to his "mistake," he is unable to embrace fully any of these prescribed identities. After his 

return to Seattle, Ichiro asks himself why he had refused the draft. No reason is given in the 

novel, and neither can he find the answer: he simply chose one of the two options and it 

proved to have consequences he could not have imagined at the time. 

In relation to identity and its formation, here we encounter a different approach than 

that used in both Sone and Houston. The outcome of the two respective novels eventually 

show one's identity as being at least to some extent definable by oneself (both Sone's and 

Houston's protagonists at first suffer from being externally marked as Japanese or Japanese 

Americans, at the end the formation of their identity is also partly the result of their own 

conscious decision). For Okada's hero, however, the identity is established at once and from 

that moment on it becomes unalterable. There is no place for some active participation at 

forming one's identity - in Ichiro's case, it has already been formed in the past and imposed 

upon all his present and future life. 

The shame and frustration he feels result from Ichiro' s not belonging anywhere. Since 

the imposed identity of an enemy or traitor (both in the yeas of Americans and the Japanese 

Americans who went to the war) constantly bars him from making up for his mistake from the 

past, Ichiro begins to perceive himself as incomplete, as lacking the opportunities the other 

Nisei now enjoy. In the postwar world, he is left with nothing but the two extremes, none of 

which he can fully identify with: on one end there are the patriotic Nisei boys, who 

distinguished themselves in fighting for America and thus proved their Americanness to both 

themselves and the country they now fully deserve to call their own, as Ichiro believes. Also, 

by responding to the draft, they have outwardly confirmed their loyalty as D.S. citizens. 

On the other end, there is Ichiro's mother, uncompromising in her resistance to 

America, which she deems hostile and unwelcoming to her sons. The disrupted family is 

clearly the source ofIchiro's frustration. At the same time the crazy mother stands for the 
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other extreme: for the complete orientation on Japan, an attitude which the protagonist 

despises as well. The Issei in No-No Boy, who speak only Japanese and do not make any 

effort to integrate into the American society and instead cling to their foolish dreams of 

Japanese supremacy, are all portrayed very negatively in the novel. None of the Issei that 

appear, be it Ichiro's parents or neighbors, are presented as likeable characters. The father is 

weak and disempowered, "a fat, grinning, spineless nobody."(p. 12) He does the household 

chores and finds consolation in drinking. The mother is here not the prototype of a caring 

figure, but she is presented as something that should be eliminated. Ichiro distances himself 

from her influence, refers to her as a "rock that's always hammering, pounding, ( ... ) in her 

fanatical way until there's nothing left to call one's self."(p. 12) The Issei influence in this 

novel is thus portrayed as something very negative and useless for the postwar life of the 

Nisei most of whom are becoming gradually Americanized. 

The theme of incompleteness is also portrayed in a very specific and physical way, on 

the character of the war veteran Kenji. With his mutilated body and his leg gradually rotting 

away, he is truly physically incomplete. As a counterpart to Ichiro, his life stands for the 

declaration ofloyalty to America proven in a visible way. Kenji has been decorated with the 

Silver Star medal as a war hero, now in Ichiro's eyes stands for a complete American, the 

ideal that Ichiro failed to achieve and cannot correct it now. However, although at the other 

side of the spectrum, Kenji is capable of understanding and expresses sympathy for Ichiro's 

situation. Paradoxically, it is Kenji, who in the novel appears as the only character that is 

"psychologically whole."g 

In a scene of a debate that ensues, the characters mirror each other's desires and each 

of them longs for what the other has. While Kenji does not have long to live, Ichiro envies 

him life in dignity and honor: "Kenji could still hope. A leg more or less wasn't important 

when compared with himself, Ichiro, who was strong and perfect but only an empty shell. He 

would have given both legs to change places with Kenji." (p. 60) Kenji, for whom bravery in 

combat is useless now, sees Ichiro's healthy body and prospect of a long life as more valuable 

than life without shame. In a rather bizarre dialogue that follows, both are discussing the 

imagined impossible exchange: Kenji cannot understand Ichiro's willingness to trade life and 

health for Kenji's mutilated body and recognition: "I've got eleven inches [ofthe stump] to 

8 Geok-lin Lim, Shirley: "Twelve Asian American Writers." in Redefining American Literary History, p. 241 
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go and you've got fifty years, maybe sixty. Which would you rather have?" Cp. 61) Ichiro's 

response again reveals his frustration from not being complete in terms of fully American 

identity and acceptance in America: 

I'll change with you, Kenji, he thought. Give me the stump which gives you the right 

to hold your head high. Give me the eleven inches which are beginning to hurt again 

and bring ever closer the fear of approaching death, and give me with it the fullness of 

yourself C ... ) you can put your one good foot in the dirt of America and know that the 

wet coolness of it is yours beyond a single doubt. (p. 64) 

Imprisonment by Imposed Identity 

The identity in the novel functions only by means of negative definition. Ichiro rejects 

both of these clearly-defined extremes. The unavailability of any other option frustrates him, 

as it makes him suffer from feeling imperfect and incomplete. In an argument with his 

mother, Ichiro exclaims: 

... for you were still half my mother and I was thereby still half Japanese and when the 

war came and they told me to fight for America, I was not strong enough to fight you 

C ... ) Now that I know the truth when it is too late and the half of me which was you is 

no longer there, I am only half of me and the half that remains is American by law C ... ) 

But it is not enough to be American only in the eyes of the law and it is not enough to 

be only half an American and know that it is an empty half. I am not your son and I 

am not Japanese and I am not American. C ... ) I wish with all my heart that I were 

Japanese or that I were American. I am neither ... (p. 16) 

Ichiro longs to be accepted for what he is, but finds no such possibility. 

Elaine Kim recognizes the sense of frustration from restricted choices as common to 

every Nisei after the war: 

Virtually all the Nisei in the novel are subjected to a choice between Japan, which 

represents their race and their parentage as much as it does militarism or fascism, and 



America, which represents the realities of racial bigotry as well as the dream of 

democracy. Faced with such choices, individuals feel cut in half...9 
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In No-No Boy, this imposed choice is represented by two characters, who verge on the 

extreme in their devotion to the country of their choice. The bipolar prison of postwar 

America, from which Ichiro tries to escape, is circumscribed by the figures of the mother on 

one side, and Kenji on the other. While Ichiro's mother in her loyalty to Japan rejects 

everything American and desperately holds on to her hope for Japanese victory, Kenji 

demonstrated his allegiance to the United States by surrendering his physical health and 

eventually also his life. From both sides Ichiro is constantly being pressured to leave the "grey 

area" and to finally identify with one of these positions. At the same time, he is unable to do 

so, since his identity contains some of both of these extremes, and as he sees, none of them 

provides him with a model to follow: the mother's choice leads into insanity, and Kenji's 

terminates in death. Ichiro is left on his own, and while he recognizes the fact that a new 

identity needs to be searched for, he feels lost in the chaotic world where on the one hand the 

other young Nisei can be optimistic in the new occupations that opened for them, and on the 

other he is excluded from them and from the white Americans alike. 

In the whole novel we therefore do not see a sequence of smooth transitions from one 

identity into another, and the final arrival to the one which the protagonist could fully 

embrace, as it could be said about Sone's and Houston's protagonists; instead, here this 

unstable process does not progress in a linear way, but rather it might resemble a set of rigid 

norms, with which the protagonist tries to identify, but fails in each instance. Ichiro's quest 

for a new identity after he was forced to realize that the original one cannot fit in the postwar 

world, challenges the very existence of such a presumed fixed identity. At the same time, the 

protagonist's development more than anything else reminds us, that there exist people with 

fates similar to his own, who do not fit into any of the categories or identities the society 

imposes upon them. The novel thus emphasizes the imposition of an identity on a person, not 

its voluntary selection by an individual. 

In the environment full of paradoxes and severely restricted options that the Nisei had 

to deal with in the given situation, not even Kenji is free from confusion. Besides the obvious 

price he had to pay for his supposed inclusion to the mainstream America, the reason for his 

9 Kim, p. 152 
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choice to volunteer for the draft is disturbing as well: going to the army was the possibility to 

prove that he is an American. While Kenji's citizenship has been granted by his birth, due to 

his visible difference he feels the necessity for additional outward confirmation of his being 

and American (and not a Japanese): 

It was because he was Japanese that the son had to come to his Japanese father and 

simply state that he had decided to volunteer for the army instead of being able to wait 

until such time as the army called him. It was because he was Japanese and, at the 

same time, had to prove to the world that he was not Japanese ... ( ... ) [T]his son had 

gone to war to prove that he deserved to enjoy those rights which should rightfully 

have been his. (p. 160) 

Thus in No-No Boy, one choice automatically implies the elimination of the other. In 

order to be accepted and have the illusion of completeness, one's identification with one of 

the binary oppositions is called for. In this setting, life in the "gray zone" of Japanese

American is not allowed. As Stan Yogi points out, the crucial problem why "Japanese

American" is not possible in the given situation and why it always implies "a Jap," comes 

back to race-based definitions of what American identity embodies. Since mainstream 

America still allows to become "American" only to persons of European descent, it 

paradoxically closes this option to those who were born in America, but whose "ethnicity" is 

non-European: 

The failure to distinguish between "Japanese" and "Japanese American" created 

polarized ideas of "Japanese" and "American" and forced upon Nisei the implicit yet 

false choice between the two. The choice is false technically, because Nisei are 

American by birth. On another level, though, the acceptance of this choice implies that 

Nisei adopt a narrow definition of "American" that excludes them because they are not 

of European descent. The choice is also damaging because it would demand a hatred 

of everything considered "Japanese." For Nisei, then, this required distaste for their 

parents and their culture and, ultimately, a veiled self-hatred. lO 

Ichiro's psychological struggle, self-contempt and hatred for his parents thus largely 

stem from his imagined need to reject everything Japanese in order to be American, knowing 

that such total rejection is not possible. While he clearly distances himself from his parents, 

10 "You had to be one or the other: Oppositions and reconciliation in John Okada's No-No Boy." MELUS 
Pro Quest Information and Learning Company. 



he realizes the futility of rejecting what is an inherent part of his personality due to his 

upbringing and parental influence. 
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So far the three novels we have discussed all share the concern with disintegration of 

the traditional Japanese American family. The effects of the internment on families, where the 

Issei and the Nisei generation often separated after the closing of the camps, is captured by 

Sone, Houston, and Okada as well. Instead of providing the traditional values of mutual 

support, encouragement and pleasant domesticity, which is so celebrated in Farewell to 

Manzanar, the postwar Japanese American family (or what has been left ofthis 

multigenerational family) seems to have failed to provide these guarantees of stability. The 

split of the community is subsequently finished by the Nisei, turning against the Japanese 

elements in their upbringing which threaten to exclude them from the American life into 

which they now aspire to belong. 

Ichiro's abandoning his friends and family also leaves him with no role models to 

follow. Unlike the first two autobiographical accounts, Okada's novel thus seems to suggest 

that an identity of a person of double heritage, like Ichiro, is impossible to be arrived at. 

Instead, it is in a state of constant process, and has to be searched for - but the options where 

it could be found are severely restricted to the Nisei in Ichiro's position. At the end of No-No 

Boy, we do not see anything that would resemble the Kazuko's relief at finding an identity, 

which harmonically blends the various cultural elements of her personality and which she can 

accept as her own. The last paragraph of No-No Boy only shows Ichiro leaving Seattle, and 

heading elsewhere where he perhaps hopes to find more options in the unending search for a 

space of his own. 

If we attempt to relate this interpretation to the theoretical concepts on the life of 

hyphenated Americans as formulated e.g. in the works of Homi Bhabha, it becomes evident 

that the experience of a Japanese American in Okada's novel is clearly opposed to the 

optimistic concepts ofhybridity, which would allow one to exist in-between more cultures 

and freely select what suits one best. Ichiro's situation, representative of the dilemmas 

imposed upon many Nisei, stands contrary to all these suggestion. No-No Boy shows the 

destructive effects of imposed polarity, and one's existence between these two extremes 

results in incompleteness, inability to meet the expectations of neither of them, and 

subsequently in a split identity, which is not enabling, but confining. 
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The ending of the novel thus offers no clear solution. While the suicide of his pro

Japanese mother symbolically breaks the bond between Ichiro's hated Japanese past, in the 

world of racism and prejudice he is not likely to be free and completely accepted. If he tries to 

do so, as the novel suggests, he would have to shed his Japanese heritage completely to be 

able to hope for a relatively normal peaceful life. Speaking through the character of Kenji, it 

seems that Okada not only recognizes the barriers to Nisei placed by the white society, but he 

sees the Japanese community as equally dangerous to one's integrity. When Kenji gives 

advice to Ichiro, this disillusionment with the Japanese-American environment is evident: 

"Go someplace where there isn't another Jap within a thousand miles. Marry a white girl or a 

Negro or an Italian or even a Chinese. Anything but a Japanese." (p. 155) The Japanese 

influence thus bars a Nisei from inclusion to the majority of America, and the only option left 

is to integrate, though the cost would inevitably going to be shedding all aspects of Japanese 

ancestry, which is not possible. The ending of Okada' s novel thus leaves little hope that the 

generation Nisei with the experience they were subjected to will ever be able to lead to 

fulfilled lives in the America of their time. 
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Toshio Mori: Yokohama, California 

We are proceeding now from novels to the presentation of short stories written by two 

Nisei authors, who both captured the Japanese American community as they experienced it. 

The short stories by Toshio Mori and by Hisaye Yamamoto, which I chose as the most 

representative for the portrayal of the respective generations of Japanese America, present 

episodes and characters that reflect the themes pertaining to the community of Japanese 

Americans in relation to historic shifts and changes that affected individual lives. 

The first of the Nisei short story writers, Toshio Mori, was little known at the time his 

writings were published. Due to the World War II, his stories almost vanished in oblivion, and 

his work was "rescued" only in the 1970s (by Inada and Chin, the editors of Aiiieeeee/). The 

collection of short stories Yokohama, California was scheduled for publication in 1942, then 

after the interruption caused by the war it appeared in 1949, but went largely unnoticed. The 

author received attention and recognition only towards the end of his life, when the quaint 

world of prewar "Japanese towns" in California he strove to capture was long time non

existent. 1 

Toshio Mori often emphasized his admiration for Sherwood Anderson, and he 

admitted his writing about a locality he intimately knew was inspired by Anderson's stories. 

Mori acknowledges this influence already in the title of the collection, which is reminiscent of 

Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio. Toshio Mori thus can be seen as a follower of the tradition of 

local color Writing in American literature, and his realistic short stories, which depict ordinary 

life in one Japanese American town before the World War II, are even more valuable today as 

a lasting testimony for a place that no longer exists. 

Toshio Mori was born in 1910 in Oakland, California, into a family of Japanese 

immigrants. With the exceptions of several brief intermissions he spent all his life in a 

formerly semi rural community of San Leandro, now part of the Oakland metropolitan area. 

His parents spoke only Japanese, and Japanese was also Mori's first language. During the 

war, he was interned at the relocation camp in Topaz, Utah. Mori has been writing since the 

1930s, with the intention to be recognized as a mainstream American writer. He was therefore 

1 "Toshio Mori (1910-1980)" Found in Literature Online, ProQuest Information and Learning Company. 
<http://lion.chadwyck.co.uk.> 
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also sending his stories not only to local or Japanese-language magazines, but also to the 

major ones. Before the war, he has been contributing to literary journals, Common Ground, 

Current Life, New Directions, and The Clipper among other. Lawson Fusao Inada in the 

introduction to the 1985 edition of Yokohama, California explains why the 1949 publication 

of the collection did not achieve success: before the war, some readers might be perhaps 

interested in stories of a Japanese American, an Oriental, but in the late 1940s when the hatred 

was still alive, the persisting label of Mori as "enemy alien," a "Jap" did not help to market 

the book? In the 1985 edition, two stories which indirectly reflect on the camp experience 

were added: "Tomorrow is coming, Children," and "Slant-Eyed Americans." 

Although Toshio Mori's book was never a commercial success, and remained largely 

unknown till the 1970s, it remains the earliest published book-length work by a Nisei author. 

The stories in the collection are set mainly in the 1930s in a Japanese community, or 

"Nihonmachi," of a non-specified fictional West Coast town (most probably modeled on 

Oakland or San Francisco). Mori captures the then flourishing community and the rich life of 

its own at the time when the prospects were bright for the Issei and Nisei. He portrays 

common people of the neighborhood and the ordinary life of peddlers, grocery store owners, 

farmers, and Japanese American families. Similarly to Sherwood Anderson, Mori also tries to 

capture the atmosphere of a specific locality by showing its inhabitants and day-to-day life, 

which might seem banal at first, but which creates the unique place, cherished by the writer 

eager to pass this enchantment on to his readers. 

The,collection contains twenty-two stories, including the two added after the war. 

Most of them are conceived as sketches of lively characters that occupy the "Japantown" of 

Little Yokohama, as the fictional neighborhood is called by its residents. Told in a simple 

language, usually by a first person narrator, all stories reveal admiration for individuals that 

constitute the community. While in terms of plot development there is very little action, each 

of the stories presents events that are ordinary, or even trivial, but the narrator with his 

understanding for the local people transform each of them into a celebration of their life. As 

Mori said in an interview, he has aimed to "portray the vigor, diligence and endurance of 

nameless hardworking people.,,3 

2 Inada, "Introduction to the 1985 edition," p. xix 
3 Kill, p. 170 
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I try to depict human beings, no matter what, living out the days as best as they can, 

facing their human problems. Humanity transcends race; at a certain point, national 

background becomes incidental and humanness is much more essential.4 

His aim in writing is to show the uniqueness of each person, to "search for 

significance and beauty in the ordinary, for the general and universal in the particular."s 

The setting of the stories is also limited by the boundaries of the Japanese 

neighborhood, and the majority of characters are the Japanese Americans, both of the Issei 

and Nisei generation. The interactions with the "external world" are scarce, and thus in 

Y okohama, California we do not find passages dealing with identity struggle, discrimination, 

or tensions imposed by the "white" America. Instead, Little Y okohama is a self-contained 

environment, where the characters face ordinary problems and share simple joys. While 

personal interactions with white America are mostly lacking, the community adopts many 

customs and cultural aspects of the external environment. The presence of such American 

icons, as for example the baseball game that is the center of one story, suggests that the 

community is does not seek seclusion, but it considers adopting certain aspects of the 

American lifestyle as something natural. Besides sukiyaki, there is food like doughnuts and 

popcorn, and a Japanese American teenage girl in "Tomorrow and Today" ardently admires 

Clark Gable and other Hollywood stars. 

Celebrating the Issei Generation 

Mori's collection can thus be read as a tribute to the Issei generation and the lively 

Japanese community that had flourished before the war. While in Okada's novel the 

protagonist displays only contempt for what he perceives as oppressive influences of the 

generation of his parents, Mori's approach is exactly the opposite: as Elaine Kim recognizes, 

Mori shares with Hisaye Yamamoto not only the interest in portraying ordinary characters, 

but both display particular affinity for the Issei generation, especially the Issei women.6 

4 Kim, p. 170 
5 Kim, p. 169 
6 Kim, p. 163 
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Many of the short stories feature an elderly Issei woman, who is revered as the 

fundamental figure of the community. In the introductory story "Tomorrow is coming, 

children," the central character is the grandmother, telling the children what it meant to arrive 

to America at a very young age, to marry a Japanese farmer, live in a foreign environment. 

She has experienced many hardships, and as we learn at the end ofthe story, the narration is 

set behind the barbed fence of a relocation camp. The grandmother's life thus chronicles the 

entire history of Japanese immigrants till the present, including the internment. In spite of 

that, she preserves a positive attitude to America and speaks without bitterness, trying to 

impart to the children the wisdom of learning through hardships. 

In another story, "The Woman Who Makes Swell Donuts," the narrator describes the 

pleasure of visiting an old lady, and the preciousness uniqueness of every moment spent in 

her presence. She is an ordinary woman, but the narrator reveres her for her common wisdom, 

cheerfulness and hospitality that the whole community recognizes: "Everybody calls her 

Mama. This is not new, it is logical. I suppose there is in every block of every city in America 

a woman who can be called Mama by her friends and the strangers meeting her.,,7 

Other stories present similar characters, who may not be important in terms of prestige 

or status, but who all are vital elements that form the community. In fact, it could be said that 

the community itself functions as a character. It provides a sense of order and peace, and 

mutual help for its inhabitants. With the exception of the two added stories, there are no hints 

at any disturbance from the outside. With the view of the events of internment, however, the 

whole book no longer reads as a portrayal of an idyllic and safe world. Rather, the presence of 

the hints at Pearl Harbor and the internment, that appear in these two stories, reminds that the 

integrity of this community has been shattered, and what remains in the post war reading of 

the stories is rather certain nostalgia for the unity and spirit of the community that has been 

dispersed. 

The most emblematic instance of this glorification of community as a character could 

be found in "Lil' Yokohama." The narrator contends the neighborhood 's importance equals 

those of big cities: "In Lil' Yokohama, as the youngsters call our community, we have 

twenty-four hours every day ... and morning, noon, and night roll on regularly just as in 

Boston, Cincinnati, Birmingham, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Emeryville."(p. 71) As 

7 Mori, Toshio. Yokohama, California. University of Washington Press; Reprint edition (July 1985), first 
published 1949, p. 23. All following quotations from the novel in this chapter come from this edition. 
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elsewhere, also in this particular community there are common people, who may not be 

influential, but their mere presence is worth recording and remembering. The narrator depicts 

a tranquil Sunday afternoon, when a baseball match is going on in Little Y okohama. As the 

locals gather to enjoy the game, they exchange news about what happened in the past week in 

the commuJ;lity - a person dies, one's son is moving to the East Coast to attend a college, a 

baby is born, a couple is going to get married, a neighbor opens a new shop. The names of 

these people are unknown to the readers, but to the community members they represent real 

persons, with whom they share their lives. There is no interpretation to search for; as the 

narrator states, 

The outcome of the game and the outcome ofthe day do not matter. Like the outcome 

of all things, the game and the day in Lil'Yokohama have little to do with this business 

of outcome. That is left for moralists to work on years later. (p. 72) 

"Pathetic losers" 

The narrator's mentioning the uselessness of asking for the outcome suggests another 

large theme, which appears recurrently throughout the whole collection. In many of the 

character portraits, it is their sincere effort and striving in common daily tasks that are 

celebrated, not the actual success or failure of their activity. Also, many stories do not 

conclude as would be traditionally expected - instead they often have an open ending, when 

the narrator admits he does not know what happened then with a particular character, whether 

he succeeded or not. More important than the outcome is the characters' "perseverance and 

resolve"g 

This is true particularly about the story "Akira Yano," which portrays a young 

aspiring writer. The story is reminiscent of Toshio Mori's own life, and even the character's 

admiration for the work of Sherwood Anderson is mentioned. The narrator explains how his 

friend Akira discovered a passion for writing and set seriously to pursue his goal. " ... he 

thought there was no sense in telling anyone he was a prose writer because he was still 

unpublished."(p. 65) Akira is dismissed from the university and then leaves for New York 

hoping to gain access to major publishers, and he keeps writing optimistic letters to the 

narrator, saying he is progressing and expecting to get published very soon. At the end 

8 Davis, Rodo G. Transcultural Reinventions. Asian American and Asian Canadian Short-story Cycles. Toronto: 
TSAR Publications, 2001, p. 140 
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narrator states it has been a long time since he last heard of Akira, and he still has not seen a 

review of his promised book in any newspaper. 

Many of the other stories also feature such a figure of a loser, who is bound to fail, but 

retains his hope in spite of failures, rejections, and misunderstanding of his environment. 

They even appear as ridiculous fools to others, but Mori's sees them with understanding and 

compassion: "the narrator perceives, beyond the apparent failure [of a character], the grandeur 

of his acts and his efforts.,,9 Mori glorifies the aspirations of these "courageous dreamers,"]O 

and values their effort and perseverance even in failures. 

Such is the protagonist of "The Seventh Street philosopher," a laundryman, who is 

also a self-appointed philosopher and lecturer, trying to make others in the community more 

sensitive and understanding to the world around them. The narrator confesses being 

impressed by the man, "not by his deep thoughts or crazy thoughts but by what he is and what 

he is actually and desperately trying to put across to the people and the world."(p. 27) The 

"philosopher" eventually organizes a public lecture, and hires a large auditorium for that 

purpose. He delivers a spectacular lecture with all his might, not heeding that the there are 

only "eleven people in the audience including the two babies."(p. 32) Again, there is no 

resolution at the end, the narrator believes the philosopher's act, even though not noticed by 

many, is important by itself, "his patheticness, his bravery are there to be understood and 

remembered for awhile."(p. 32) 

Similarly, the young clerk in a florist shop in "Say It With Flowers" prefers 

disobeying his boss rather than cheating the customers and telling them the flowers he sells 

are fresh. He knows he will be fired, but spends the last day in the shop attending cheerfully 

on the customers and even giving out flowers for free to brighten their day. 

The Community as a Character 

The seemingly peaceful world of Yokohama, California should not make us forget that 

all these stories are set in the 1920s and 1930s, and that the continuity ofthe community will 

be severely broken in 1941. While the world Toshio Mori portrays seems idyllic, the 

9 Davis, p. 135 
10 Kim, p. 166 
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framework for the whole collection, which is set by the two stories added after the war, 

reminds of the fact that the events of internment an subsequent relocation were already 

imminent. 

The second of these added stories, "Slant-eyed Americans," clearly states that the 

sympathies of the Issei and Nisei portrayed in the collection laid with America, whom they 

considered their home country. Thus the attack of Pearl Harbor is viewed as an intrusion 

carried out by enemies. Paradoxically, the characters in the story then realize what they were 

reluctant to admit: the Japanese attack on the United States makes them enemies as well, and 

the Issei (because they are not U.S. citizens) will be considered inevitably as Japanese, 

regardless ofthe fact that they have spent the majority of their lives in the United States. 

Listening to the news on the radio, the narrator realizes this fact: 

1941: 

Since Japan declared war on the United States it'll mean that you parents of American 

citizens have become enemy aliens," I said. 

"Enemy aliens," my mother whispered." 

( ... ) "This is very bad for people with Japanese faces," I said. 

Father slowly shook his head. 

"What shall we do?" asked Mother. 

"What can we do?" Father said helplessly. (p.128) 

Another character in the story relates his feelings on the morning of December ih, 

Sometimes I feel all right. You are an American, I tell myself. Devote your energy and 

life to the America way of life. This morning my Caucasian American friends 

sympathized with me. I felt good and was grateful. ( ... ) Then I got sick again because I 

got to thinking that Japan was he country that attacked the United States. I wanted to 

bury myself for shame. (p. 130) 

These two confessions of characters suddenly hit by the war betray the upcoming 

tragedy that will eventually lead to the termination of the community's unity. In view of 

Mori's emphasis on the celebration of the long-year effort and hard work performed by the 

community striving to secure their position in America for themselves and the future 

generations, this cherished hope now appears utterly futile. The character speaking on page 

130 shows his profound inner conflict: on one side, he holds his optimistic attitude and the 

beliefthat in America, hard work and commitment must always be rewarded, and on the other 
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he reveals his doubts whether in his case this hard work will not be surpassed by other factor. 

Here, these would be probably such factors that the American majority would regard as more 

important than one's achievement - namely race and the physical features revealing that the 

United States is not one's country of origin. Mori's character echoes here the plight of many 

of the Asian American writers we mentioned at the beginning. As they often claim, they wish 

to be recognized on the basis of their talent, and they reject the practice when they are judged 

primarily according to their ethnicity and then perhaps according to their work. 

The continuity and preservation ofthe community's coherence are another great theme 

for Toshio Mori. The Issei characters are the ones who receive most attention in his stories, 

but the co~unity also depends on the young Nisei and their children, who will be become 

the Sansei - the third generation. As the elderly members of the community are dying, the 

young children are seen as a promise of continuity and assurance that the hardships endured 

by the Issei were not in vain. A portrait of a whole three-generational family is presented in 

"Nodas in America." The narrator describes the pleasure of visiting the family and listening to 

Papa Noda telling of his beginnings in America. After his death, the narrator later revisits the 

family: 

Late in the day I hurried over to the house, and I was met by Mama Noda at the door. 

C ... ) "The place hasn't changed at aI, " I said, looking around. "Just like the old days." 

She smiled. A baby toddled over to her side. 

"This is Annabelle," mama Noda said, holding up the baby. "George's baby. She's 

sansei, you know." 

"Third generation," I agreed. 

"Pretty soon fourth generation," she said, smiling. 

"Shisei," I said, nodding my head. (p. 114) 

As Davis summarizes, "The portrayal of generational consciousness as part of 

community constitution serves to delineate another of the unifying characteristics of the 

community that seeks perpetuation through their offspring who will carry on the traditions 

and ways ofthe community."ll The ending of "The Nodas in America" thus echoes hope that 

the future for the community will be ensured by the youngest generation, who will 

11 Davis, p. 137 
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successfully continue to build on the ground the Issei and the Nisei have laid for them. Again, 

this excerpt shows the community functioning as a character, as a body of people sharing the 

same aspirations and hardships. 

Mori's stories treat the whole community ofYokohama, California as a character not 

quite limited by place and time, a character composed of a multiplicity of Japanese American 

identities that are fluid and developing in their interactions with the external "American" 

world. While, unlike in Okada's novel, the borderline between the "Japanese American" and 

"American" environment is quite clear in Yokohama, California, its existence does not seem 

to be a problem for most of Mori's characters. They generally do not see the line between 

"their" Y okohama, and the American maj ority as an boundary that needs to be crossed at all 

costs (again, we could mention the cost of suppressing the elements of one's Japanese 

heritage and of the estrangement from the Issei generation that Sone's and Houston's 

protagonists - more or less voluntarily - pay). Instead, Mori's collection depicts - be it in an 

idealized way, but this is still how the environment of Californian "Japantowns" would seem 

even today in comparison with the abrupt dissolution of this community - the unconflicting 

coexistence of all the generations of Japanese Americans. Speaking of Mori's treatment of the 

community as a largely unified body, we cannot however accuse him of sweeping 

generalizations. The stories in the collection are to be read rather as individual portraits 

celebrating a variety of Japanese American identities, not a depiction of a "Japanese 

American identity." Mori's vision of sundry characters inside the Japanese American 

community resembles the approach used by John Okada, who also as if "penetrates" into the 

community of Japanese Americans to show that it is not so stable, unified or homogenous as 

it might appear when described as a whole from the position of a narrator stepping out of this 

community. However, the crucial difference between these two authors is that for Mori, such 

a diversity of opinions, characters and human fates is not a source of conflict, but a living 

material which constitutes this community and imprints on it its unique characteristics. 
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Hisaye Yamamoto: Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories 

The work of Hisaye Yamamoto, the most acclaimed of the recent Japanese American 

authors, encompasses the Nisei experience from the beginnings of the twentieth century until 

the present times. The settings of her short stories span the environment of the Issei families 

and farm workers, the period of internment, and the postwar life of the Nisei and the 

subsequent generations. 

Hisaye Yamamoto approaches the problems of Japanese Americans in a different way 

than the authors discussed before. Her stories never show the problems explicitly, nor does 

she use her authorial voice to bring her convey her message. Instead, her precisely crafted 

stories tend to hint only at the tensions hidden deep under the surface, and the true depth of 

the characters' real problems is disclosed only to an attentive reader. 

The title of her collection, Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories, directly alludes to 

this particular quality of her stories. "Seventeen syllables" implies the traditional Japanese 

poetic form ofhaiku, where "meaning has to be packed in seventeen syllables only."l 

Similarly, the content of the stories implies much more than the written form would suggest. 

As with reading haiku, the reader is supposed not only to read the poem, but also to ponder 

upon the impression left by the short poem, to formulate his own response and to recreate the 

meaning that has been left unspoken. 

Born in 1921 in California to Japanese parents, Hisaye Yamamoto was also in her 

twenties when the evacuation came. She was interned in Poston, Arizona, and already there 

she practiced her talent for writing. During the years in the camp, she contributed with her 

stories to Poston Chronicle, the camp magazine.2 The internment is directly depicted in 

several of her stories (e.g. "Death Rides the Rails to Poston" appeared directly in Poston 

Chronicle; "The Legend of Miss Sasagawara" also takes place the camp); but more of the 

stories deal with the whole experience in an indirect way, veiling its effects on characters in 

inconspicuous narrative. 

Yamamoto's stories have been recognized widely and appeared in several 

anthologies. Since the 1950s she has been publishing in both mainstream and Japanese 

1 Yamamoto, Hisaye. Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories. Rutgers University Press; Revised edition (May 
10, 2001), fIrst published 1988, p. 8. All following quotations from the novel in this chapter come from this 
edition 
2 Asian-American Women Writers, p. 121 
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American magazines. Her story "Y oneko' s Earthquake" was included in the Best American 

Short Stories of 1952. She was presented with the American Book award for Lifetime 

achievement, awarded by the Before Colurnbus Foundation in 1986? The stories that 

compose the collection Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories" range from those written in the 

1950s to the most recent ones from the late 1980s. 

As Yamamoto explains in an interview, she refrains from writing for a particular 

audience. The author sees her work as accessible to anyone regardless of his or her origin, and 

she does not consider her Japanese heritage an impediment to being understood: 

I guess I'm just writing to please myself, express myself, mainly, since I don't know 

anybody's ever going to read it ( ... ) I've never thought of writing for anybody. I don't 

even bother to tell people I'm Japanese-American anymore, because that's not what 

they want to know. I just say I'm ( ... ) I know there will always be those who see the 

Asian in me first( ... ) I think any writer would like to be generally accepted, and not 

just on his or her own ethnic background. But ( ... ) it's the general public that decides. 

Some will read my work because they consider it as valid part of American literature, 

or some will read it because it is about a specific ethnic background. 4 

More than other Nisei writers, in her depiction of ethnic America Yamamoto also 

transcends the limits of the Japanese American environment. Besides the Issei and Nisei 

characters, persons that are black, Chinese, Native American, Filipino, or Mexican also 

appear frequently in her stories. Yamamoto is interested in the interactions of these 

marginalized groups in the southern Californian environment. 

From the Japanese characters, Yamamoto takes special interest in the Issei men and 

women, who have toiled all their lives in the remote rural areas of California, and who need to 

respond to American influences that are pressed upon them both by the surrounding society 

and their growing Americanized children. The theme of a generational and linguistic gap 

between the first and the second generation thus stands out in the majority of the stories. 

Other concerns include marital problems between the Issei couples: as each of the partners 

seeks relief from the monotonous hard life, conflicts inevitably arise. Another character type 

that appears frequently is a teenage Nisei girl, who seeks what attitude to take towards her 

combined Japanese and American heritage. 

3 Asian-American Women Writers. Harold Bloom ed. Philadelphia: Chelsea House Publisher, 1997, p. 121 
4 Asian-American Women Writers, p. 129 
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Yamamoto does not idealize her Japanese American characters. She portrays the 

individual characters' flaws, conflicts and problems. Thus in the stories there is a Japanese 

American wife who undergoes abortion, irresponsible Issei men inclined to gambling that 

eventually consumes them and their families, alcohol addicts, a teenage girl longing for an 

affair with a family's fieldworker. .. The author does not pass judgment on any of these flawed 

characters, but presents them in "such circumstances that render unqualified condemnation or 

approval difficult."s Without moralizing or blaming, Hisaye Yamamoto portrays the deep 

problems in a subtle way, using irony, juxtaposition of scenes, or character's untold thoughts 

to hint at the real nature of the issues involved. 

Narrating through Silences 

To achieve this effect of suggesting rather than telling explicitly, Yamamoto often 

employs several methods that necessitate careful reading of these enigmatic, haiku-like 

stories. According to King-Kok Cheung, who wrote the introduction to the "Seventeen 

syllables" collection, the two principal devices Yamamoto employs are "the limited point of 

view" and "the juxtaposition of a manifest and a latent plot.,,6 

Very often in Yamamoto' s stories, the narrator is a little girl, or a character not 

acquainted with the other characters' past or current situation. The lack of insight on part of 

the narrator thus leads her to tell plainly what she observes. However, the author's careful 

juxtaposition of scenes reveals a lot more than the narrator is aware of. While the narrator is 

unable to notice the hidden tensions and tragic events in the past that have repercussions in 

the present, readers will be alerted to the very grave difficulties that pervade the relationships 

of between Yamamoto's characters. 

This technique is most typically used in the principal stories of the collection, 

"Seventeen syllables" and "Y oneko' s Earthquake." Both deal with very serious family 

problems that are not apparent at the surface, and both are narrated by an immature narrator. 

The daughter relates the events she sees in the family, and while some of them seem 

disconcerting to her, she never realizes the full importance of these hints. Thus, the readers 

only learn at the end, what had most probably happened in the family: in "Y oneko' s 

Earthquake," the mother's secret abortion can be only inferred after other unrelated events are 

5 Teaching American Ethnic Literatures, p. 313 
6 Cheung, King-Kok. "Introduction" in Hisaye Yamamoto: Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories, p. xvii 
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revealed by the unknowing narrator, and in "Seventeen Syllables," it is the mother who at the 

end confesses to her daughter for the first time the truth about her suicide attempt years ago. 

Termed "the understatement ofhaiku,,,7 the subdued narrative style ofYamamoto's 

stories attracted the attention of several critics who expand on the theme of silences. King

Kok Cheung is one of these scholars, and she recognizes the use of silences and untold 

messages as being emblematic of the prose of Asian American authors. In her study 

Articulate Silences Cheung discusses Yamamoto's stories from this viewpoint: she terms the 

narrative technique used in "Seventeen Syllables" a "rhetorical silence." Analyzing the 

leading story of the collection, Cheung notes how often there is a complete lack of verbal 

communication, especially between the Issei parents. Also, when solving conflicts, the 

characters do that in an indirect and evasive manner, and in the same way the conflicts are 

depicted.s When building suspense, Yamamoto does it indirectly, often diverting the readers' 

attention by irrelevant details or events that are significant only for the immature protagonist, 

whose perspective is used in the story. Furthermore, where one would expect a loud reaction 

of anger or despair, there is usually only resigned silence on part of the Issei women, as we 

shall see in the final scenes of "Seventeen syllables" and "Y oneko' s Earthquake." 

King-Kok Cheung suggests an interesting point concerning the different perception of 

silence in American and Asian cultures. While America and the "western world" generally 

associate silence with passivity, inability to defend oneself, and as such, speech is usually 

valued more than saying nothing, in China and Japan silence takes on various meanings. 

While the American mentality generally regards the term "silence" as an antonym to 

"speech," in Chinese and Japanese thinking, according to Cheung, the ideogram "shizuka 

~ n' " for silence is synonymous with "serenity," and is preferentially associated with 

"pensiveness, vigilance, or grace," values that are highly prized.9 On the other hand, 

excessive speaking or even arguing in Japanese culture often signals one's attempt to cover 

one's "timidity, ill will, or weakness."IO Thus, economy of verbal expression is rather 

considered a virtue, as an ability to control oneself, and does not have any negative 

connotations. 

7 Asian-American Women Writers, p. 128 
8 Cheung, King-Kok. Articulate Silences, p. 37 
9 Cheung, King-Kok. Articulate Silences, p. 127 
10 Cheung, King-Kok. Articulate Silences, p. 127 
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The use of limited or unreliable narrator in the characters of daughters in several of 

Yamamoto's stories may lead us to the question why the author actually chose to use this 

subdued and restrained style, when more is glimpsed at rather than told, and if told, it is done 

by a narrator who usually cannot comprehend the meaning behind the events she sees. One of 

the possible answers might be found in relation to the theme of women characters and women 

narrators that Yamamoto seems to be so preoccupied with. Her interest in the lives of the Issei 

women corresponds with the real situation of the Japanese wives who had to cope with 

adjusting to their new and uneasy existence in America. The traditional patriarchal structure 

of a Japanese family was maintained even in the new country, and placed these women in a 

position, where the husband was the one deciding matters in the household. The female voice 

in the family mattered little, and since the early immigrants' main effort was aimed at purely 

practical matters, there remained no space for any expression of female subjectivity. Perhaps 

this is why Yamamoto in a way tries to return these females their voice and enable them to be 

heard where before no one was interested for their opinion. While the Issei women in 

Seventeen Syllables cannot voice their life story directly, it is the daughters whose feminine 

sensitivity is used here to uncover the past of their mothers. The unreliable narrators thus 

unknowingly mention the troubles their mother went through, but were not expected to speak 

about. Also, this type of narrative told by the daughter in this way defies a "male version" of 

the same story, which might have been perhaps told directly by the husband. In this case, such 

account would have probably presented the Issei wife, who desires to find her own means of 

private escape from the oppressive monotonous life, as a woman who selfishly places her 

personal desires above those of the family. 

Yamamoto's stories contain themes that we saw as recurrent in the works of all Nisei 

authors we have examined so far. The collection is perhaps more unique for its all-embracing 

range of depiction of the life of the Issei and Nisei characters in a variety of settings. Rural 

areas and "Japanese towns" in California alternate with stories that are set in the postwar era 

and where the Nisei live dispersed around the entire United States, often interacting not only 

with other Nisei and white Americans, but also with persons from a variety of cultural 

backgrounds. This tendency at crossing cultural boundaries is explicit for example in "The 

Eskimo Connection," a story portraying an elderly Japanese American lady who by mistake 

receives a letter from a young Eskimo prisoner from Alaska. In the relationship across social, 

spatial and cultural boundaries that develops through their correspondence, she gains valuable 
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insights into a completely different culture and overcomes her loneliness. In "Epithalamium," 

we follow the story of a Japanese American woman who madly falls in love with an Italian 

alcoholic in a Catholic therapeutic community. Their marriage becomes a failure and as the 

story goes back into the past, its title takes on a very ironic tinge. In another story, "The 

Wilshire Bus," an elderly Chinese American couple is insulted by a drunken passenger. While 

the whole bus silently listens to racist invectives, only one passenger - who is also a son of 

immigrants - stands up to express sympathy and apologies to the couple. The incomplete 

ending adds yet another dimension to the story: the couple gets off at the Los Angeles 

Veterans' Hospital- though not directly mentioned, they probably go to visit their son, a U. S. 

Army war hero. 

In "The Brown House," which is in fact a gambling den run by the Chinese in 

southern California, the relations between people of various ethnic backgrounds are shown in 

a satiric way. Regardless of their origin, these men share the passion for gambling, and all 

come regularly, often leaving their wives and children to wait outside while they play. Mrs. 

Hattori, reluctantly waiting for her gambling husband to return, is approached by a Chinese 

woman, who attempts to express sympathy at the ordeal of farmers' wives: "The next time, 

Mrs. Wu brought out besides the cookies a paper sackful of Chinese firecrackers for the boys. 

'This is America,' Mrs. Wu said to Mrs. Hattori. 'China and Japan have war, all right, but 

Cshe shrugged) it's not our fault. You understand?' (p. 41) During a police raid on the brown 

house, the intercultural interaction that has been taking place during the games is ridiculed: 

"Suddenly, Mts. Wu C ... ) whispered: 'Cops!' and ran back into the house as fast as she could 

carry her amplitude. Then the windows and doors of the brown house began to spew out all 

kinds of people - white, yellow, brown and black - who either got into cars and drove 

frantically away or ran across the street to dive into the field oftall dry weeds."(p. 42) 

Issei Husbands and Issei Wives 

The figure of Mr. Hattori in "The Brown House" is a prototype of character that 

appears in more stories of the collection. He is that type of a hard working Issei, who is prone 

to failure and weakness when it comes to responsibility. The Issei men in more stories - "Las 

Vegas Charley," Mr. Hosoume in "Yoneko's Earthquake" and Mr. Hayashi in "Seventeen 
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Syllables" all have very similar character traits. Given to the difficult beginnings in America, 

when they have had to work relentlessly to support their growing families, the life (in 

America) of these first generation immigrants revolved around stereotypicallabor. These 

men, now with established families, often grew serious, taciturn, and engrossed with working 

hard. Seldom could they find opportunity to spend more time with their families and wives 

(who were often significantly younger), or to attend to the emotional needs their families 

might have had. Both husbands and wives tried to find some short respite from the dull work 

and life in remote isolated areas, and turn their energies elsewhere. 

The Issei farmers, though not bad men, from time to time thus sought diversion in 

activities as occasional drinking or gambling, which sometimes became excessive and 

alienated them from the families/made their wives suffer. However, in Yamamoto s stories, 

they are "never reduced to unsavory stereotypes." II These are the characters that Y amamoto 

tries to portray with understanding, not contempt, and who are perhaps rather pitiable with for 

their often pathetic attempts to improve. As King-Kok Cheung describes, these characters 

rather stand for the "aspirations and difficulties of the early Japanese immigrants, and the 

temptations and frustrations that await them in America.,,12 

Issei Wives 

The Issei wives also figure prominently in more stories. Yamamoto' s portrayal of 

them, though not explicit, reveals sympathy with their lives. Confined mostly to household 

duties, or working the fields alongside their husbands, for these women the life in America 

was hard and lacking any romance. 13 Also, as King-Kok Cheung remarks, they were not only 

separated from their relatives in Japan, whom they left at an early age, but also from one 

another. 14 In isolated rural farms, these women could not cultivate friendship with one 

another, and often their daughters were the only females with whom they could share some of 

their worries. In the three leading stories mentioned above, the wives - Mrs. Hayashi, Mrs. 

Hosoume and Mrs. Hattori respectively, as counterparts to their husbands also seek to find 

fulfillment elsewhere. As we saw in "The Brown House," for Mrs. Hattori, wife of the 

incorrigible gambler, this effort is thwarted, but the other two wives in "Y oneko' s 

11 King-Kok Cheung "Reading Between the Syllables" in Teaching American Ethnic Literatures. Ed. John R. 
Maitino and David R. Peck. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press 1996, p. 315 
12 King-Kok Cheung "Reading Between the Syllables", p. 316 
13 Kim, p. 320 
14 Cheung, King-Kok. "Introduction." p. xvi 
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Earthquake" and "Seventeen Syllables" both in their secret effort to escape from the confining 

domestic life also significantly violate the boundaries of a traditional patriarchal household. 

The two stories, "Y oneko' s Earthquake" and "Seventeen Syllables," are the most 

representative of the entire collection, as they in their intricate plots depict all of the main 

themes and character types we mentioned before. In both of them, the narrator uses a third 

person narrative, but tells all the events from the viewpoint of a Nisei daughter. On multiple 

levels, the plot thus chiefly moves around the girl's concerns and perceptions, and the truly 

significant events appear only as secondary. Only towards the end it becomes evident that the 

daughter's chance, seemingly innocent observations on the behavior of the parents were in 

fact of the crucial importance to the whole family. Also, both stories feature a farm working 

family, which functions apparently normally, but later it becomes obvious that very serious 

marital problems were under way. 

Yoneko's Earthguake 

Seen from the viewpoint of little Y oneko Hosoume, the narrator's main concern in this 

story is her admiration and childish love for Marpo, a young Filipino-American man, whom 

the Hosoume family has hired to help in the harvest season. The first paragraphs thus provide 

lengthy enumeration of Marpo' s virtues that Y oneko admires - his ability as an athlete, a 

singer, a musician, and a skilled painter. It is also from Marpo that Y oneko first learns the 

basic truths of Christianity, and she vigorously starts to exercise her childish and 

unquestioning faith in God. 

It is sufficient here to note that Y oneko was an ideal apostle, adoring Jesus, desiring 

heaven and fearing Hell. Once Marpo had enlightened her on these basics, Y oneko 

never questioned their truth. The questions she put up to him, ( ... ) sought additional 

color to round out her mental images. For example, who did Marpo suppose was 

God's favorite movie star? ( ... ) Or did Marpo believe Jesus to have been exempt from 

stinging eyes when he shampooed that long, naturally wavy hair of his? (p.49) 

Yoneko's faith is completely shattered by a minor earthquake that hits the part of 

California they live in. While from the adults' point of view, the event is nothing serious, the 

three days of the earth's trembling terrify Y oneko to that extent that she vows to forsake her 

faith in God: 
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She began praying to God to end this violence. She entreated God, flattered Him, 

wheedled Him, commanded Him, but He did not listen to her at all- inexorably, the 

earth went on rumbling. After three hours of silent, desperate prayer, without any 

results whatsoever, Y oneko began to suspect that God was either powerless, callous, 

downright cruel, or nonexistent. (p.51) 

This event provides a turning point in the story. While the adults do not make much of 

it, the experience leaves a lasting impact on Y oneko and her little brother. She now feels more 

mature in her skeptical outlook at the world, having rejected what she now perceives as 

useless childish religion. This point in the story is also an intersection of the two plot lines -

the obvious one, seen by Y oneko, and the latent, underlying series of events that happened 

among the adults. During the earthquake, Mr. Hosoume is slightly injured, and while he is 

recovering at home, Marpo has to do his work in the fields. From Y oneko' s position, the 

narrator passes the change in few sentences: 

Mrs. Hosoume and Marpo did all the field labor now, except on certain overwhelming 

days when several Mexicans were hired to assist them. Marpo did most of the driving, 

too. ( .. ) In fact Marpo became indispensable and both Mr. and Mrs. Hosoume often 

told each other how grateful they were for Marpo. (p. 51) 

The narrator may begin to suspect certain tension between the parents, but from her 

position, she records only what she observes. Thus she notes an argument, when Mr. 

Hosoume slaps his wife on her face. In another digression, pondering upon a discussion as 

whether it is proper for a ten-year old to use nail polish, Y oneko notes that "her mother must 

have been a beautiful child, with or without bright fingernails, because, though surely past 

thirty, she was even yet a beautiful person." (p. 53) Then Yoneko learns that Marpo has left 

abruptly, without even saying good-bye to her. Instead, an old taciturn Japanese man later 

appears in the household to help in the fields. On the day of Marpo' s departure, the whole 

family also undertakes a weekday trip to the city, "which was most unusual."(p. 54) The 

children are left to wait in the car in front ofthe Japanese hospital and when Mr. Hosoume 

and his apparently pale wife later reappear, the father instructs them "that they must tell no 

one of coming to the city on a weekday afternoon, absolutely no one." (p. 54) Such a series of 

Yoneko's observation does not explicitly reveal anything, but it contains disturbing suspicion 

that something serious indeed has happened. 
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The second part of the story, which however does not reveal more in terms of what 

might have happened, features a parallel development of Y oneko' s and Mrs. Hosoume' s 

religious striving. Yoneko's little brother suddenly dies, and Mrs. Hosoume, devastated by his 

death, seeks consolation in religion. She starts attending the Sunday services and eventually 

accepts Christ. For Yoneko, the mother seems now interested in nothing else but discussing 

God and the lost son. However, the daughter and mother differ in their depth of religious 

feelings. While for Y oneko, faith ceased to be important when in did not yield immediate 

results, Mrs. Hosoume now clings firmly to the invisible God and religious belief has filled 

the void in her life following the death of the child. 15 

The last paragraph of the story, when Mrs. Hosoume tries to impart life advice to her 

daughter, presents an utterance very enigmatic to Y oneko, who does not comprehends its 

significance at all, but it is perhaps more revealing for the readers as it offers a kind of a hint 

to the explanation of the mother's story. 

One evening, C ... ) Yoneko was helping her mother with the dishes when she found 

herself being examined with such peculiarly intent eyes that, with a start of guilt, she 

began searching in her mind for a possible crime she had lately committed. But Mrs. 

Hosoume only said, 'Never kill a person Y oneko, because if you do, God will take 

from you someone you love.' 'Oh, that,' said Yoneko quickly, '0 don't believe in 

that, I don't believe in God.' (p. 56) 

The reference to "the person you love" is ambiguous here. While Y oneko believes it is 

her little brother, Mrs. Hosoume can also have Marpo on her mind. She is unable to 

communicate this hard-learned lesson to Yoneko, who refuses to listen and understand. This 

encounter between the mother and daughter then sheds more light on the triple loss in Mrs. 

Hosoume 's life. She lost not only the son, but also her Marpo, who had apparently been her 

lover. She disliked Mr. Hosoume dismissing Marpo, and above all was suffering pangs of 

consciousness after having aborted Marpo's baby. The consolation in religion she longs for 

thus more than anything else serves to seek repentance from her sin. Yogi notes how carefully 

has been the structure of the whole story planned: 

The void once filled with Marpo is now filled with God. The roles of child and adult 

are reversed. Yoneko expresses adult-like cynicism, while Mrs. Hosoume seems to 

15 Stan Yogi, "Rebels and Heroines." in Reading the Literatures of Asian America, p. 141 
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live 'out the biblical exhortation "unless you are converted and become like children, 

you shall not enter the kingdom ofheaven.,,16 

While I have used "Y oneko' s Earthquake" to illustrate the use of the unreliable 

narrator and Yamamoto's mastery of making the obvious and the minor plot lines intertwine 

through the story and converge at the end, I would like to discuss now a similar short story, 

"Seventeen Syllables," in greater detail, and from it draw possible implications about the role 

of an Issei woman and her effort to find her voice through writing 

Seventeen Syllables 

The leading story incorporates also the main themes dealt with in "Y oneko 's 

Eathquake," that is the mother-daughter relationship, daughter's longing for an older man, or 

a frustrated·relationship between the Issei parents that is not apparent at the first sight. 

Moreover, "Seventeen syllables" also introduces the elements that directly allude to the 

influence of Japanese heritage on the characters. At first, the presence of "seventeen-syllable 

poems," the haiku, is explicit here. So is the gap between the daughter and the parents, caused 

here not only by the generational and cultural difference, but also by their limited ability to 

use English, respective Japanese. 

The Hayashi family, with their daughter Rosie, who is a high school student, also runs 

a small farm in California, growing vegetables and leading life generally uninteresting to the 

teenage daughter. Rosie notes her mother's interest in composing haiku poems in Japanese, a 

past time to which Mrs. Hayashi escapes at nights after the fieldwork and household chores 

are done. Mrs. Hayashi however cannot communicate the meaning of a precious poem she 

just composed, and Rosie feels no interest in Japanese poetry, which is old-fashioned and 

incomprehensible to her. As we learn later, Rosie rather admires American pop songs, Fred 

AlIen and Shirley Temple. (p.15) In Mrs. Hayashi's effort to present and explain the poem to 

her daughter, both parties balk to the inability to articulate its precise meaning: 

[Mother] read it aloud for her daughter's approval. It was about cats, and Rosie 

pretended to understand it thoroughly and appreciate it no end, partly because she 

hesitated to disillusion her mother about the quantity and quality she had learned in all 

the years now that she had been going to Japanese school every Saturday (and 

16 Stan Yogi, "Rebels and Heroines." p. 142 
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Wednesday, too, in summer). Even so, her mother must have been skeptical about the 

depth of Rosie's understanding, because she explained afterwards ( ... ) 

See, Rosie, she said, it was a haiku, a poem in which she must pack all her 

meaning into seventeen syllables only, which were divided into three lines of five, 

seven, and five syllables. In the one she had just read, she had tried to capture the 

charm of a kitten, as well as comment on the superstition that owning a cat of three 

colors meant good luck. 

"Yes, yes, I understand. How utterly lovely," Rosie said ( ... ) 

The truth was that Rosie was lazy; English lay ready on the tongue but 

Japanese had to be searched for and examined ( ... )It was so much easier to say yes, 

yes, even when one meant no, no. (p. 8) 

The gap between the generation of mother and daughters is caused here mainly by 

language. The mother's inability to express more difficult ideas in English and the daughter's 

limited command of Japanese result in an estrangement within the family, when Rosie who 

has already adopted the American notion of freedom from one's past - cannot see the point of 

crossing over to understand the mother's cultural heritage. While Rosie regards the 

orientation on the past as a hindrance in her own effort to be included in America, for the 

mother - otherwise intent on identifying with the American way of life as well - writing 

poetry in her native tongue serves as a refuge where she can express her feelings freely. Mrs. 

Hayashi does not view progress of a Japanese American in the United States as conditioned 

by the abandoning of everything old, of the cultural elements one used to cherish in the 

country of one's birth. While for instance the narrator of Farewell to Manzanar is forced to 

arrive at the decision that all the aspects of Japanese culture are preventing her from a 

successful life in America, Mrs. Hayashi' s stance would seem to speak for the concept of 

choosing what one wishes from each of the cultures available to him or her, and forming his 

or her identity in this manner without necessarily being split between more cultures or 

identities. However, when we read further, we finds out that by writing poetry, Mrs. Hayashi 

is actually using a very traditional Japanese technique as way for her self-expression. In the 

context ofthe whole story, precisely by writing poetry she strongly asserts her own 

individuality, and defies the conventions that her Issei husband would require her to follow. 

She thus combines a Japanese mode of expression with an inherently American trait to act on 

her own and to assert her self above the norms and prescribed conventions. This, in the 
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traditional Japanese system of family hierarchy, which is fixed by norms setting the position 

of a wife into utter subjection to her husband, would be regarded completely unacceptable. It 

also needs to be remarked, however, that haiku composition remains the only vehicle for 

Mrs.Hayashi's self-expression and reflection. 

In the peak of the tomato-picking season, when every hand is needed, Mrs. Hayashi 

continues with her newly-found past time, and begins to neglect the duties expected of her. 

Rosie does not fail to observe that Mr. Hayashi grows increasingly irritant when his wife 

attempts to discuss poetry, and he shows disapproval for her hobby. At this point, Yamamoto 

however does not portray Mr. Hayashi as a negative, ignorant farmer, who would be 

incapable of understanding why someone can care for poetry. He is a hard-working, if simple 

man, concerned with the family'S well-being. On the other hand, Mrs. Hayashi's passion for 

cultural exploits is likewise understandable, since for her it is also a welcome means for self

expression and mediation of her emotional needs. 

However, the tension between the couple mounts as the ripening tomatoes need to be 

picked up as quickly as possible. While Mr. Hayashi nervously urges the family and the 

Mexican-Americans working with them to work extra time, Rosie does not share his concerns 

either. She is allured to the handsome Jesus Carrasco, son of the Mexican family. The sexual 

attraction that begins to awaken between them leads Rosie to place him above the loyalty to 

the family. All the day she is preoccupied by longing and naive curiosity for Jesus's invitation 

for a secret meeting in a shed. During an intensive workday, she leaves her father and helpers 

at the field and goes to meet Jesus to the nearby shed, where they kiss for the first time and 

Rosie discovers a passion yet unknown to her. 

The climax of the story takes place on the same day, and Rosie accidentally observes 

what happens as she returns from the meeting with Jesus. A luxury car arrives to their 

mediocre farm house and an elegant man asks for Mrs. Hayashi. He is an editor of San 

Francisco Mainichi, a Japanese American newspaper, and he comes to announce to Mrs. 

Hayashi that she has won the first prize in a haiku contest. The award is a precious Japanese 

picture. The delighted mother invites the editor to the house, and over tea they discuss poetry 

and culture in refined Japanese. 17 At this moment, furious Mr. Hayashi storms into the house, 

17 The Japanese language is characteristic by its different styles of speaking, each of them being appropriate for a 
particular situation. The Japanese distinguish several of these levels, from the most informal, used among friends 
and family members, through neutral styles to the most polite, reserved for special occasions or communication 
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carrying the picture, smashing it with an axe and burning it. 
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When Rosie enters the house, she finds her mother calm and silent. Mrs. Hayashi then 

asks Rosie quietly, is she knows why she had married her father. Rosie tries to avoid this 

disturbing question, sensing more serious events would follow. The mother then proceeds to 

tell her of a secret love affair in Japan, as a result of which she had given birth to a still born 

son. With the only options of suicide or leaving her home forever, she found marrying to 

America a welcome solution: 

Aunt Taka hastily arranged a marriage with a young man of whom she knew, but 

lately arrived from Japan, a young man of simple mind, it was said, but of kindly 

heart. The young man was never told why his unseen betrothed was so eager to hasten 

the day of meeting. (p. 19) 

Shocked by this revelation, Rosie tries not to hear more, but the mother grabs her hand 

and implores her never to marry: 

Suddenly, her mother knelt on the floor and took her by the wrists. "Rosie," she said 

urgently, "Promise me you will never marry!" C ... ) Rosie stared at her mother's face. 

Jesus, Jesus, she called silently, not certain whether she was invoking the help of the 

son of the Carrascos or of God, until there returned the memory of Jesus' hand, how it 

had touched her and where. (p. 19) 

While the mother obviously wants to protect her daughter from disappointment, Rosie 

cannot reconcile this demand with her new awareness of her awakening sexuality. At that 

moment, while the mother is disillusioned with men, Rosie begins to be overwhelmed by her 

desire for a lover. 

The end of the story, which follows immediately after, does not resolve this dilemma. 

For Rosie it is a moment of discovery, when her family history is revealed to her for the first 

time. So far Rosie has behaved as ifthe influence of the Japanese past did not reach her at all, 

now she is made to realize she as a Nisei will be inevitably suspended between the both 

cultures, between the past of her parents and the life of her own. So far her thoughts of future 

with one's superiors as a sign of great reverence. Mrs. Hayashi has in this scene probably switched from the low 
style to eloquent expressions of the polite style, and in the presence ofthe newspaper editor she - from her 
husband's viewpoint - behaves inadequately for a common farmer's wife. 
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were firmly set on life without any burdens of the past, perhaps on marrying Jesus and 

becoming thus "melted" with America and other the ethnicities that constitute this country. 

Now the mother's revelation shows to Rosie that the past still inevitably intrudes upon one's 

present, and it is not always a hindrance, but it may be motivated by the mother's desire to 

warn her and protect her from repeating the same fate that Mrs. Hayashi has to live with. 

The treatment of Japanese culture and the Japanese elements of one's identity thus 

remains dubious in the novel. It is neither fully discarded like in Houston nor celebrated like 

in Toshio Mori's stories, and Yamamoto's use of the Japanese aspects here would suggest 

that they can also function as a double-edged sword, as a tool which can be used in both ways. 

The husband of Mrs. Hayashi displays his strong conviction of the norms that should be 

obeyed in a Japanese household at all costs, and Mrs. Hayashi on the other hand uses the 

sophisticated Japanese form ofhaiku as an alternative to these conditions that are imposed 

upon her. From one perspective it would seem that the refined elements of the formally 

perfect Japanese composition have no place in the rough world of the Issei farmers in 

America, yet it is also evident that for Mrs. Hayashi it remains an instrument of resistance to 

the male authority and the only means of self-expression. The Japanese past and tradition, 

from which the hero of John Okada's novel so fiercely tries to escape, becomes in 

Yamamoto's story the means of escape. The circle thus comes to a close: the Japanese 

heritage is indeed inevitably present in the lives of all Japanese Americans, and it is their 

individual lives that transform it either into a shameful and oppressive burden, or into a 

valuable enrichment of one's life in America. 
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Conclusion 

The conclusion ofYamamoto's story brought us to the point where it remains to be 

said that the influence of the Japanese heritage in the lives of all the Issei, Nisei, Sansei, and 

now also the subsequent generations of Japanese Americans, is undeniable and ever-present. 

The primary goal of this thesis was to introduce and explore a territory still relatively 

unknown in the context of contemporary American literature. The works by Japanese 

American authors, especially those of the second, the Nisei generation, heavily draw from the 

actual historical events these people were exposed to in the course of the past century. As 

such, their position on the margins of the well known American literary canon is significant 

precisely because these authors offer an alternative to a standard version of the recent history 

of the United States. All the five authors we have seen in this presentation challenge the well 

known facts by their own narrative of how the people of their generation experienced the 

tumultuous twentieth century. At the same time, in all of their works the Nisei authors reflect 

on the life in the Japanese American communities on the West Coast as they themselves were 

intimately familiar with it, and although the protagonists of their works - as we have seen

take vastly opposing stances towards the influence ofthis environment on their lives, the 

books and stories we dealt with all betray certain nostalgia for the world that was so 

irrevocably lost after the World War n. 

The protagonists of these works, who as the members of the Nisei generation are 

inevitably posing as a link between two very distinct Issei and Sansei generations, inevitably 

need to search for their own place within the Japanese and American influences that 

significantly form their lives. As was to be expected in literature by and about members of a 

recently immigrant group, the theme of one's identity and its transformation in the given 

environment is given a prominent position in the works of all the Nisei authors we have 

discussed. Perhaps it is on this ground that the variety of attitudes on the issue of identity for 

"hyphenated Americans" can be best represented. 

In tracing the development of the protagonists in the works of Monica Sone, J eanne 

Watatsuki Houston, John Okada, Toshio Mori and Hisaye Yamamoto, it became evident that 

the scope of identities - either available or imposed - on an individual, always leads to a 

profound searching and questioning, and not always results in a peaceful acceptance of such 

an identity. Instead, for persons of double heritage the multiplicity of cultural influences often 
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results in a conflict, rather than a potential advantage. As was repeated throughout the 

discussion on the Nisei generation, their position was further complicated during the years of 

the internment, when in face of this blatant injustice they were again forced to reassess their 

identity against the imposed definition of an "enemy of their own state." 

The narrator of Nisei Daughter would be the only protagonist who emerges 

strengthened from this conflict. But her seemingly successful overcoming of this inner 

struggle and subsequent assimilation into American society were achieved at the cost of 

eliminating the aspects that would make her unique in the mainstream environment. 

Similarly, the protagonist of Farewell to Manzanar eventllally chooses to affirm only 

the American elements of the identity, and suppress all that would betray her Japanese 

heritage. She becomes accepted in the American environment, but the price she had to pay for 

it was likewise high: in her case, it meant complete estrangement from her family, and her 

voluntary exclusion from the Japanese American community, which she eventually learned to 

see as the undesirable "Other." 

Ichiro Yamada of John Okada's No-No Boy was not even allowed the luxury to 

choose. The author set him in between two extremes, none of which the hero can identify 

with. The imposed polarized identities of pro-Japanese or pro-American, which he cannot 

fully embrace, leave him no other possibility. In Ichiro's case, the Nisei hero is thus left with 

perpetual search and frustration at the impossibility of arriving to a fixed identity that would 

correspond with his particular situation. 

Characters in Toshio Mori's Yokohama, California seem to be living happily in their 

"Japantown," without a need for articulating their identity as Japanese Americans. While 

Mori perhaps places greater emphasis on the idyllic depiction of individual characters and 

situations, it cannot escape us that the evacuation is impending and as such will mean a 

complete disintegration of this harmonic and lively community. 

Lastly, the characters that appear in Hisaye Yamamoto's stories - all these Issei wives 

and Issei husbands with their rebelling Nisei daughters - seem to remind us that the Japanese 

American heritage can be expressed in a variety of ways, and likewise can lead to a conflict or 

can save as a place of refuge. Yamamoto' s characters also speak of the tensions stemming 

from one's existence in a truly multicultural environment, where the Japanese Americans 

transcend the boundaries of their own group and interact with native Californians and new 

immigrants alike - and at the same time are lured by - or resistant to - the forces of 

assimilation. 
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The five authors of the Nisei generation thus speak of various ways how their parents 

and their peers had to cope with the challenges of immigrating to a new country, living and 

working there, being accused of disloyalty, interned behind a barb-wire fence for being 

citizens of different racial features, and finally also adapting to the postwar life. In spite of the 

variety of styles, characters and answers to the problems of the Nisei life, I believe all these 

authors have one thing in common: their works more than anything else a celebration of the 

existence of people of Japanese descent in America, their achievement and above all their 

endurance in face of the circumstances they were subjected to. 
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Summary 

Pro svou diplomovou pnici jsem si zvolila tema, ktere nenf v kontextu americke literatury 

zatfm prflis zmime, a ktere si ryka specificke skupiny Americanu, jejich zkusenosti v prubehu 20. 

stoletf a zobrazenf teto zkusenosti v litenimfch dflech peti vybranych autoru. Jedna se 0 

Japanoamericany, tedy jakjaponske pfistehovalce, takjejich potomky, kteff se jiz narodili ve 

Spojenych s,tatech. Literatura americkych autoru japonskeho puvodu je zvlastnf pnive tfm, ze ve 

velke mfre zachycuje nejen prozitky a pocity noveho pristehovalce, ale predevsfm tragickou 

udalost evakuace a nasledneho nuceneho presunu vsech obcanu japonskeho puvodu zijfcfch na 

zapadnfm pobrdf USA do intemacnfch taboru ve vnitrozemf, kteni zasahla bez vyjimky vsechny 

tyto lidi v letech 1942-1944. 

Protoze v pffpade cetby a studia literatury Japanoamericanuje nutne znat i historicke 

okolnosti, ktere jsou reflektovany v jejich dflech, v prvnf a druM kapitole diplomove prace 

uvadfm nejdulezitejsf kultumf a historicke realie. Tfetf kapitola se venuje teorii literatury 

vztahujfcf se na literatury etnickych minorit. Zde jsou zmfneny nektere problemy a spome otazky 

tykajfcf se prijfmanf a interpretace literatury vytvorene zastupci kultumfch nebo etnickych mensin. 

Krome nejdulezitejsfch otazek, vznesenych samotnymi autory a kritiky z rad Americanu asijskeho 

puvodu, se strucne zabyvam i teoretickymi pffstupy dvou kultumfch kritiku - Edwarda Saida a 

Romi Bhabhy, kteff formulovali nove pohledy na situaci mensin v kultume odlisnem prostredf. 

Pro studium autoru japanoamerickeho puvodu mohou byt relevantnf pnive nektere jejich teorie 

zachycujfcf procesy asimilace, adaptace a jinych zpusobu vyrovnavanf se s zivotem v cizfm 

prostredf. 

Pro hlavnf cast pnice jsem vybrala dfla peti autoru, narozenych ve Spojenych statech 

japonskym rodicum, kterf zobrazujf zivot japanoamericke komunity pred druhou svetovou valkou, 

nasledne uveznenf v intemacnfch taborech a povalecne vyrovnavanf se s touto zkusenostf. Protoze 

se jedna 0 dfla relativne velmi malo znama v porovnanf s "hlavnfm proudem" americke literatury, 

bylo my m cflem v teto praci jednotlive autory a knihy predstavit, nastfnit problemy, kterymi se 

zabyvajf, a pokusit se interpretovat urcite zavery, ke kterymjapanoamerictf protagoniste techto 

del dospeli v procesu hledanf a vyjadrenf sve identity (nebo identit) jako lide, kteff se nutne 

nachazejf na hranici - hranici mezi japonskymi a americkymi vlivy, ale i mezi generacf svych 

rodicu a svych americkych vrstevnfku. Problem hledanf identity se dale komplikuje v prubehu a 

po skoncenf nuceneho pobytu v intemacnfch taborech. Tato udalost totiz poznamenala i drZitele 

americkeho obcanstvf, kteff prozili cely zivot ve Spojenych statech a povazovali za loajalnf 

Americany, a najednou byli v dusledku masove hysterie po japonskem utoku na Pearl Rarbor 

oznaceni za Japonce a "nepfftele statu." 
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Ve snaze postihnout ruznorodost a rozmanitostjapanoamericke literatury jsem se rozhodla 

predstavit dva autobiograficke romany, jeden fiktivni roman a dva soubory povidek. Tato dila 

pochazeji od dvou autoru a tfi autorek, a data jejich vzniku vymezuji prakticky cele dvacate 

stoleti: od nejstarsich povidek z 20. let, po romany, ktere vysly brzy po skonceni valky a v 70. 

letech, kdy zacinalo hnuti za odskodneni obeti odsunu, az k povidkam z pocatku 90. let, ktere 

reflektuji zivot dalSich generaci japanoamericanu v multikultumim prostredi dnesnich Spojenych 

statu. 

Hlavni cast diplomove prace se tedy tyka nasledujicich autoru: 

• Monica Sone: Nisei Daughter, 1953 

• Jeanne Watatsuki Houston: Farewell to Manzanar, 1973 

• John Okada: No-No Boy, 1957 

Toshio Mori: Yokohama, California (sbirka povidek vydana poprve 

r.1949) 

• Hisaye Yamamoto: Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories 

(sbirka povidek, vydana r. 1988) 

v pfiloze diplomove price lze nalezt nekolik dokumentamich fotografii zachycujicich 

evakuaci ze zapadniho pobreZi a podminky v intemacnich taborech. Dale jsou zde texty nekterych 

dobovych dokumentu, mapy a tabulky tykajici se vyvoje japonske imigrace do Spojenych statu. 

Na zacatku prace se zabyvam vysvetlenim a charakteristikoujednotlivych generaci 

japonskych imigrantu. V historii i literature se bezne rozlisuje mezi prvni, tzv. Issei generaci, coz 

byli Japonci migrujici do Spojenych statu prevazne na prelomu 19. a 20. stoleti, a druhou, Nisei 

generaci. V tomto pfipade slo 0 americke obcany, ktefi se v naproste vetSine povazovali za 

Americany, mluvili bez problemu anglicky, a ve vetSi Ci mensi mire byli pfijfmani svymi 

neasijskymi vrstevniky. Issei se po pfijezdu do Ameriky usazovali hlavne podel zapadniho 

pobrezi, a vytvofili sve komunity ve mestechjako Los Angeles, San Francisco nebo Seattle. DalSf 

Issei se venovali zemedelstvi na farmach v urodnych oblastech Kalifomie. 

Prestoze v rodinach se pouzivalajakjaponstina, tak v omezene mire anglictina, Nisei, tedy 

deti generace Issei, prijali za svuj prvni jazyk anglictinu a postupne jim obvykle zustala jen 

pasivni znalost japonstiny. I pres neustale silne proti-imigracni tendence, ktere se projevovaly 

v Kalifomiijiz od konce 19. stoleti, se mladym Nisei darilo zaclenovat se do vetSinove americke 

spolecnosti. V doM jejich dospfvanf je ale zasahl vstup USA do valky v prosinci 1941, ktery 
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natrvalo prerusil kontinuitu japanoamerickych komunit a jeste vice prohloubil rozdily mezi Issei a 

Nisei generacemi. 

K nucenemu presunu vsech osob japonskeho puvodu (tedy i Nisei, ktefi se po narozeni 

automaticky stali americkYmi obcany) ze zapadniho pobrezi USA do deseti narychlo 

zbudovanych intemacnich taboru ve vnitrozemf doslo na zaklade Rooseveltova "Pfikazu 

k evakuaci," ktery byl zduvodnovanjako preventivni opatfeni proti moznym pfipadum spionaze a 

kolaborace s japonskou armadou ze strany japanoamericanu. Evakuace, nafizena na jare 1942, 

celkem zasahla 120,000 Issei a Nisei. 

Hlavnim dusledkem intemace bylo predevsim k naruseni dosavadni soudrznosti 

japanoamerickych komunit. Zatimco pro zestarle Issei byly po uzavreni taboru vyhlidky 

neradostne, mladi Issei se chopili nabizenych moznosti v povalecne Americe a rychle a uspesne se 

do ni zaclenili - casta ovsem ale na ukor vedomi sveho japonskeho a japanoamerickeho 

kultumiho dedictvi. 

V teoreticke castijsem se snazila shmout nektere otazky tykajici se pozice etnickych 

mensin v dnesnich Spojenych statech. Casto se zde objevuje problem vyclenovani dane 

mensinove skupiny a jeji urceni ze strany vetSiny, aniz by mela takto definovana mensina 

moznost prosadit svou vlastni verzi, sve vlastni pojmenovani. Casto se tak setkavame 

s pouzivanim zevseobecnujiciho terminu "Asian-American," kterym vetSinova Amerika (tedy lide 

zijicich v USA po generace, puvodem z evropskych zemi, bile rasy a prevazne protestantskeho 

vyznani) oznacuje kohokoli, kdo v nedavne dobe imigroval do USA z Asie a vyrazne se take 

odlisuje tim, ze neodpovida predstave vetsiny 0 "typickem Americanovi." Pojmenovani "Asian

American," je tak siroky pojem, ze jeho aplikace na kohokoli pochazejiciho z Asie vubec nebere 

ohled napr. na obrovske mnozstvi individualnich odlisnosti mezi stovkami az tisici asijskych 

narodnosti. 

Takove pojmenovani ale provadi dominantni skupina, ktera je zastava v americke 

spolecnosti nejsilnejsi pozici, a muze si tak dovolit vnutit tuto omezujici definici minoritni 

skupine. Tim ji zaroven vyclenuje jako odliSnou od sebe samotne, coi automaticky implikuje, ie 

tato mensina je v nejakern ohledu substandardni, menecenna a nedostacujici kriteriim vetSiny. Ta 

naopak sebe sama vzdy definuje jako standard, jako ukazatele toho, co je "normalni," a kohokoli, 

kdo se od teto normy odlisuje, zaradi do kategorie ,Jinych," "tech druhych." Fungovanf tohoto 

principu ve svYch dilech teoreticky zachytili napr. Edward Said, ktery piSe 0 "binarite," kdy podle 

se podle nej zapadni svet takto vymezuje od vseho, co predstavuje "Vychod," nebo Homi Bhabha. 

Ten se snaii obejit koncept bipolamiho sveta formulacijakehosi "prostoru mezi," ktery nema 

pouze aspekty jednoho nebo druheho extremu, ale je mistem, kde se dye i vice kultur stykaji, 
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existuji ved~e se be i se navzajem prolinaji a ovlivnuji. Vytvoreni takoveho prostoru muze byt 

podle Bhabhy ryhodne prave pro pfislusniky minoritnich skupin zijicich v prostredi dominantni 

vetSiny. To jim umoznuje nebytjen objektem definice dominantniho subjektu, ale poskytuje jim 

prostor pro vlastni rozhodovani, a dava pfilezitost zvolit si prave to nejlepsi ze dvou i vice 

kultumich tradic a vlivu. 

Tento zpusob mysleni se podle mnohych literamich i kultumich kritiku uplatnuje prave 

v pristupu soucasnych Americanu ke skupinam imigrantu neamerickeho puvodu, tedy v nasem 

pfipade i Japanoamericanu. V teto souvislosti se take casta pouzivaji dva terminy: "hyphenated 

Americans" (tedy doslova "Americane s pomlckou"), coz oznacuje obyvatele USA, ktefi se diky 

svym predkum imigrantum ztelesnuji take kultumi dedictvi jinych narodu. Jak nektefi ale 

poukazuji, takove pojmenovani v sobe muze nest jak pocit kultumi hrdosti, tak i jakesi neuplnosti 

a odlisnosti od "plne americke" vetSiny. DalSim pojmemje "viditelna mensina," coz oznacuje 

skutecnost, ze imigranti jine nd bile pieti i jejich potomci budou vetSinovou skupinou belochU 

nevyhnutelne vnimani jako "odlisni" nebo "cizi," prestoie podle vsech ostatnich kriterii 

(anglictinajako rodny jazyk, americke obcanstvi, vzdelani v USA, prijeti americkeho zivotniho 

stylu a hodnot, atd.) se nebudou odlisovat od ostatnich "bilych" Americanu. 

Ve ctvrte kapitole uvadim strucny prehled ryvoje literatur psanych zastupci mensinorych 

skupin zijicich v USA, jejiho prijimani a dulezitych otazek rykajicich se napfiklad preferovanych 

zanru nebo obsahu. V tomto pripade se od pfislusniku etnickych mensin napr. casta ocekava, ze 

by dani autori meli vzdy reflektovat i nejake "etnicke prvky" a poukazat na sve kultumi dedictvi 

(prestoze oni sami tfeba takovou potrebu nevnimaji a chteji byt vnimani pouze jako "americti," ne 

"hispano-americti" nebo "cinsko-americti" autofi). 

Obecne pozomosti se literature Americanu asijskeho puvodu zacina dostavat od 70. let 20. 

stoleti. Tehdy se objevil napr. velmi uspesny roman The Woman Warrior od Maxine Hong 

Kingstonove, a zacaly vychazet take prvni antologie a kriticka dila tykajici se dosud nepfilis 

zname literatury psane napr. autory cinskeho, filipinskeho, korejskeho ijaponskeho puvodu. 

Zasadni v tomto smeru byla Antologie Aiiieeeee!, vydana r. 1974, a pozdeji prvni rozsahlejsi 

kriticka studie Asian American Literature: An Introduction to the Writings and their Social 

Context od Elaine Kim (1982). 
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Rozlisovani Americanu japonskeho plivodu podle jednotlivych generaci se uplatnuje i 

v literature. I zde plati, ze v dusledku odlisnych podminek, ktere zasahly Issei a Nisei generaci, se 

take dila autoru z ruznych generaci podstatne lis!. V teto diplomove praci jsem se zamerila na 

Nisei, tedy druhou generaci, ktera fungovala jako predel mezi generaci japonskych imigrantu a 

treti generaci (jiz casta asimilovanou v americkem prostredf), ale jejich osudy oddelovaly take dye 

rozdilne epochy v zivote cele japanoamericke komunity: pred a po internacnich taborech. 

Informace 0 literature psane Issei, a Sansei, jak se oznacuje treti generace, tedy uvadim pouze 

okrajove. 

Prvni generace imigrantu zijicich na zapadnim pobreZi byla kulturne a literarne aktivni, 

vzhledem ke sve slozite pozici se jim ale nepodarilo prosadit v sirsi mire. Zustavaji tak povidky a 

basne (inspirovane tradicnimi japonskymi formami jako haiku nebo tanka), otiskovane v mnoha 

japanoamerickych denicich a literarnich casopisech, ktere vychazely v San Franciscu, Seattlu, Los 

Angeles i jinych mestech od pocatku 20. stoleti. Pro generaci Sansei je spiSe typicke jejich 

vstrebavani vice kulturnich vlivu nezjen americkych ajaponskych, nebo naopak vyhybani se 

tematum souvisejicich jakkoli s japonskou tradici. 

Autori druM, Nisei generace, spojuji oba tyto smery a z pochopitelnych duvodu se v jejich 

dilech casta objevuje problem hledani vlastni identity a snahy 0 nalezeni rovnovahy mezi 

japonskymi a americkymi vlivy. NejstarSi z Nisei, jako Toshio Mori, psali sve povidky jiz pred 

valkou, mladsi autofi se casta k literature dostali az po uzavreni internacnich taboru ve snaze 

reflektovat tuto zkusenost a vyporadat se s osobnimi dilematy, ktera z ni vyplynula. 

lako prvni po vaIce v r. 1953 vychazi autobiograficky roman Monicy Sone nazvany Nisei ---Daughter. Sone zde lici sve detstvi v Seattlu, kde se v jeji vYchove stretavaly jak americke, tak 

japonske vlivy. S rodiCi mluvilajaponsky, ale diky kontaktum s vrstevniky si postupne 

uvedomila, ze blizsi je ji kultura a zvyky americke. To se potvrdilo i pri rodinne navsteve 

pfibuznych v laponsku, ktere mala Monica vnimalajako cizince. 

Se vzrlistajicim napetim pred 2. svetovou valkou si ale Monica zacina uvedomovat, ze 

okoli ji ale nepovazuje ani za Americanku. V prostredi protijaponskych naiad po utoku na Pearl 

Harbor je kvuli svemu asijskemu vzhledu automaticky oznacena za laponce, a tedy nepfitele. 

Hrdinka tak poprve zakousi konflikt mezi identitou, kterou si clovek muze vytvorit sam pro sebe, 

a tou, kterou na nej vlozi jeho okoli. 
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DalSi kapitoly popisuji odsun ze zapadniho pobrezi a zivot rodiny spolu s tisici dalsimi 

Japanoamericany v internacnim tabore Minidoka v Idaho. Monica se nakonec po mnoha vnitmich 

konfliktech vyrovna s touto zkusenosti pozitivne, a pote, co se po valce uspesne zaclenf do 

americke spolecnosti na jinem miste USA, dospeje k tomu, ze muze jak svou japonskou, tak 

americkou identitu vnimatjako obohacujfci, a v zivote s obema z nich nevidi zadny rozpor. 

Slozitejsije situace pro hrdinku druheho autobiografickeho romanu Farewell to 

Manzanar, ktery napsala Jeanne Watatsuki Houston v r. 1973. Prestoze strukturne se oba romany 

dost podobaji, Houston se zkusenostf z internacnich taboru a pocity odlisnosti od normalu 

vyrovnava hure. Vypravenije rovnez zachyceno v prvni osobe, a od poklidneho detstvi v jiznf 

Kalifornii s japonskymi rodiCi nas postupne zavede do tabora Manzanar v kalifornske pousti. Tarn 

hrdinka nejhure proziva rozpad rodiny, zapfiCineny uveznenim otce v jinem tabore a pote jeho 

sklonem k alkoholismu. Houston obzvlaste venuje pozornost prave destruktivnim vlivum pobytu 

v tabore na rodiny ijapanoamerickou komunitujako celek. Zde se take projevuje pocinajfci 

propast mezi Issei a Nisei generaci, kdy mladi a adaptabilni Nisei prebiraji vedeni po prvni 

generaci, casta neschopne se s odsunem vyrovnat. Po uzavreni taboru a naslednem navratu rodiny 

do Kalifornie se hrdinka snazi zaclenit mezi sve vrstevniky, ale zjist'uje, ze jeji odlisnost ji v tom 

brani. Postupne dojde k nazoru, ze vse, co ji oddeluje od tolik zadaneho prijetf do bezne americke 

spolecnosti, je zapficineno jejim japonskym dedictvim. To se hrdinka snazi uplne eliminovat, a 

zvoli si vnej'si prosazovani sve americke identity. Tento styl ale nevyhnutelne vede k odcizeni se 

od rodiny a nejistote, zda je jeji snaha vypadat a chovat se co nejvice "americky" dostatecna pro 

prijetf ze strany ostatnich. 

Heti roman No-Bo Boy, jehoz autorem je John Okada, zamerne jeste vice komplikuje 

pohled na celou generaci Nisei. Podle Okady nema mlady muz generace Nisei, ktery odmitl 

slouzit v americke armade, ani moznost svobodne si zvolit svou identitu. V tomto romanu funguje 

identita jako prvek, ktery jedinci vnuti okoli, a on se mu musf prizpusobit. Okada ale silne 

kritizuje toto restriktivni povaIecne pojeti, ktere podle nej nabizi jen dye mozne identity: 10ajaIni 

American, nebo zradce, ktery inklinuje k Japonsku. 

Okaduv hrdina Ichiro ale svym zivotem nedobrovolne popira kategorie, do kterych jej 

jeho okoli tlaci. Ichiro je totiz Nisei, Americanjaponskeho puvodu, ktery ale, na rozdil od vetSiny 

ostatnfch Nisei, neprojevil dostatek loajality ke Spojenym statum. Po valce trpi za toto rozhodnuti 

tim, ze jej odmitaji obe komunity - jak vetSinova americka, tak komunita japanoamericanu. Pro 

obe tyto skupiny je Ichiro jaksi nedostatecny a neuplny, protoze nespliiuje vsechny podmfnky, 

ktere kazda z techto dvou identit klade. V prubehu celeho romanu se Ichiro snazi najit sve misto, 
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ale bez uspechu. Misto prijeti pouze narazi na fakt, ze prostredi povaIecneho Seattlu pro cloveka 

v jeho situaci nenabizi identitu, se kterou by se mohl ztotoznit. Hledani identity v Okadove 

romanu tedy rozhodne nepripomina vYhodu volby mezi japonskou a americkou tradicf, ale naopak 

omezeni, ktere tyto vlivy na jedince kladou. Pro hrdinu je zde hledani identity neukonceny a 

nejisty proces, ve kterem se nemuze spolehnout na sve okolf ani na elementy sveho japonskeho a 

americkeho dedictvl. 

U poslednich dvou Nisei autoru se dostavame k od romanu k povidkam. U prvniho z nich, 

jimzje oakl~mdsky rodak Toshio Mori, najdeme misto konfliktu a zoufaIeho hledani vlastni 

identity idylicky svet predvalecne japanoamericke komunity ve fiktivnim kalifornskem mestecku 

Jokohama. UZ sam nazev sbirky z r. 1949 (vetSina povidek ale byla napsanajiz pred valkou) 

Yokohama, California naznacuje inspiraci povidkami Winesburg, Ohio Sherwooda Andersona, 

kjehoz odkazu se Mori hlasl. 

lednotlive povidky pripominaji spiSe portrety jedinecnych postav zijidch v japonske 

ctvrti. Casto v kratkych povidkach najdeme jen velmi maIo deje; jejich hlavnim dIem je zachytit 

tento zvlastni svet, ktery definitivne prestal existovat, kdyz doslo k odsunu japanoamericanu do 

internacnich taboru. Vypravec predstavuje jednotlive postavy lidi, ktere sam zna: deti, starsi 

prislusniky generace Issei, podomni obchodniky a remeslniky, kteri drzi pohromade a nepotrebuji 

ani kontakty s vnejsim, ryze americkym okolfm. V Moriho povidkach cteme 0 obycejnych lidech, 

kteri nejsou bohati ani slavni, ale jejichz vyznam spociva v tom, ze prave oni tvori celou komunitu 

ajeji neopakovatelnou atmosferu, kterou Mori tak ocenuje. Vypravec si vsima i tak beznych 

situacf, jako poulicni prodej novin, peceni koblih nebo baseballovy zapas. Prave takova obycejna 

setkani stmeluji celou komunitu a umoznuji jejim obyvatelum prekonat tezkosti zivota prvnich 

pristehovalcu. Lze rici, ze japanoamericka komunita sama vystupuje jako nejvYznamnejsi postava 

cele sbirky. 

Zatimco Mori zachycuje jasne definovane prostredi jedne predvalecne japonske ctvrti, 

povidky autorky Hisaye Yamamoto predstavuji japanoamericany vsech generad zijid na ruznych 

mistech Spojenych statu a v ruznych dobach. Jeji povidky jsou na rozdil od Moriho velmi 

komplikovane co se tyce techniky vypraveni i stavby celeho deje. Ten autorka vetSinou odhaluje 

postupne, a jen v jemnych naznacfch, takZe ctenari sami musi rozeznat, ze se v danem pribehu 

casta stalo mnohem vic, nez bylo primo receno. Yamamoto s oblibou pouzivajako vypravece 

postavu ditete, ktere pIne nerozumi vs emu, co se deje napr. mezi rodici, a diky tomu, ze jako Nisei 

je na rozhrani mezi japonskym i americkYm prostredim, muze sdelit i neco ze sveho specifickeho 

pohledu na celou situaci. 
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Yamamoto se take venuje nelehkemu zivotu zen generace Issei, ktere casta pricestovaly 

do Ameriky jako velmi mlade nevesty svych starsich manzelu, a nepoznaly nic jineho nez drinu 

na odlehlych kalifomskych farmach. V povidkach se proto casta objevuji i manzelske rozpory, 

kdy jak muz, tak zena hledaji nejaky unik ze sveho stereotypniho zivota, obvykle na ukor toho 

druh6ho. Setkavame se tak s manzelem, ktery se nemuze zbavit sve zaIiby v hazardnich hnich, se 

zenou, ktera objevi litociSte v psani poezie haiku, ale zaroven tak zacne zanedbavat vsechny 

rodinne povinnosti, nebo s dospivajici dcerou, ktera unik ze svazujiciho rodinneho prostredi resi 

hleda ve vztahu s mexickym delnikem. 

Tim se dostavame i k presahu mimo japanoamerickou komunitu, kterym se Yamamoto 

take zabyva. Pro ni, na rozdiI od Moriho, tato komunita nepredstavuje uzavreny svet, ale spise 

vychodisko pro vztahy s jinymi narodnostmi a kulturami. V povidkach se tak objevuji spolu 

s japanoamericany postavy nejruznejsich puvodu, od hispancu a cemochu az po japano-italske 

manzelstvi nebo aljasskeho eskymaka. 

Hisaye Yamamoto nezaujima kjapanoamerickemu dedictvi vyslovene negativni ani 

pozitivni postoj. V jejich povidkach tato tradice funguje nekdy jako nechtene bremeno, ktereho se 

postavy snazi zbavit, jindy jako neocenitelny prvek, ktery je prave Cini odlisne a jedinecne 

v prostredi, ve kterem ziji. 

Zda se, ze to je prave to hlavni, co spojuje vsechny autory Nisei generace: vedomi, ze jsou 

nositeli tradice, kterou je mozne vnimat vice zpusoby. V urCite doM jim prerusilo normaIni zivot, 

kdy byli ze dne na den pro sve japonske dedictvi oznaceni za potenciaIni nepratele statu, jindy je 

naopak ocenovali jako prvek, ktery je silne obohacuje jejich zivot v americkem prostredi. Jejich 

literami tvorba, ktera nyni zacina byt postupne prijimana i sirsi verejnosti, 0 tom vypovida. 
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Appendix 

The Japanese American Creed 
(May 9, 1941) 

I am proud that I am an American citizen of Japanese ancestry, for my Very background 
makes me appreciate more fully the wonderful advantages of this Nation. I believe in her 
institutions, ideals and traditions; I glory in her heritage; I boast of her history; I trust in her 
future- She has granted me liberties and opportunities such as no individual enjoys in this 
world today. She has given me an education befitting kings. She has entrusted me with the 
responsibilities of the franchise. She has permitted me to build a home to earn a livelihood, to 
worship, think, speak, and act as I please -- as a free man equal to every other man. 
Although some individuals may discriminate against me, I shall never become bitter or lose· 
faith, for I know that such persons are not representative of the majority of the American 
people. True, I shall do all in my power to discourage such practices, but I shall do it in the 
American way - above board, in the open, through courts oflaw, by education, by proving 
myself to be worthy of equal treatment and consideration. I am firm in my belief that 
American sportsmanship and attitude of fair play will judge citizenship and patriotism on the 
basis of action and achievement, and not on the basis of physical characteristics. 
Because I believe in America, and I trust she believes in me, and because I have received 
innumerable benefits from her, I pledge myselfto do honor to her at all times and in all 
places; to support her constitution; to obey her laws; to respect her flag; to defend her against 
all enemies, foreign or domestic; to actively assume my duties as a citizen, cheerfully and 
without any reservations whatsoever, in the hope that I may become a better American in a 
greater America. 
-- Mike Masaoka (as read before the United States Senate and printed in the Congressional 
Record, May 9, 1941) 

Evacuation Order 9066 

WHEREAS the successful prosecution of the war requires every possible protection 
against espionage and against sabotage to national-defense materials, national-defense 
premises, and national-defense utilities as defined. 
NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President ofthe United 
States, and Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, I hereby authorize and direct the 
Secretary of War, and the Military Commanders whom he may from time to time 
designate, whenever he or any designated Commander deems such action necessary Or 
desirable, to prescribe military areas in such places and of such extent as he or the 
appropriate Military Commander may determine, from which ANY OR ALL PERSONS 
may be excluded, and with respect to which, the right of ANY PERSONS to enter, remain 
in, or leave shall be subject to whatever restrictions the Secretary of War or the 
appropriate Military Commander may impose in his discretion. The Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized to provide for residents of any such area who are excluded 
therefrom, such transportation, food, shelter, and other accommodations as may be 
necessary, 



in the judgment of the Secretary of War or the said Military Commander, and until other 
arrangements are made, to accomplish the purpose of this order. The designation of 
military are.as in any region or locality shall supersede designations of prohibited and 
restricted areas by the Attorney General under the Proclamations of December 7 and 8, 
1941, and shall supersede the responsibility and authority of the Attorney General under 
the ssid Proclamations in respect of such prohibited and restricted areas. 
I hereby further authorize and direct the Secretary of War and the said military 
Commanders to take such other steps as he or the appropriate Military Commander may 
deem advisable to enforce compliance with the restrictions applicable to each Military 
area hereinabove authorized to be designated, including the use of Federal troops and 
other Federal Agencies, with authority to accept assistance of state and local agencies. 
I hereby further authorize and direct all Executive Departments, independent 
establishments and other Federal Agencies, 
to assist the Secretary of War or the said Military Commanders in carrying out this 
Executive Order, including the furnishing of medical aid, hospitalization, food, clothing, 
transportation, use of land, shelter, and other supplies, 'equipment, utilities, facilities, and 
services. 
This order shall not be construed as modifying or limiting in any way the authority 
heretofore granted under Executive Order 8972, dated December 12, 1941, nor shall it be 
construed as limiting or modifying the duty and responsibility of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, with respect to the investigation of alleged acts of sabotage or the duty and 
responsibility of the Attorney General and the Department of Justice under the 
Proclamations of December 7, and 8, 1941, prescribing regulations for the conduct and 
control of ALIEN ENEMIES, except as such duty and responsibility is superseded by the 
designation of military areas hereunder. 

February 19, 1942 Franklin D. Roosevelt 

Manzanar Internment Camp 
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Families Awaiting Evacuation in Seattle 
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Tables_! 
Japanese American Population, Contiguous United States, 

1920-1940 

Total Foreign Native Native Born 
Year Population Born Born (Percentage) 

192.0 I Il,055 81:,383 l.9,672. 2.6·7 . , 

1930 138,834 70 ,477 68,357 49·2-

1940 12.6,947 47,30 5 79,642 62.·7 

SOUR<;E: U.S. Census. 
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